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I. INTRODUCTION 

This is the final report and recommendation of the FCC's Advisory Committee on 

Advanced Television Service. It was adopted by the Advisory Committee at its ninth and final 

meeting, held in Washington, DC, on November 28, 1995. 

This year is the lOOth anniversary of radio broadcasting. Television is only half as old; it 

was introduced in 1941 when the FCC adopted the current NTSC standard.' Subsequently, TV 

was improved in 1953 when the Commission approved the NTSC color standard. Only a few 

minor improvements (most notably. the addition of stereo audio in 1986) have been made in the 

ensuing four decades. This report heralds the greatest advance in broadcast television technology 

since its inception over fifty years ago. The possibilities for the future include dazzling pictures, 

CD-quaJity sound. the flexibility for multiple programs and data streams, and interoperability 

wi th alternative media and systems including computers. 

In 1987, the FCC and Advisory Committee began to study the potentially great technical 

improvements that might be possible with advanced television ("ATV'').2 At the time, new 

transmission systems were being developed for direct broadcasting satellite and other media. It 

was not certain, however. whether a complete A TV system could work in 6 MHz over-the-air 

The NTSC standard, which is named after the National Television Systems 
Committee which developed and modified it, is embodied in Part 73 of the Commission's Rules, 
See 47 C.F.R. § 73.682 (1994). 

2 The FCC defines A TV to «include any system that results in improved television 
audio and video quality ...... Tentative Decision and Further Notice 0/ Inquiry in MM Docket 
No. 87-268, 3 F .e.C. Rcd 6520, 6521 note I (1988). High definition television ("HDTV''), a 
subset of A TV. generally refers to systems that provide quality approaching that of 35 mm film. 
Id HDTV "has a resolution of approximately twice that of conventional television in both the 
horizontal (H) and vertical (V) dimensions and a picture aspect ratio (HxV) of 16:9." ATSC 

Digital Television Standard at 5. 
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channels. Now, eight years later, after countless public meetings involving hundreds of industry 

volunteers and a rigorous program of testing and analysis conducted on seven prototype A TV 

systems at three futuristic laboratories, the Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service 

herein recorrunends that the Federal Communications Commission adopt the "ATSC Digital 

Television Standard" as the U.S. standard for A TV broadcasting. 

This standard represents truly world-leading technology. It will allow American 

television broadcasters and viewers to participate in the digital age and is equally available for 

cable TV providers and subscribers. In addition, more than any other A TV system in the world, 

the technology is interoperable with other imaging media and systems. 

The present document bas two principal sections. First, the Advisory Committee reports 

on its history. progress and results, including the fmal tests on a prototype advanced television 

system from a consortiwn of companies known as the DigitallIDTV Grand Alliance. Second, 

the Committee sets forth the details of its recommendation. 

U. REPORT OF THE ADVISORY COMMITIEE 

A. Purpose of the Com,!Dittee 

In early 1987, the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC" or "Commission'') 

initiated a rule making proceeding on advanced television ("ATV") service "to consider the 

technical and public policy issues surrounding the use of advanced television technologies by 

television broadcast licensees.") Later that year, and in order to assist the FCC "in gathering and 

} Notice a/Inquiry in MM Docket No. 87-268,2 F.C.C. Rcd 5125, 5126 (1987). 

-----~-- -'~-
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processing much afthe necessary information" on ATV,· the Conunission established the 

Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service ("Advisory Committee" or "ACATS"),S 

In its Charter, the Advisory Committee was given the broad mandate to "advise the 

Federal Communications Commission on the facts and circumstances regarding advanced 

television systems for Commission consideration of the technical and public policy issue[ S].'06 

The Committee 's Charter also directed that 

in the event that the Commission decides that adoption of some 
form of advanced broadcast television is in the public interest the 
Committee would also recommend policies, standards and 
regulations that would facilitate the orderly and timely introduction 
of advanced television services in the United States.' 

The Advisory Committee's work became more specifically directed on advising the FCC on a 

technical standard for A TV broadcasting when, in late 1990, it entered a Memorandum of 

Understanding ("MOU") with the Commission and two A TV test laboratories.' This narrowed 

focus was articulated by the Committee a few months later: "Ultimately, it is the Advisory 

• ld 

, Formation of Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service and 
Announcement a/First Meeting, 52 Fed. Reg. 38523 (October 16, 1987). ACATS was formally 
established under the provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (.oF ACA',), codified at 5 
U.S.c. App. n (1988). The Committee bas operated in accordance with the provisions of the 
FACA and GSA' s Federal Property Management Regulations. 41 C.F.R. § 101-6.10 (1994). 

6 ld. at p. 38523 . The Advisory Committee Charter is attached at Appendix A. 

, ld 

I A copy of the MOU is attaChed at Appendix B. In accordance with the Charter, 
the Committee on occasion also has received direction from the Chairman of the FCC. 
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Committee's goal to agree on an A TV technical description that can be recommended to the FCC 

for consideratio n as the next generation television transmission standard.'t9 

8. Committee Structure and Participants 

The FCC appointed the twenty five members of the Advisory Committee and selected 

, Richard E. Wiley to be its Chairman. Described in the Charter as the «Parent Committee .. the 

membership of this private-sector body was selected to achieve balanced representation from 

among the b roadcasting, cable, conswner electronics, satellite broadcasting, program production, 

film, and telephone industries. At the time, these were the major industries thought to be 

involved in advanced televis ion. Due largely to the state of technology in 1987. the FCC did not 

then perceive the computer industry as being significantly affected by A TV broadcasting. 

However, subsequent technological advances, particularly the introduction of digital 

tranSmission technology that enhances interoperability with computers and other media and 

systems, generated significant interest within that industry. Thereafter, computer company 

officials participated actively and effectively in ACATS activities. Additionally, the Chainnan 

of the FCC recently appointed two industry members to the Parent Committee to replace other 

, 
d . ed " members who ha resign . 

This Parent Committee has met roughly once per year since its inception and, as 

enumerated beloW, has presented several interim reports to the Commission. The work of the 

9 Fowth [nterim Report of the Advisory Committee on Advanced Television 

SeMee ,'ACATS Fourth Interim Report') at pp. 18-19 (Apri11, 1991). Obvious1y~ the 
Commission, not the Advisory Conuruttee bas the authonty to estabhsh a broadcastmg standard. 

See 47 U.S.C. § 303 (e), (I) (1988). 

10 A current membershiP list of the Parent Committee is attached at Appendix C. 
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Advisory Committee, however, was achieved primarily by volunteers organized in various 

groups under the Parent Committee. Part of this staff organization was described in the Charter, 

which listed the Planning, Systems, and lmplementation Subcommittees. The Advisory 

Comminee also formed a "Special Panel" in early 1992,11 and a "Technical Subgroup" later that 

year.11 Both of these bodies were comprised of leading technical experts and were structured 

with constituent subgroups.1l As with all Advisory Committee bodies, the leadership of these 

groups was selected to balance the interests of the various affected industries. 

By some estimates, over 1000 individuals have participated in the Advisory Committee's 

work during its eight year history. Participants have come from the broadcasting. cable, 

conswner electronics, computer, program production. film, telephone, and other industries -

many of them recognized experts in their fields. Representatives of labor, academia. and public 

interest groups also have taken pan. Moreover, because all Committee meetings have been open 

to the public. interested citizens and the press also have attended meetings of the Parent 

Comminee and its many subgroups. 

To the great benefit of the Advisory Comminee, members of the FCC's staff often have 

observed and participated in Committee meetings. The Commission's guidance, expressed 

formal ly in rule making proceedings and informally in myriad interactions with Advisory 

Committee officials, has been invaluable to our work. However, the Comminee has received no 

1\ Minutes, Advisory Comminee Meeting p. 3 (March 24, 1992). 

" Lener, Richard E. Wiley to ATV System Proponents (August 21 , 1992). 

U A list of the Advisory Comminee staff structure is attached at Appendix D. 
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funding from the Commission or other government bodies. Its operating costs (e.g., postage, 

photocopying, and telephone) have been underwritten solely by small donations from Committee 

members. I. 

c. Relationship with Other Bodies 

Several organizations not directly pan of the Advisory Committee were critical to its 

mission and success. Key among these were the three laboratories that tested A TV hardware 

from several system proponents including the Digital HDTV Grand Alliance. The largest of the 

three was the Advanced Television Test Center ("A TIC"), a private, non-profit organization 

established in 1988 and developed by American broadcasting and electronic industry entities. 

Using over S 15 million in contributions from its sponsors, and $7.5 million in fees from system 

proponents, the A TIC __ under the expert leadership of its President, Peter Fannon -- constructed 

a state of the art radio frequency testing facility in Alexandria, Virginia, and conducted the 

broadcasting laboratory-based tests for the Advisory Committee. Collocated with the A TIC was 

the A TV facility of the Cable Laboratories, Inc. ("CableLabs''), a research and development 

consortium of American cable television system operators. CableLabs carried out the cable 

portions of the Committee's lab and ~field testing programs. Finally, the Advanced Television 

Evaluation Laboratory ("ATEL',), an Ottawa-based facility of Canada's Department of 

I. See Letter, Richard E. Wiley to Advisory Committee Members (May 4, 1993). 
Early in the Advisory Committee's history, nin~teen members contri~uted $5,000 each, for a 
sum ofS95 000 and, in the summer of 1993, thirteen members contnbuted $3,000 each, for a 
grand total ~f S134,ooo. Parent Commi.ttee mem~rs fro~ small organizations or providing 
special services were not asked to contnbute to this operatIng fund. A small balance remains. 
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Communications managed by the Canadian Communications Research Centre, conducted 

subjective tests using non-expert viewers from both Canada and the United States," 

Another organization which made highly valuable contributions to the Advisory 

Comminee's report was the Advanced Television Systems Committee ("ATSe'" a standards 

organization fonned in 1983 by the Joint Committee on Intersociety Cooperation ("JeIC''). 16 

With the approval of the FCC, the ATSC has done vital work in documenting the A TV 

broadcasting standard recommended herein.11 The ATSC is ably chaired by James C. 

McKinney. a member afthe Advisory Committee. 

O. Advisory Committee Accomplishments 

Over its eight year history. and in the course of making numerous decisions, the Advisory 

Committee produced thousands of public documents, among which are five Interim Reports to 

the FCC. and A TV System Recommendation dated February 24,1993, and a report to Congress 

in 1989. 

Given its primary mandate to advise the FCC on a standard for A TV broadcasting, one of 

the most critical early detenninations was that the Committee would evaluate and recommend a 

IS In addition, the Association for Maximum Service Television ("MSTV'') and the 

Public Broadcasting Service ("PBS") played key roles in the Advisory Committee's field testing 

process in Charlotte, North Carolina. 

16 The JCIC itself was formed by the Electronic Industries Association, the Institute 
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the National Association of Broadcasters, the National 
Cable Television Association, and the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers. 

11 Memorandum Opinion and Order / Third Further Notice of Proposed Rule 

Making in MM 87-268, 7 F.C.C. Red 6924, 6982-6983 (1992). 
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system to the Commission only jf it had been tested in hardware form. II Thereafter. work was 

focused on preparing for, conducting, and analyzing ATV hardware tests. 

Initial ly. some 23 different concepts for an A TV broadcasting system were submitted to 

the Committee. All of them employed analog video transmission teclmiques. Some proposals 

were for enhanced definition television ("EDTV') systems, which would augment, either within 

the existing channel or with additional spectrum, the quality ofNTSC broadcasts. Other entities 

proposed so-called "simulcast" HDTV systems, which would operate on different channels and 

i.n a manner unrelated to NTSC broadcasts, lbrough proponent mergers and attrition, the 23 

proposaJs soon were reduced to a handful , 

In 1990, the FCC made a key decision to "select a 'simulcast' high definition television 

(HD1V) system - that is, a system that employs design principles independent of the existing 

NTSC technology for ATV service,"'9 That same year, one of the remaining system proponents, 

General [nstrument Corporation, submitted a new proposal incorporating all-digital transmission, 

Three oftbe other four remaining HDTV systems thereafter adopted this technological advance; 

onJy NHK retained its original analog transmission design. Although the introduction of digital 

eventually resulted in at least two years' delay in the Advisory Committee schedule, the advance 

was well worth the wait. Indeed, after much more time and money spent with analog A TV 

proposals, both Japan and Europe now are pursuing digital solutions . 

• 1 See Operating Procedures of the Committee's Systems Subcommittee (approved 
A '\29 1988): "[o]nly candidate ATV systems which have been reduced to hardware will be 
et.7uated and tested by [Systems Subcommittee] Working Party 2." 

" Report and Order in MM Docket No. 87-268, 5 F.C.C. Rcd 5627 (adopted 

August 24, \990). 
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From mid-1991 through the end of 1992, the one remaining EDTV system and all five 

HDTV systems were subjected to an exacting program of laboratory tests at the A TIC, 

CableLabs. and A TEL.lO As described above, these laboratories are designed to emulate the 

broadcast and cable transmission environments, as well as the home viewing envirorunent. The 

test procedures were exhaustively developed by the Advisory Committee, with the objective of 

determining whicb of the competing systems should be recommended to the FCC as the basis for 

a new transmission standard. For a variety of reasons, not the least of which was the limited 

availabi lity of test equipment and space, the systems were tested serially rather than in head-to-

head comparisons, and video subjective testing was conducted by comparing pictures produced 

by each system to a s ingle studio reference pictw"e rather than to each other. 

There were innumerable tasks and countless meetings involved in preparing for and 

conducting the test program. For example, detailed test plans, sometimes specific to the 

particular system under test, had to be developed. Then,. after testing procedures for the analog 

systems had been developed, the Committee was required to redesign many of them with the 

advent of digital transmission systems. Moreover, new pieces of hardware had to be constructed 

solely for use in tes ting, and great care and precision was required to create video and audio test 

sequences in order to make certain that the systems were completely tested. 

All of these efforts took time. On some occasions, implementation errors in the proposed 

A TV systems caused additional delays in testing. Further. considerable effort was invested in 

:zo At the request of its proponents. the Advisory Committee did not report or 
consider the test results on the EOTV .system. Letter, James E. Carnes to Richard E. Wiley 
(March 2, 1992); Lener Richard E. WIley to James E. Carnes (March 5, 1992). 
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fashioning evaluation methods and criteria to allow the Advisory Committee to assess all of the 

test results. These criteria included video/audio quality, interoperabiJity, spectrum issues, and 

cost issues,ll 

Chaired by Dr. Robert Hopkins, the Special Panel convened for four days in early 1993 to 

consider the test results. Under the rigorous technical criteria established by the Committee, the 

four digital HDTV systems proved superior to the analog proposal which, accordingly, was 

eliminated from further consideration. Although the Panel explicitly found that "digital HDTV 

is achievable for the United States," ll it also concluded that each afthe digital entries had 

shortcomings that required further technical refinements. Indeed, in presentations at a November 

1992 meeting of the Technical Subgroup fonned for this purpose,23 the remaining proponents had 

suggested a number of significant improvements to their respective systems. 

In February 1993, and based on the Special Panel Report, the Advisory Committee 

offered the proponents twO options: either undergo a second, expensive and time-consuming 

testing process or, alternatively. combine their efforts into a single "best of the best" (or so-called 

"grand alliance") system24. There were three key advantages to the latter option: first, because 

" Letter, Richard E. Wiley to FCC Chairman Alfred C. Sikes (January 10, 1992). 
This letter forwarded to the Conunission the Advisory Committee's proposed A TV System 

Recommendation Process. 

2l A TV System Recommendation at p. I-I (February 24, 1993). 

lJ Letters, Richard E. Wiley to Advisory Committee Members and ATV System 
Proponents (August 2 1,1992). The Technical Subgroup was co-chaired by Joseph A. Flaherty 
of CBS and Irwin Dorros, formerly of Bellcore. 

24 Press Release, FCC Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service 
(February 24, 1993). The Committee already was aware that such an alliance might be fonned. 
Set Letter, Richard E. Wiley to AdVISOry CO!Illll1ttee Memben; (January 18, 1993). 
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the systems were becoming more alike as their proponents learned from each other's technical 

advances, the Advisory Conuninee's eventual task of selecting between them was becoming 

more problematic; second, the retesting process was certain to be expensive and time-consuming 

for all concerned; and third, and most importantly, a single system -- encompassing the best 

features of various proposals -- might lead to the development of a truly superior technology. 

This option of combining the systems had been discussed by the Committee two years earlier.2s 

After many months of arduous business and technical negotiations, the proponents chose 

the laner course. In late May, 1993, a consortium called the Digital HDTV Grand Alliance was 

formed with a number of major American and Ewopean entities: AT&T, the David Sarnoff 

Research Center, General Instrumen~ the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, North 

American Philips, Thomson Consumer Electronics, and Zenith Electronics.26 

At the time, the Advisory Committee made clear to the Grand Alliance members that they 

should not present the Committee with an inflexible, technical/ail accompli; the Committee's 

work bad bee~ and must remain, a public process.21 Accordingly, the Committee directed the 

Technical Subgroup to work with the Alliance, optimize its proposal, and generate agreement on 

specifications for a prototype systerrl.2' Thereafter, the Subgroup would supervise construction 

" See ACATS Fourth Interim Repon at p. 19 (April I, 1991): "[l]n the unlikely 
event that each system proves to be inadequate, a new design could be composed of elements 
drawn from the different systems. If so, the Advisory Committee would encourage the 
establishment of voluntary agreements among proponents to synthesize their designs." 

,. ACA TS Press Release (May 24, 1993). Anached at Appendix E. 

" Lener, Richard E. Wiley to A TV System Proponents (May II, 1993). 

" Lener, Richard E. Wiley to Advisory Comminee Members (May 24, 1993). 
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and tcsting of the system and, if all went well, the Advisory Committee would recommend it to 

the Commission. 

Six so-called "Expert Groups" were formed within the Technical Subgroup, each to focus 

on selected aspects of the Grand Alliance proposal. After detailed discussions between these 

Groups and the Alliance extending over many months, a modified and considerably enhanced 

system proposal was developed. In October 1993 and February 1994, the Advisory Committee 

approved for prototype construction all the elements of this proposal,29 

The Grand Alliance system was tested at the ATIC, CableLabs, and A TEL facilities 

from March through August, 1995. The complete Alliance system also was evaluated in the 

field, by PBS, MSTV, and CableLabs, at the Advisory Committee broadcasting facilities in 

Charlotte, in July and August 1995.30 Detailed test reports were prepared by each organization.
lI 

Based on these reports, the Technical Subgroup prepared the Committee's Final Technical 

Repon.n 

In early 1995, the Chainnan of the FCC asked the Advisory Committee to investigate 

specific scanning fonnats for so-called standard definition television ("SDTV").33 Several 

29 Press Releases, Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service (October 

21,1993, and February 24, 1994). 

)0 Field tests on the Grand Alliance VSB modem alone already had shown it to 
perform "significantly better" than NTSC. Press Release, Advisory Committee on Advanced 

Television Service (September 19, 1994). 

11 The test reports are attached at the Annex "Record of Test Results." 

" Attached at Appendix F. 

II This term is used to signify a digital television system in which the quality is 
. tely eqw·valent to that ofNTSC. ATSC Digital Television Standard at 8. 

approXlma 
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months earlier, the Technical Subgroup had prepared a "White Paper,"34 which described how 

the Grand Alliance system could carry multiple streams of data that, for example, could each be 

an SDTV program. The Technical Subgroup considered the merits of various proposed SDTV 

scanning fannats and, on July 19, 1995, based on the recommendation of its Expert Group, 

adopted two such fonnats for inclusion in the A TV standard.)' 

E. Description oftbe Grand Alliance System 

As indicated above. the Advisory Committee approved system specifications premised 

on the A TV proposal from the Digital HDTV Grand Alliance. From these specifications, 

which were also used by the Alliance to construct its prototype system, the ATSC Digital 

Television Standard was derived. J6 In essence, the ATSC standard describes five subsystems: 

scanning, video and audio compression, transport. and transmission. 37 

For scanning, the standard includes two HDTV formats: a 720 lines x 1280 pixels per 

line formal at 24. 30. and 60 frames per second progressively scanned, and a 1080 lines x 

1920 pixels per line format at 24 and 30 frames per second progressively scanned and 60 fields 

~ Attached at Appendix G. 

U See Report on SDTV Video Formats. Expert Group on Scanning Fonnats I 
Compression at p. I (July 19, 1995). Attached at Appendix H. 

)6 A TV technological developments have occurred since the Grand Alliance 
prototype system was designed and constructed. and will continue to occur in the future. It 
would be appropriate to perform hardware demonstrations of such developments (including 

SDTV) that are documented in the ATSC standard. 

)1 The Advisory Committee approved the Grand Alliance system specifications 
d h . recommends FCC adoption of the ATSC standard specifically taking into account a 

and ere~ty of issues, including the Nation's future technological needs and the embedded 
WI e vane d' d . (. th th C . bel' . ts fAmerican consumers an m ustnes mvestments at e onllmttee Iveves 
mvestmen 0 

sbould not be unduly diminisbed). 
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per second interlaced scanned. Two SDTV formats also are described: 480 lines by 704 

pixels per line in both 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratios, and 480 lines by 640 pixels per line in 4:3 

aspect ratio . Each SDTV fonnat offers progressive scanning modes. 

This balance of scanning formats -- designed to accommodate the interests of various 

induslries operating within the Advisory Committee -- was reached only after considerable 

deliberation in the Advisory Committee's subgroups. Proponents of various fonnats argued 

vigorously fo r their respective poSitions but, ultimately. agreed on one point: that an over 

lOOO-line 60 Hz progressive scanning format would be preferable. Unfortunately. this format 

is nOI possible wi th current state-of-the-art compression teclmoiogy. The Committee foresees, 

however, that improvements in compression will allowtbe ATV standard to "migrate" to 

incorporate it in the coming years.3• The Committee also believes that including the interlace 

scanned l080-line, 60 Hz format will provide such a migration path. 

For digital video compression. the Alliance system incorporates MPEG-2 parameters, 

including "B-frames ." Audio compression employs 5.1-channel Dolby AC-3 techniques. The 

packetized data uanspon system incorporates features and services of MPEG-2 that are 

applicable to ATV and provided fo; in the MPEG-2 transport layer. Finally, the transmission 

subsystem is based on 8- and 16-VSB technology for broadcasting and cable, respeetively. 

l. The [nformation Technology lndustry Council. an association of infonnation 
hn I roduct and service providers, has endorsed this rapid migration approach in order to 

~~t ::o~:e the maximum benefits to conswners." Letter, Rhett Dawson, IT! President, to 

Richard E. Wiley (October 31, 1995). 
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F _ lnteroperability with Alternative Media and Systems 

Since its inception, the Advisory Committee has emphasized the need for U.S. A TV 

broadcasting techno logy to be interoperable with alternative media, particularly cable television 

systems. The Committee believes interoperability also takes on critical importance given the 

fut\ll'e needs fo r high resolution digital imagery in American homes and the development of a 

Notional Informatio n Infrastructure ("NIl") . Indeed, entertairunent~based HDTV receivers will 

introduce digital v ideo transmissions into many residences. 

As noted above, interoperability was one afthe selection criteria adopted by the 

Comminee. Over four years ago, the working party tasked to study interoperability was asked to 

reexamine this issue fo llowing introduction afthe digital HDTV systems. It developed 

recommendations that led to agreement on so-called "headers and descriptors." This method of 

data identification, combined with advanced data packetization techniques, acts as a kind of 

translator to tell alJ digital devices what type of data is being transmitted. 

The v.torking party and an " mteroperability review panel" also adopted a list of eleven 

characteristics critical to interoperability.39 The Advisory Committee believes the Grand 

Alliance system adequately addresses all of these factors. For example, compliance with the 

MPEG-2 SWIdard was emphasized by the Technical Subgroup and adopted by the Grand 

)9 The list o f characteristics is attached at Appendix I. These "were based on the 

d d
· exhibited by alternative media advocates, not only for the delivery of terrestrial 

needs an estIeS d l' h d 1" l ' 
ad 

_~~ing but also for other e Ivery approac es an app lcatlOns re almg to 
bro cast pro",~- , . d" " ATV S R cia' . uw' cations motion pICtureS. an unagmg. ystem ecommen non at 
compuung. carom • 
pp. 4-4, 4-5 (February 24, 1993). 
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Alliance to increase international compatibility and, more importantly, interoperability among a 

variety of digital devices. 

A critical aspect of the scanning fonnat scheme, unanimously recommended by the 

Technical Subgroup, is the availability of progressive scanning and square pixels. These 

attributes are preferable for some -- particularly computer -- applications. However, interlaced 

scanning also is important: it is a video data compression technique in which although only half 

the amount of clata is transmitted, the bulk of the video picture remains. In particular, the test 

results on the Grand Alliance system demonstrate that there are advantages to both higher line 

number interlaced, and lower line nwnber progressive scanning fonnats, and that there is no 

evidence in the Advisory Committee's record that would justify dropping either format at this 

time. 

1n all, the Advisory Committee believes that the Grand Alliance plan strikes the best 

balance between various technical considerations and needs of different industries. It is a 

balance that has been endorsed by, among others, a subgroup of the Federal Government's 

lnfonnation Infrastructure Task Force, the 1994 N1ST/ARPA Workshop on Advanced Digital 

Video, and the 1nfonnation Technology industry Council. In this regard, it is noteworthy that all 

other A TV broadcasting systems being developed in the world do not include any progressive 

scanning format. The U.S. approach wisely incorporates the best of both scanning techniques. 

G. Other Technologies 

As required by the 1990 MOV with the FCC and test laboratories, the Advisory 

Committee has reviewed 

" 
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new ~echnical advancements in the state afthe art, not already 
provIded by the A TV systems pre·certified by the Advisory 
Committee, that appear to offer important benefits to the public 
and are sufficiently concrete so as to be tested contemporaneously 
with the pre-certified systems.40 

lo early 1992, the Advisory Committee found, based on a review of current technology, 

that there were no new concepts "sufficiently concrete so as to be tested contemporaneously with 

the pre-certified systems," and that the five HDTV proponent systems then under consideration 

represented the state of available technology.4! Later that year, another meeting concluded that a 

few recently-proposed systems were not sufficiently developed to be considered further by the 

Advisory Committee. This assessment that was ratified by the Special Panei .'(2 

In 1994-95, at the request o f an industry consortium eventually known as the COFDM-

Limited Liabil ity Corporation ("COFDM-LLC"), the Committee reviewed a proposal for an 

A TV modem that would operate using coded orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 

("COFDM'l tecbniques.o The Technical Subgroup established a Certification Experts Group, 

and tasked it to review the COFDM-LLC proposal which, if it were shown to be "demonstrably 

superior" to the VSB-based modem already approved as part of the Grand Alliance system, 

would be recommended for further evaluation and testing by the Advisory Committee. The 

Experts Group found, however, "based on the claimed benefits ofCOFDM techniques and, 

.. MOV at p. 3. See Appendix B . 

• 1 Fifth Interim Report of the Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service 

(March 24, 1992). 

" special Panel Document No. SP-OI9 (February 8, 1993) . 

• , Letters, Richard E. Wiley to Advisory Committee Members (February 18, 1994), 
and to Michael J . Sherlock (April 21 , 1994, and September IS , 1994). 
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specifically, of the COFDM modern proposed by the COFDM-LLC, as well as the shortcomings 

discussed [in the report]", that "[tlhe modem presented by the COFDM-LLC is not ready for test 

al this lime," and U[t]he COFDM-LLC did not demonstrate the superiority ofCOFDM over VSB 

for the majority of markets.'''" 

H. Final Technical Report 

As noted above, the Advisory Committee's Technical Subgroup adopted a Final 

Technical Report for the Advisory Conunittee on October 31, 1995.45 Based on Advisory 

Corrunittee-approved specifications and thorough laboratory and field testing of the prototype 

A 1V system as designed and constructed by the Digital HDTV Grand Alliance, the Technical 

Subgroup found that : (1) the Grand Alliance system meets the Committee's perfonnance 

objectives and is bener than any of the four original digital A TV systems; (2) the Grand Alliance 

system is superior to any known alternative system; and (3) the ATSC Digital Television 

Standard,<&6 based on the Advisory Committee design specifications and Grand Alliance system, 

fUlfUls the requirements for the u.s. A TV broadcasting standard. Thus, the Subgroup 

recommended that the ATSC standard be adopted as the U.S. ATV broadcasting standard. 

.. 
Appendix J. 

., 

.. 

Report of the Certification Experts Group at p. 4 (August 8, 1995). Attached at 
COFDM technology continues to be developed for use m Europe and ASIa. 

AttaChed at APpendix F . 

AttaChed at APpendix K . 
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Ill. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

The Advisory Committee hereby adopts the findings of the Technical Subgroup. 

Specifically. the Grand Alliance system meets the COIlll1l1ttee' s performance objectives and is 

bener than any of the four original digital A TV systems; the Grand Alliance system is superior to 

any known alternative system; and the ATSC Digital Television Standard. based on the Advisory 

Committee design specifications and Grand Alliance system, fulfills the requirements for the 

U.S. A TV broadcasting standard. 

Accor(Jjngly. the Advisory Commi//ee on Advanced Television Service recommends that 

Ihe Federal Communications Commission adopt the ATSC Digital Television Standard as the 

us. standardfor ATV broadcasting. 

Although this standard. in accordance with the limited mandate of the Advisory 

Comm.ince. is recommended for terrestrial A TV broadcasting, the Committee believes that it is 

suitably interoperable with other video delivery media and imaging systems, including cable 

television, direct broadcast satellite, and computer systems. The extent to which various features 

and applications of the standard are ~lowed or required to be applied to alternative media must 

be left to the discretion of the FCC as part of its deliberations in the ongoing rulemaking 

proceeding. 

In addition, other A TV regulatory issues, including some previously addressed by the 

. . (e g broadcasting allotment and assignment planning), are also being 
AdvlSOry Commttlee .. , 

tI b tb fee For example the Committee worked at length on broadcasting 
addressed dire<: Y Y e · ' 

. I lanning issues but, more recently, the FCC requested that the 
a]JobDent and a5S1gnmen p 
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Committee discontinue its efforts in deference to the rule making proceeding. Additionally, the 

Technical Subgroup has recommended that the Conunission require that receivers (and set-top 

boxes designed to receive A TV broadcasts for display on NTSC sets) be able to receive 

adequately all A TV [annalS. This issue now is being addressed in the FCC's rule making:H 

IV. CO CLUDING REMARKS 

The Advisory Committee is indebted to the hundreds of companies, entities, and 

individuals which have been involved in this entire project. Their cooperative and productive 

efforts have made a great contribution to the advancement of the video medium in this country 

and the rest of the world. The Committee also is grateful for the continuous oversight, guidance 

and support provided by the FCC. particularly the four Chairmen with which the Committee has 

been honored to work, and the staffs of the Mass Media Bureau, Office of Engineering and 

Technology, and Office of Plans and Policy. 

By: 

November 28, 1995 

Respectfully submitted. 

FCC ADVISORY COMMlTIEE ON 
ADVANCED TELEVISION SERVICE 

I 
Ric E. Wi ey, Chairman 

h F rh "olice or Proposed Rule Making and Third Notice of Inquiry in 
41 Fourl ur er lY I 'J 

26
8 FCC 95-315, 60 Fed. Reg. 42,130 (August IS , 1995). 

MM Docket No. 87- , 
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FodonI ~ I VoL ... No. 2CO I Friday. October , .. '007 I Nod_ 

RDEML COIMfJIIICATIOIO 
COtE leoti 

FooIE". of......, Ccw ••• m. on 
Ad'IWJCId T.wt.'a'" SerriclIftd _ot .... --., 

The Fecle,..1 CommwUCitiONI 
Commiulon hila ntablilhed In 
IdvifOl')' commilln 10 .. aial the 
Commiuion in COIlIi~"'rinI tha IUUH 
alll'T'OWlClina the introductiOD of 
advanced televiaion tiMe. In the 
United Stales. The committee II 
expected 10 Idvi .. the Commluion on 
the facll and circwnllanCH reaardina 
advanced televillon Iy.temll and to 
recommend polld .... tandania. and 
regulation. that could accommocate the 
orderly and timely Introduction of 
advanced lelevilion aervice. lbe charter 
for the committee 11 attached. 

111e fint l!leelinS of the AdvilOry 
Committee on Adnnced Televt.ion 
Service will be held Oft November 17. 
)Qi87, in the Commiaion Meetina Room.. 
Room 656, una M Street. N.W .. 
W .. hinllon. D.C. The meetir!a will .tart 
aI2:00 P.M. All tnteruled panlH are 
invitee to attend. 

The asenda for the nflt meetina will 
conlilt of: 
I , FCC Chairman'. Remark.: 
2. AdmlniltraUv, Mallen: 
, . Committee Charter: 
4. Committee won. PI~ 

Pn>pooed Sd>e<!w. 
DilCUUlon and Approval; 

5. DHlpation of Subsequent Meetinp: 
e. Condudina Remarka. 

Any qUHtiona reaudina W. meetin& 
.bou1d be directed to Mr. William 
Ha .. ~at (2021 83%-6480 or Mr. 
Victor Tawil II (202) 1S53-t1az. 

CharW fOff AdvblorJ r..oa-ina. on 
Advaaced T,1nWoa s.mc:e 
A. 'T1I~ Committ.', Official Designation 

Advisory Committee on Advanced 
Television Service 

The Advisory Committee will hue no 
more than twenty·five memben and will 
function .. a hrent Committee. Theae 
memben will be choaen by the 
Comminion ao al to obtain dhene and 
repreaentativa viewpoint .. The 
Advi.ory committee Chlnnan will 
direct the act ivitlea of the Committee 
and Subcommltteel and will receive 
guidance, advice and inatructionl from 
the Chairman of the federal 
Communication, Commlulon. 

B. Nome 0/ Sub-:ommittH(s) 
Three Subcommittee.: Planninl 

Subcommittee, Sy.telfll Subcommittee. 
ltnpiementalion SubcommlttH. 



Membership of Subcommitteea will be 
open to all Interested pIItties. 

C. (AmmittH's Objectives ond Scope of 
it. AcJi~ity 

Pa~1 Committee 
Objective: 'The Coauniltee will ad ... ise 

the Ftderal communications 
Commission on Ihe facta and 
dn:umstlncn ~ardlng advanced 
leleW'Sion .y.tema f~ Commission 
consideration of the technical and public 
policy Illue. In the e ... ent that the 
Commission decides that adoption of 
some form of advanced broadcast 
television Is in the public Interest. the 
Committee would allO recommend 
policies. .tandard. and regulatiON that 
would facilitate the ~rly and timely 
introduction of advanced t~evision 
.eMen in the United States. 

Scope of activity: All sleps neces .. ry 
to assemble information. analyze 
inlonnation. delibente upon appropriate 
policies and action •. and develop 
recommendationa resardina tfle 
introduction of terT"Htrial ad ... anced 
television service. lncludea technical. 
economic. legal and regulatOfY Issues. 

Plonning SubcommittH 
Objective: To plan the atlributH of 

advanced telni.ion servia in the 
United Slale •. 

Scope of Activity: All ateps oeceuary 
to pro ... ide .dvice on deaired featurea of 
terTeltrial .d .... nced television urvice. 

lal Derine the deaireble 
characteri.tics of ad .... nced tele ... ision 
service: for example. in lenni auch a. 
plclure quality. population served:costs 
10 broadca.ter/con.wnerl 
manufacturen. relationship to existing 
broadca.t servi~. relationship 10 non· 
broadca.t .ervlcea. 

{bl Review the lechnical planning 
factOrl for the ex.iatina television servica 
and recommend planning factors for 
.d .... nced televl.ion .enice. including 
consideration of (.clora .ucb aa 
co ... erage area. quality or .nice. 
frequency reuse criteria. recei ... er 
qu.lily • • pectrum allocationa. 

Sy.tem. Subcommiltte 
Objective: To lpeei(y the 

t,,,",mi"ion/reception (acititle. 
appropriate fOf" pt'Ovidlng ad .... nced 
televi.ion service In the United Statea. 

Scope of Activity: All .tepa necnnry 
to provide .dvtce on lhe p.rameten of 
• y.tem.to provide tel'T'eStrial advanced 
tclevllion .ervlce. 

(al E .... luate. on technical and 
economic batea, advanced televi.ion 
.y.tem. now under de ... elopmenl for the 
purpose of detennlnlng (eaaibilily for 
implementalion In the United Slat .... 

No. 200 I 

(b) Recommend .Idvanoed televl.ion 
.yt.tecn(a) DOW under de"Velopmeal •• 
candidale{.) for impleroeot.ation. 01' 

.pecify the desip1 of an .ppropri.te 
system. 

Icl Advise on the appropriate 
trarumiulon/receplion tedtnlCIII 
.tanduda and .pectrum requlremenll 
for the recommended .ystem(s). 

Implement.ation Subcommittee 

Objective: To HI. bUsh • .cherne (or 
implemeatation 01 .d .... nced televl.ion 
seM. In the United St.te .. 

Scope of Aetlvtty: All .tep. necessary 
to provide advice on policies. 
regulations and .tandanl. for 
Implement.tion of lerTeatrial advanced 
television service. 

(al De ... elop ti transitiOD acheme for 
implementation of advanced televi.iOD 
lervice in the United St.te .. 

(bl Recommend .ppropriate FCC 
palicia and regulation. to ovenec 
iIDplementalioa of ad ... anced t~.via1on 
service and de ... elop guideUne. for 
industry acUviliea. 

D. Period of Time NecHUJry for tIHt 
CommittH To Corry out its Purposes 

An initial written ~ coataWna 
recommend.liona of the CommittN on 
(undamentalIMrameten .nd .pectnua 
requ..iremen~ inUIt be aubmJtted bY' IS 
month. £rom the date of the fint 
meeting. 

E. Official to Whom the CommiUH 
Reports 

The Chainnan of the Federal 
Communication Commiuion. 

F. Agency Responsible for ProvidiDg 
Necessary Support fa,. the CommitlH 

The Federal Communicationa 
Commission ..... iIl furnish nece ... ry 
administrative support. incll.ldina 
faciliUes needed for conducttna 
meetings of the Committee. 

G. Description of Duti .. fOl' Which th. 
CommittHi is R~$pon.ib/~ 

The duliea or the ConuniUee and it. 
Subcommilleea will be 10 "lemble 
informallon, to conduct delibentlOfU; 
and to prepare and .ubtnil 
re<Xl.mmendaliona appruprlate to the 
attaInment of the objective. Ii.ted UDder 
(e) above . 

II. Estimoted Annual ~fTJtins CM'. in 
Dollors and Person YI!'O" 

The estimated opere Una COtt •• ,. 
$10.000 for the FCC. "£.Umated penoa. 
yea" are 3.0 for the FCC .nd lS.O for 
non--so"'emmenl participant .. 

18. lQ87 I Noticea 

I. bh'IN'«JNUJlI~,.OtrdFrequuqrf 
c;.nu",u« MHtiJtes 

The CbmcIttte wtlI.-t Itv..
per pa.t 011 .t IIUClIlDtt!r'tlb at tt.. 
Committee d.ddH. ~I""" 
exped..:i to meet OQ.I montWy tN. 
untJI c:ompk-tion of tb.rit tub. 

, . Committee" T~nruitctiottDo,. 
The Committee .W lennwt. 

September ·lO. 19IB. 
Fed_I c.o.ru-lolDiatlGfMl Co.ualuiln. 
W~ ,. 1"ricarico. 
Secretory. 
IF'R Doc. "-ZAt4! Alec! t~l~tUlaJ 
.u... COOl ., .... _ 
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'Ihe Federal Qmn!micatialS Qmni ssia"l ("Fa:."'), the Adviso:ry 

C)'mDj ttee <Xl 1Idvanoed Televisiat Service ("Adviso:ry Ctmnittee") , 

an:! the KN testinq laJooratories [the l\dvaroed Televisim Test 

Center, Inc. ("ATn:"), cable Televi.sial Laboratories, Inc. 

("cableIatalt
) ani the canaclian OmTImicatiaw Rasnrdl centre 

C"CH:") 1) are "'~ in a collabaratl.ve effort to brinq aIxAlt the 

inpleantatiat of advancecI talt!lfi5iat C"A1V") scvi.ca fer the 

American public. 

1hrM years aqo, the FCC in CCIIjunctial with inllst:ry, 

launc:t>ad a 'X:UIl"t_lSi"" plan to eFJ!bl ish advancod talllVisiat 

service. 'Ihe C)'mnisaial's primazy goal in the NN pz'~iiRJ is to , 
ensure the dIMalc:piiart of a tadlnic:ally aw>oll_ KN ocvica that 

will IIlCBt efficiwrtly ~ the ..- of t6U_ttial b[l _oten, 

recal.vwr~, cable telllVisiat ~ am, ...t; 

iDp:>rtant,~. As the 10dVisaty CDaittw enters the active 
• 

testirq pM- of ita _ ... tar evaluatinJ KN traradaiat 

~, ___ tbat substantial 14 .... " baa already beon __ 

towazd I8ldnq the eelectia'l ot a _ !or _ talllVisiat 

service. '!he efforts ot the 10dVisaty a-ittw, the twtIn;J 
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la.borator es, • i and O "her industry parties have significantly 

advanced the Conunission I s ability to assess the merits of Arv 

t echnical designs. In addition, system designers have 04de 

advancements in developing new technical schemes tor transm.1tt i:; 

ATV service . 

The Commission has stat.ed that it intends t.o complete act ic~ 

on this project as promptly as possible . This objective is a 

considerable undertakinq that poses a number of formidable 

challenges. The FCC's stated intention is to select an ATV 

s tandard by the second quarter of 1993. The succe.sstul, on-tia 

accomplishment of all of the taSks of the ATV project \till requir! 

hard work, dedication, and cooperation on the pare of all of thbse 

involved. To this end, the undersigned parties agree to resolve 

any disaqreements or continqencie$ that may arise in a prompt cd 

cooperative manner. 

In order to meet these challenges and accomplish our qOll5 , 

the CommiSSion, the Advisory Committee, and the testinq 

laboratories will continue to work toqether to complete, ~ & 

timely manner, the major tasks undertaken by each. This 

memorandum ot understa~ding describes the role and activities of 

each of these parties in this process . 

. 
" ;~~_ FCC, consistent with its POlicy-making and other 

" ' -""j.: ~ 1/" 

r~~~on~~:i~~'~_~ ~~:l;;"cc;t\t.tnue to reView the Advisory Committee 'S 

ees"E·J.']'1 p 'lilns and P~OC';dures, inCludinq the plans and procedures 

for field testinq. The FCC will a--i-" "he ~d 
~~ ~"" Advisory Committee 
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testinq laboratories in the testinq pctXaia. nus will incll>le m

site cbaerven am participants arx\ participatial aI the "O><part 

viewer panel." '!he Ft.'C will. CCI'Tb:ihzte, as feasible, staff and 

lIXlbile IIDlitorinq facilities for tielcl testinq. "nle Fa: will also 

take all necessary steps, incluctinq the deve.l ........ ,t ot analytic 

tc:x>ls, to prepare an allobient table and/or asaigiiLEllt plan for NlV 

channal.s. "!his will ensure that channels are available for KlV 

service in a tiD!ly manner. 

1lle 1odviso%y cmmi ttee will c:attinle to retina the t.tirq 

plans ani PC' c-''''-., incl.uctinq tinalizinq the data nportin;J 

tormats am cI&Yal.cpinq the plans am PC' .:w'~ tor tieJ.cl t.tirq. 

1hrcugh its oversight am direc:tial, the kMsary o:moi.ttee will 

o:::ntinle to ..me with ATl'C, CableIabs, am a¥: to seek to carry out 

the established pLt:/I"'S'''rres within the est;ahl laNd dMdl.tn.. 'Iha 

1odviso%y cmmittae will also c:attinle to wcric with KlV syst. 

ptopa->enl:S to ....,.. the tUaly delivary ot ~ tor t.tin;. 

-n.. l\dvisCIry cmmittae will c:attinle to mintain cl,.. CIOCIEdlnaticn 

with the o-i_i('6\ thr\:UJh regular ocntact.8 with Jc.y start "A'es 

am pEia:1ic -.ingII with the Fa: Quli man. 

"!be 1dvUoEY cmmH:tee will cllMlJ.cp a plan tor ~ .., 

technical ~ in the state ot the art, IU au-Iy 

~ by the XlV ~ pce-<l8rtitl.ecl by the MYi.ary 

o-ittae, that "I'P"r to otter iq>artant _ita to the pti!lC 

am ~ IlUft1ciant1Y cx:n::tetoo so as to be ~ cant-,,· .. ...-.J.y 

with the pre-<:IOrti!1ecI systems. 1ocDOrcIinqly, it will ~ a 
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~-ti n to the Commission by early 1992, on report and recommenYA 0 

of these new developments should be t.ested and. the whether any 

additional testinq would have; on the test schedule. impact such 

Subject to the provisions of this memorandum of 

understandinq, the Advisory Committ.ee will complete allot i t3 

work and submit its final report to the Commission by Septuber 

30, 1992. 

: •• ~iQq Laboratori •• 

ATTC and CableLabs will make all reasonable effort! to carry 

out their laboratory testinq activit ies (which do not include fit ll 

testing) con.sistent with the plans and procedures established bt 

the Advisory Committee and will coordinate with the eRe to suk te 

ensure the continuity and inteqrity ot the ATV testine; pr~ru . 

ATTC and CableLabs, in cooperation with the Advisory Committee 

Chairman, .... ill · maintain reqular c -tact .... ith the Commission and 

staft. Results ot tests performed by ATTC and CableLabs will be 

provided to the Commission on a prompt and regular basis. 

Consistent with. the above, ATTC and Ca.bleLabs v111 seek to 

ensure that testinC} of proponents' syste~ certified for tutit19 

the Advisory CODlDittee beqins in a timely manner and is completed 

so as to permit the Advisory COmmittee to deliver its ti1'111 repor. 
to the FCC on time. 

In sWllZ!Wiry, the essential i ntent ot this 4qreeme.nt is to 

ensure that the research and work necessary for introducinq "TV 

service to the American public i. d 1 .. d 
eve loped in a cooperat ve 

efficient manner, and is not intended to 100S to 
. create any obliqat 
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non-Signatories or to alter in any way the obliqations between ATTC 

and CableLabs. 

. Sikes, Chairman 

Joel C as 0, Chairman 
Advanced Television Test 

Center I Inc. 

Date: ~o,,< .... 1.. 

• 
Richard E. Wiley, Chair 
FCC Advisory Committee 

n 

Richard R. Green, President 
Cable Television 

Laboratories, Inc. 
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PS/AG-2 
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Economic Factors and Market Penetration 
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Audience Research 
Creative Issues 
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Systems Subcommittee 
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SS/WP-2 
SS/WP-3 
SS/WP-4 

Systems Analysis 
System Evaluation and Testing 
Economic Assessment 
System Standards 

Implementation Subcommittee 
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Policy and Regulation 
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Field Test Technical Oversight Committee 

Special Panel 
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Experts Group on Scanning Formats / Compression 
Experts Group on Audio 
Expens Group on Transpon 
Joint Experts Group on In~e~perability 
Experts Group on TransrrusslOD 

Experts Group on Cost Factors 

Experts Group on Certification 
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Advisory Committee 
on Advanced Television Service 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: May 24,1993 

HDTV "Grand Alliance" Proposal 
Will Be Considered by FCC AdvisoD' Committee 

WasbjoilOO• P,C. The Federal Communications Commission's Advisory Committee on 

Advanced Television Service (established by the Commission in 1987) will review a single 

digital high definition television (HDTV) system proposed today by a "Grand Alliance" of 

entities that, until DOW, bad sponsored the four remaining competitive HDTV systems. 

These entities (AT&T, the David Sarnoff Research Center, Generallnstrument, 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Ml1), North American Philips, Thomson Consumer 

Electronics, and Zenith ElectroniCS) today reached a business and technical agreement and 

submitted to the Committee a merged system proposal. 

The proposed system, if recommended by the Advisory Committee and adopted by 

the FCC, could place tbe U.S. in the forefront of high definition video technology. Ao all

digital standard, whicb would facilitate interoperability among broadcasting, cable, 

computer, and telecommunicatiohs technologies, has worldwide potential. 

AdvisOry Committee Chairman Richard E. Wiley, who had encouraged the complex 

negotiations leading to the agreement, said "I believe the Grand Alliance proposal, subject 

to Advisory Committee and ultimate FCC approval, will belp to conclude a process that has 

fostered the development of highly advanced digital HDTV technology. The members of 

the Alliance sbould be commended for their accomplishments." Wiley added that the 

benefits of the Grand Alliance include development of a digital system incorporating the 



best elements of the four systems and acceleration of HDlV service implementation. It 

FCC's Advisory Committee endorsed tbe Alliance concept at a meeting in Febnwy. 

Important aspects of the Grand Alliance technical proposal submitted lDday indoI 

the employment of progressive scan transmission (where entire picture frames are 

transmitted sequentially) and the use of so-called "square pixels" (where the dots on I 

television screen are arranged in equally spaced rows and columns). Both of these d.,;p 

aspects are important for the interoperabiJity of HDTV with computers, 

telecommunications. and other media and applications. Interlaced scan tranSmission (as 

deployed in today's TV systems) would also be accommodated in the initial deploymeDLI 

Specifically, the proponents agree that all large-screen HDTV receive" (34_' 

diagonal and above) will incorporate a 60 frame per second 787.5 line or higher progr<lli< 

scan display mode. Progressive display would be optional initially for smaller saeen 

receivers. The proponents also conCUr that all transmission of film. material will be in a 

progressive scan format beginning immediately upon the commencement of HD'IV sen'ict. 

Finally, the Grand Alliance proponents unanimously endorse the objective of migrating !It 

standard to a higb line number (i.e. thousand-line plus) progressive scan transmission, as 

Soon as feasible, and will work together to elintinate interlaced scanning format from the 

transmission path in the future. • 

To support multiple transmission formats, the merged system will feature sour« 

adaptive processing Mo e _ ..... 
. r over, to promote system flexibility and extensibility, the mCJ5""" 

system also will feature a prioritized, packetized data transport Structure. AdditionaIJy, dt 

1 MIT believes that a digital vid b 
transmission, from the be "nn;n " eo ro~dcast standard that exclusively utilizes progrC5SiYe SC2ll 

8l g, 15 Ul the best m[erests or the United Slates. 
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Grand Alliance e ntities agree to suppon the Alliance's proposed lID1V compression 

system in the International Standards Organization as the MPEG·2 HDTV profile. 

Over the next few weeks, Advisory Committee participants will review the technical 

merits of the Grand Alliance proposal, which includes procedures for deciding on a few 

remaining component designs based on the results of specific tests. Various subgroups of 

the Advisory Committee will work with the Grand Alliance members as their merged 

system concept is finalized and, eventually, will oversee the testing of the completed system. 

Based on the results of those tests, the Committee may recommend the system to the FCC 

as the basis for a higb definition television standard for our country. The FCC, of course, 

bas the ultimate authority to adopt transmission standards. 

·3 . 
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FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT 

1. INTRODUCTION 

· This is the final technical repon of the Advisory Committee on Advanced Television 
SerY1C~. It was pre~ared by the Advisory Committee' s Technical Subgroup, and is presented as 
the pnmary appendIx to the Advisory Committee' s November 1995 final report to the Federal 
Communications Commission. 

This final technical report is primarily a report and analysis of extensive tests conducted by 
the Advisory Committee on the A TV system proposed by the Digital lIDTV Grand Alliance. It 
also contains comparisons of the Grand Alliance system with the four original digital systems 
previously tested by the Advisory Committee. Organized in accordance with the four principal 
subsystems of the Grand Alliance system, this report addresses scanning formats, compression 
(video and audio), transport, and transmission (spectrum utilization and transmission robustness). 
Finally. and based on the information in this report, the conclusions of the Technical Subgroup are 
presented for the Advisory Committee' s consideration. 

2. SCANNING FORMATS 

Scanning formats supported by the ATV system are shown in Table 2.1. In the table, 601 
means 60 Hz interlaced scanning, 60P means 60 Hz progressive scanning, 30P means 30 Hz 
progressive scanning, and 24P means 24 Hz progressive scanning, These rates can be the stated 
integer value, or 100011001 times the integer value (e.g., 59.94 Hz). The Digital HDTV Grand 
Alliance System proto type was designed before the 480-line formats were included in the ATV 
system specification, and suppon s o nly the high definition ATV formats, i.e., the 1080 x 1920 and 
720 x 1280 formats. 

Table 2.1 A TV system scanning formats. 

Vc:rticaJ Line! Horizontal Pixelll Aspect Ratio Picture Rate 

1080 1920 16:9 60! 30P 24P 

720 , 1280 16:9 60P 30P 24P 

480 704 16:9 4:3 60! 50P 30P 24P 

480 640 4:3 601 50P 30P 24P 

2.1. RESOLunON 

Du ' t ting. measurements were made to determine how the resolution of the Digital 
IIDTV ~: ~ance System compared with the target specifications. Had d~ta been aVaf1able 

fr th ' .. al di 'tal systems target specifications would have been denved as the 'Best 
om e lOur ongm g:t, , ' h Ad . C 'tt ' n 
f th B " D fr th previous systems were not gtven m t e VlSOry OmmI ee s repo 
oeest ataome ' gu1 "' thdta 
"'ATV S stem Recommendation," however, because of apparen~ lITe anbes m. ea . 

Th ' Y th 5 . F rmats / Compression Expert Group, m order to establish target 
ere, ore, e canrung 0 . h 1d d I' Iimi" · . , I ' sumed that an interlaced scanrung system s ou elver tIng 

SpecificabOns lor resc uuon, as ", d th . 
· . al 65" of the number of active scanolOg lines, an at a progressive vertical resolution equ to , 0 
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scan system should deliver 90 %. The Expert Group assumed that honzomaJ resolunoo WOlId. 
limited to about 80 % of the number of actIve samples becau~ of filtenng. and tIw the . 
resolution would be the vector sum of the horizontal and vertIcal resolutIon. 0)'tWnIt......,. 
was assumed to be about 80 % of the st~tic resolu.tion. In .the case of an 1Dltrlaced ~ 
system, for vertical resolution under monon, the pIcture ~ ~e on the chanctensocs ril 
progressively scanned system with half the oum?cr of scannlDg lines (i e . \'crueal ~i 
10801 becomes 540P under motion). The chrommance resoluuon of the Grand Allianct 5l...., 
because it is based on the MPEG-2 Main Profile, should he half the lwrunance resolutioo m ... 
the horizontal and vertical directions. These assumptions give rise to the target 'P"'''
shown in Table 2.2. Note that all values are expressed as cycles per aCtI''t picture bogm ; 
should be further noted that these target specifications were generated on the OSSUIIIpuoo!hot" 
video compression is transparent (i.e., the target specifications esumale the resoluuoD oftbe. 
to the system and assume that there will be no measurable loss due to video comprtSSlon) 

Table 2.2 Target specifications (or re50Iulion. 

1080 x 1920 720 J: 1110 

Horizontal VerticaJ Oi_goaaJ 8orizoatal Vtttieal 

Static Luma (c/aph) 430 350 550 290 325 m 
Static Chroma (claph) 215 175 275 145 160 211 
Dynamic Luma (claph) 345 195· 395· 230 260 J<S 
Dynamic Chroma (claph) 170 95' 195· 115 130 170 
• Because of error calculanng dynamic vemcal resolubon WIth tnterlaced sc::anD.IJ\& the (oUo-us \"lhI:S 

have been Kplaced: 195 Kplaced 280, 395 Kplaced 440, 95 Kplaoed 140, and 195 Kplxed 220 

Static res?lution was m~re~ using an electronic circular zooe plate Dyna.m!c resohnicm 
was measured usmg an electroruc radial resolution pattern thai was beld stationary and rowed 11 
0.5, 1.5, and 5.0 revolutions per minute . 

. Ta~le 2.3 gives a summary of the measurements and the target specifications Oyrlllmc 
resolu~on IS shown only at the maximum rotation rate, 5 0 rpm In aJ.J cases the lowest dynaaic 
resolution was meas d!hi . ' ure at 5 rotation rate. At lower rotation rales, the system met, or 
exceeded, most target specifications. 

, 
2.1.1 . Static Luminance Resolution 

b th h ~or the 10801 format, static luminance resolution exceeded the target specificatiOD for 
o onzontal and vertical resolution, but missed the target for diagonal resolution by 2 % 

b' ~r the 720P format, static luminance resolution exceeded the target specification for 
onzon resolution, but missed by IS % for vertical resolution and 8 % for diagonaJ resolution. 

2.1.2. Static Chrominance Resolution 

For the 10801 format t ti hr . . 
horizontal resoJutio b t .' sac C ommance resolutJon exceeded the target specification for 
resolution. n, u mISsed the target by 20 % for vertical resolution and 5 % for diagonal 
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For tbe nop format sta·' hr .. . .' , uC c ommance resolutIon exceeded the target for honzontal 
verucal, and diagonal resolution. ' 

Table 2.3 Resolution of the Digital HDTV Grand Alliance system. 

Target Specification Measu.red Value Comments 
1080 I 1920 B V D B V D 

Stabc Resolution, Luma (c/aph) 430 350 550 460 400 540 See Note 1 
StabC Resolution. Chroma (c/apb) 215 175 275 250 140 260 See Note 2 
O)'lWllic Resolution, 5.0 rpm, Lwna (c/apb) 345 195 395 500 200 540 
Dynamic Resolution, 5.0 rpm. Chroma (d apb) 170 95 195 135 100 135 See Note 3 

Target Specification Measured Value Comments 

720 x 1280 B V D B V D 

Static Resolution, Luma (c/aph) 290 325 435 320 275 400 See Note 4 

StaUC Resolution . Chroma (clapb) 145 160 215 180 180 230 
Dynamic Resolution, 5.0 rpm. Lwna (c/apb) 230 260 345 300 210 360 See Note 5 

O)'lWDic Resolution, 5.0 rpm. Chroma (c/aph) 115 130 170 170 160 183 

Note I ; The difference bcN.un the target specifican.on and the measured value for diagonal resolution is 
WIthin the range of measurement error likely in the test procedure. 

Note 2 To avoid smearing in horizontal motion, the Grand Alliance prototype employed field-based, rather 
than frame-based, vertical chroma decimation. Target specifications for vertical and diagonal do not 
account for this. 

Note 3: To process material rotating at 5.0 rpm. coarse coefficient quantization is necessary, particularly in 
chroma. Performance of horizontal resolution is better than specification at lower rotational velocities. 

Note 4 1be target specification for \.'e rtical resolution assumes a limiting vertical resolution of 90 % of the 
number of scanning lines. This may be too optimistic an assumption. The specification for diagonal 
resolullon IS partially derived fro m the vertical resolution. 

Note 5 The target specification for vertical resolution is derived from that for static luminance resolution, 
whicb may be too optimistic (see also Note 3). 

2.1.3. Dynamic Luminance Resolution 

For the 10801 format, the d9namic horizontal and diagonal luminance resolution, at all 
rotation speeds, exceeded the target and did not vary. The vertical resolution exceeded the target 
at all rotation speeds, although it did decrease at 5.0 rpm. 

For the 720P format, the dynamic horizontal and diagonaJ resolutions, at all rotation 
speeds, exceeded the target and did not vary. The vertical resolution exceeded the target at 0.5 
rpm, but missed by 8 % at 1.5 rpm and by 19 % at 5.0 rpm. 

2.1.... Dynamic Chrominance Resolution 

For the 10801 format, the dynamic vertical chrominance resolution ~ceeded the target at 
all rotation speeds. The horizontal resolution ex~ed ~e target at all rotation s~eeds except 5.0 
rpm where it missed by 21 %. The diagonaJ resolutlon DllSSed at all speeds by 18 Yo except for 5.0 

rpm where it missed by 31 %. 

- 3 -
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For the 720 format, dynamic chrominance resolution exceeded the target at all rotation 

speeds. 

2.2. FORMAT CONVERSION 

Tests were run at ATEL to determine the quality I~ss when a 10801 .signal is transmitted, 
but displayed on a 720P monitor rather than a 1O~0I morutor; and the quah~ loss when a nop 
signal is transmitted, but displayed on a 10801 morulor rather than a 720P morutor. The sequences 
that were selected for assessment were ones in which the expert . ~bserver~ were able to see 
differences. Furthermore, on two of the motion s~uences~ a more .cntlcaJ pornon of the sequence 
was used for assessment than was used in the Quality, BasiC Matena! test . 

In the case of transmitted 10801 signals, tests were run using two still pictures and four 
moving sequences. Of these six sequences, two are considered ."basic material." two are 
considered "graphics," and two are considered "noise and cuts." A weighted average of the target 
specification for this combination of sequences, when not using format conversion. is "'().77 grade. 
The target specification with format conversion is -1 .0 grade. The average measured value 
without format conversion (i.e. , 10801 was transmitted and displayed as 10801) was .0.54 grad •. 
The average measured value with format conversion (i.e., 10801 was transmitted and scan 
converted in the receiver for display as 720P) was -0.58 grade. The average difference in quality 
was 0.04 grade (i.e., scan converting for the nop display showed a loss of quality of 004 grade 
compared with the 10801 display). 

In the case of transmitted 720P signals, tests were run using one still and six moving 
sequences. Of these seven sequences, four are considered "basic material," one is considered 
"graphics", and two are considered "noise and cuts." A weighted average of the target 
specification for this combination of sequences, when not using format conversion, is -0 6 grade 
The target specification with format conversion is -1.0 grade. The average measured value 
without format conversion (i.e., 720P was transmitted and displayed as 720P) was "'().51 grade. 
The average measured value with format conversion (Le., 720P was uansmined and scan 
converted in the receiver for display as 10801) was -0.69 grade. The average difference in quality 
was 0. 18 grade (i.e., scan converting for the 10801 display showed a loss of quality of 0 I g grad, 
compared with the nop display). 

. ~ both case~, the target specification of less than 1.0 grade was met. The target 
specl~catton can b~ Vlewe.d in another way. For "basic material," the target specification allowed 
for Video. compressIOn (WltbOU~ SC~ conversion) is 0.3 grade. The target specification for ... ideo 
compression plus scan c~nverslon IS 1.0 grade. This means that 0.7 grade is allowed for quality 
loss due to scan conversIOn. In the case of 720P transmission and scan conversion to I080L the 
average loss was 0.04 grade. In the case of 10801 transmission and scan conversion to n op, tbe 
average loss was 0.18 gra.de. In both cases, again, the target specification was met. The differeoce 
s~n by the non-expert Viewers was very small, much less than had been anticipated Table 24 
gLves a ~ummary of th~ m~ements and the target specification. The expen' obser\'trS 
c~actenz~ the converslO~ as slightly poorer than when presented in the original format. They 
S81d tbe quality loss was manifested as a slight loss in resolution and a slight increase in noise 
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Table 2.4 Scan conversion I' qua .ty of the Digital HDTV G ran d AIr lance system. 

Tl.r2et Specification Measurtd Value 
Quabty. Receiver Conversion, Comments 

72O-lines tran.sJnissjon, :s: 0.7 Grade below non~nversion 10000bncs display -0.18 Grade 

Quality, ~iver Conversion, 
IOBO·lines transmission, S 0.7 Grade below non~nversion 
12O-lines display -0.04 Grade 

Note: Grade is the avera e ov g er all sequences tested ill each category, not the maximum 

3. COMPRESSION 

3.1 . VIDEO 

. Video compression in the Digital HDTV Grand Alliance System is based on the MPEG-2 
Mam Profile. To determine the quality aft "d . .. er VI eo compressIon, twenty-sIx different sequences 
w~~ used to test the .systc:m. Table 3. ~ ~s a summary of the results. All test categories were well 
\\itbin the target speclficauon. Recogruzmg that the target specifications were based on the "Best 
of the ~est" of the four original digital systems, the Grand Alliance System is clearly the superior 
system In bolb Ibe 10801 mode and Ibe nop mode. 

Table 3.1 Quality of the Digital HDTV Grand 
Alliance system measured by non~expert viewers. 

Tllrget Specification Measured Value 

1080 x 1920 720 x 1280 

Quah"" Bwc Ma.cnaJ S 0.3 Grade below reference -0. 12 Grade -0.11 Grade 

Quality, NOise &. Cuts S 1.0 Grade below reference -0.40 Grade -0.50 Grade 

Qllah"" Gr.Iplucs 81. Nil :so 1.0 Grade below reference -0.06 Grade -0.04 Grade 

Quah"" 24 fps Film :so 0 .2.5 Grade below reference -0.04 Grade -0.01 Grade 

Note Grade 15 the average over all sequences tested in each category, not the maximum 

. 

Comments 

In the first round o f testing. the DigiCipher system, across all sequences, was found to be 
03 grade lower in quality than the reference (0.3 for stills and 0.3 for motion sequences), DSC
HDTV was 0.9 grade lower in quality than the reference (0.5 for stills and 1.2 for motion 
sequences), AD-HDTV was 0.3 grade lower in quality than the reference (0.3 for stills and 0.3 for 
motion sequences), and CCDC was 1.0 grade lower in quality than the reference (0.5 for stills and 

I J for motion sequences). 

10 the second round o f testing. the Grand Alliance System, across all sequences, was 0.15 
grade lower in quality than the reference in both the 10801 mode (0.0 for stills and 0.2 for motion 
sequences) and the 720P mode (0. 1 for stills and 0.2 for motion. sequences). It should be noted 
that in the second round oftesting, IO image sequences were retalDed from the first round and 16 
new sequences were selected, many of which are more critical than those in the first round. The 
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Grand Alliance System performed better than the systems from the first round, despite the 
inclusion of the more critical sequences. 

In deta.il, in the 10801 mode, nineteen of the twenty-six seque~~ were statistically 
indistinguishable from the reference. For the seven sequences that were SlaUSucaJly significant, the 
average quality loss was 0.4 grade. One sequence, M49 (picnic with Ants). which consists of a 
central still image with noise encroaching from the sides, is known to be particularly stressful for 
image compression algorithms. For that sequence, the quality loss was O.7S grade. In the 720P 
mode, twenty-one of the twenty-six sequences were statistically indistinguishable from the 
reference. For the five sequences that were statistically significant, the average quality loss was 
0.5 grade. Sequence M49 showed a quality loss of 1.3 grades. 

Figure 3.1 shows the quality scores for the four original digital systems, and for the Grand 
Alliance System in the 720P mode and in the 10801 mode. Only the sequences that were common 
in the two rounds of testing are included in the figure. A list of all sequences, with a brid' 
statement giving the attributes of each sequence, can be found in the subjective assessmem 
portion of the laboratory test report . 
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Figure 3.\ Quality of the Digital HDTV . 
original digital systems compared with h Grand ~lance system and tbe four 

. t e 112S-hne studio quaJity reference. 

. Figure 3.2 shows the quality Scores for the . 
In the second round of testing Th Ii h Grand Alliance System on all sequences used 

d . e gure SOWS that b th 
an that the relative performance ofth 0 modes performed close to reference, 

e two modes varied fr om test sequence to test sequence 
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The 10801 mode sbows un· p . rovement over th· 1 ced . 
round of testmg; the 720P mode sbo b e mter a scannmg systems in the first ws su stantial . . 
mode has been attributed to two fact . I) tmprovement. The Improvement in the 720P 
the nop mode. and 2) the use of Ie ors.. good performance of the Grand Alliance System in 

. ss nOISY source mat ·al' tb . . . mouon sequences. en lor e SIX core camera ongmated 

-~ 
u 
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~ 
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Figure 3.2 Quality of the Digital HDTV Grand Alliance system across all 
sequences compared with the I 12S-line studio quality reference. 

A number of tests were conducted by the expert observers. A summary is shown with the 
target specifications in Table 3.2 . Th~ expert observers found that the video quality of the Digital 
HDTV Grand Alliance System was clearly superior to that of any of the previous proponent 
systems, and they said that applies to all types of video tested - still images, motion sequences, 
computer graphics, and film. They did observe some compression artifacts, but only on the most 
difficult images The level of compression artifacts, they said, was significantly lower than for any 
previous system The expert observers, like the non-expert viewers, found the quality of the 
Grand Alliance System, in both modes, to be excellent and superior to any of the previous 
systems They noted that scene cut performance was much improved over the previous systems. 

When noise was introduced into the 10801 source, no enhancement of the noise was found 
at low noise levels At the highest level of added noise. an increase in blockiness was seen, but the 
image exhibited much better quality than was observed at POu. When noise was introduced into 
the nop source, a slight increase in image artifacts was found. At high levels, there was an 
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. b th image exhibited much better quality than ." increase in the blockiness of the image, ut e 
observed at POU. 

Table 3.2 Quality of the Digital HDTV Grand 
Alliance system measured by expert obsenren. 

Target Specification l\feasu.red Value 

1080 x 1.920 720 s 1280 

Free Form Viewing As good as or better than the Bena B<tter 

best previous digital system 

Quality, Scene Cuts As good as or better than the 
best previous digital system 

B<tter B<tter 

Noise in Video Source As good as or better than the Bener B<tter 

best previous digital system 

Video Coder Overload As good as or better than the Better B<tter 
best previous digital system 

Motion Compensation As good as or better than the Met expectations Met e."(peaauons 
Overload best previous digital system 

Quality, Video! 2 (of 10) grades per Mb No degradation up No degndabon up 
Auxiliary Data Tradeoff belQ\'\' reference for film, to and including to and Uldud.J.n& 

4 (of 10) for video 3 3 

Concatenation Quality As good as or better than the Met expectations Met expec:taIloos 
best previous digital system 

The 720P mode showed no artifacts in tests for mation-compensated overload ,\\1th 

horizontal, vertical, or diagonal motion up to o.s picture heights per second. The 1080l mode 
showed no artifacts for horizontal motion, but did show increasing quantization noise and 
blockiness for vertical and diagonal motion. 

The Grand Alliance has commented that two factors may have contributed to tins 
difference in performance. First, the frame rate for 720P is greater than that for IOS01 (60 frames 
per second rather than an effective 30 frames per second) and, in consequence, the time range 
over which the search operates is greater for 720P. And, second, the spatial range of the search is 
a fixed number of pixels for both fonnats and, because pixel spacing is greater in nop I the 
effective search range also is greater.~ 

The expert observers conducted tests to see how image quality deteriorated as cJwmd 
capacity was reduced by transmitting auxiliary data. They found linle or no increase in artifacts as 
the auxiliary data rate was increased to 3 Mbps. At 4 Mbps, the sequence M40 (Dream Team) 
showed a clear increase in the visibility of artifacts. The expen observers concluded that care must 
b~ exe:cised in combining an auxiliary channel with a high data rate together with video sceoes 
WIth high p~ ~otl~plex motion; subjective degradation of the video may increase npidiy as 
channel capacIty IS diverted from video to auxiliary data 

When video material was passed through the system twice somewhat more noise \\""IS 

s~n on the second pass in the 10801 mode. For the 720P mode, mo~e blockiness and noise were 
VISIble. The effects were worse with 720P than 10SOr. 
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3.2. AUDIO 

3.2.1. Audio and long Form Entertainment Tests 

. Following the fo~ation of the Grand Alliance in May 1993 it became necessary to select 
specific subsystems to be lDcorporated . t th I . . . . moe comp ete IIDTV transrmsslon system to be tested 
by .~e AdVIsory Comm.mee. C hoice of the audio subsystem was one of the first technical 
decISIons faced by the Grand Alliance. In July 1993 the Grand Alliance, in conjunction with the 
Audio Expens GrouP. c~~ducted a uSake-Ofl" test of four audio codec configurations. The audio 
syst~ test~ were PhihpsIMPEG-2 composite coding at 384 kbps, Dolby AC-3 composite 
coding at 2blt rates, 3 84 kbps and 320 kbps, and MIT-AC independent coding at 580 kbps. No 
stausucal dlsuncoon ID audio quality was found among the systems for all but one of the test 
material selections and the PhilipsIMPEG-2 performance was definitively worse than the other 
cadecs on this selection. Subsequent to testing, Philips claimed that a hardware implementation 
flaw was the cau se of this poor performance. The test results and analysis are contained in 
Reference I. 

The Grand Alliance selection of Dolby AC-3 at 384 kbps as the audio subsystem was 
approved at the October 2 1, 1993 meeting of the Technical Subgroup. The PbilipsIMPEG-2 
system was approved as the backup subsystem, subject to verification that the hardware 
unpiemeotation repair made by Philips cured the problem found during the "Bake-Off' test. A 
retest of the corrected PhilipsflvtPEG-2 system in December 1993 confirmed that the problem had 
been ti.'(ed, and that there were no statistical differences among the systems tested. The test results 

ue contalOed in Reference 2. 

Subjective tests of an improved Dolby AC-3 audio compression encoder, as incorporated 
IDtO the Grand Alliance HDTV transmission system tested at the ATTC, were conducted at the 
Nauonal Cable Te1evision Association in Washington DC, May 8-18, 1995. The audio test 
sequences were passed through the entire Grand Alliance system, from audio encoder, through 
system multiplexing and transmission modulation, demodulation and demultiplexing, and finally 
audio decoding. The primary goal of these tests was to verify that the audio coder used in the 
Grand Altiance system was as good as or better .than the coder tested in 1993. 

The full repol1. of the FCC ACATS SS!WP2 Audio Task Force is contained in Reference 

3 but, ID summary, it was concluded that : 
• 

I The audio quality of tbe fully integrated Grand Alliance coder is better than that of the 

coder tested in 1993 . 
2 The audio quality of the Grand Alliance coder in the multi-channel mode was 

mdistinguishable from that of the source. 

3 The audio quality of the Grand Alliance coder in the. 5.1 mode with 2 c~annel 
ad 

. while " t can be detected by some expen tisteners on some audio test 
repr UCtlon, th 5 . . . 

'al, . early transparent (better than grade 4.5 on e pomt tmpaument 
maten JS very n 
scale) 

4 Th eli aliry of the Grand Altiance coder in the 2 channel mode is very nearly 
eauoqu .. ' all 

(b tt thao grade 4 7 on the 5 pomt tmpaument sc e . 
transparent e er . 
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E rtainment Tests were originally proposed by PSIWP6 (Subjective 
The Long ~orm nte m could successfully handle program length audio and video 

Assessment) to v~rifyThthat the syS
t
te"a1s consist of two reels. The first reel is 50 minutes in length 

HDTV test matenals. e test rna en . d eli Tb 
. . . ty of video segments with associated stereo an mono au o. e secood 

and contams a WJde vane t from the film ' 'Hunt for Red October" with 6 cbannel surround
reel COd ntaelii.DS sedv~ral23s=~~e: in length. The Long form Entenainment Tests were conducted io soun au 0 an IS 

October 1995 and the results are contained in Reference 5. 

Table 3.3 contains the results of the Audio and Long Form Entenainment Tests. 

Table 3 3 A TV subjective audio and long form entertainment tests. 
" 

Tar2et SpecificatioD Measured Value CommeDU 

ATVMulti<hannel Audio Subjectively as good as or Better 
better than the Grand AlJiancc/ 
Audio Expens Group tests 

Long Form Entertainment Program EO&C. no noticeable Met expectauons 
impainnents 

3.2.2. Dual Stream Audio 

On February 3, 1992 the ATSC Executive Committee approved the release ofdocumem 
T3/186 that offered guidance to industry on desirable features for digital audio and data serviees 
associated with an Advanced Television service. Conformance with this document was 
subsequently incorporated into the FCC ACATS selection criteria for the audio subsystem of the 
proposed Grand Alliance HDTV system.. One of the attributes recommended in T31186 was the 
capability to decode two audio bit streams simultaneously to allow visually impaired services, 
voice-overs. multiple languages and other seIVices to be combined with a main audio service in a 
receiver. This dual stream audio capability requires two audio decoders in the receiver or at least 
the ability of a single decoder to handle two independent bit streams simuJtaneously. The need for 
all receivers to have dual stream audio capability was challenged and the Audio and Transpon 
Experts Groups were requested to make a recommendation to the Technical Subgroup on the 
subject. 

On May 16, 1995 a joint op~ meeting of the Audio and Transpon Expens Groups "" 
held to discuss and analyze the dual stream audio issue and a recommendation resulting from thai 
meeting, that dual stream audio should be optional, was made to the Technical Subgroup 00 May 
18. 1995. The Technical Subgroup was unable to approve the recommendation at that meeting 
and the Experts Groups were requested to produce a white paper on dual stream audio that also 
explained the rationale behind the recommendation. 

The paper was ~mpleted as a jo~t effon by members of the two ExpertS Groups and 
presented to the Technical Subgroup by Jtm Gaspar, Chair of the Audio Experts Group, at the 
July I? 1995 meetmg. The ?aper and the recommendation for optional dual sueam audio 
dec~dmg. were ~pprov~d Ilnammously at the meeting. The impact of making dual sueam audio 
Optl?oal 1.S that ~t reqwres at least one complete main audio service to be included in the audio 
servtce DUX proVIded by the broadcaster. The dual stream white paper is contained in Reference 4 
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3.2.3. References 

1. "Analysis of Grand Alli . .. . anee Audio Tests July 28, 29, 30," August 28, 1993. 
2 AnalySIs of Grand Allianc A di e U 0 Tests December 7,and 8" December IS 1993 

"Report on Multicbann IdS " ' ,. 3. 

4 

5. 

4. 

e an tereo Llstenmg Tests" July 1995 
"An E 1 . ' , . 
" xp anauon of Dual Stream Audio Decoding," July 14, 1995. 

Report 00 the Long Form Viewing Tests," October, 1995. 

TRANSPORT 

A number of tests were perfo d' . erfi th . nne to exannne the Grand Alliance prototype's ability to 
p ann efi transport I' layer funcbOns prescribed by the ATSC Digital Television Standard. The 
wget Specl catIons .1st four tests as demonstrations, as shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 InteroperabiJity and Packetization Target Specifications. 

TargetSoecificatiOD 

HcaderJDcscnPlor Robustness Demonstration only 

S\\,tchlng ~"Ce1l Compressed Data Streams Demonstration only 

SLDlUlauon of A TM Network Transmission Demonstration only 

Transpon lnteropcrability with CompUteT Netv.orks Demonstration only 

4.1. SWITCHING BETWEEN COMPRESSED DATA STREAMS 

The Grand Alliance conducted a laboratory demonstration indicating the practicality of 
decoding video from a bit stream created by concatenating various video elementary streams. 
Withm the range of test material prescribed for this demonstration, the test showed the feasibility 

of switching between compressed data streams. 

4.2. HEADER/DEsCRIPTOR ROBUSTNESS 

The Grand Alliance demonstrated that the prototype ATV receiver recovers from loss of 
certaJ.O header information, as expected, with visible artifacts in the reconstructed video. For this 
demonstration. slice headers and picture headers for I, P, and B-frames were deliberately 
delivered In error It was observed that for errors on I-frame headers, the visible artifacts could 
affea the entire group of pictures (GOP). For loss of a B-frame header, the subjective impact is 
limited to that B-frame only. When a P-frame header is lost, the duration of visible artifacts lies 
bet"\\'eeD the duration for loss of an [-frame header and a B-frame header. 

4.3. COMPREsStON AND TRANSPORT LAYER INTEROPERABIUTY 

4.3.1 . Syntactic and SemantiC Compliance of the ATV Bit Stream 

A bit stream recorded at the output of the Grand Alliance encoding system was analyzed 
through the use of software specially developed to check for MPEG-2 and ATSC syntactic and 
semantic compliance Note that although a great number of bit stream elements were checked, 
praCllcal considerations prevented the tests from being absolutely exhaustive. As a result, these 
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did rify that the Grand Alliance encoder would be completely compliant under all 
tests not ve . 
coding conditions. For instance, coded bit streams were not tested for VIdeo formats other than 
nop at 59.94 Hz frame rate, and 10801 at 29.97 Hz frame rate. 

A list of the specific bit stream elements tested is beYond the s~~e of this summary 
report; however, for perspective, the following is a summary of the quanuues of syntactic and 
semantic elements tested: 

• 66 elements of the MPEG-2 Systems Standard (ISOIlEC 13818-1) 

• 

• 
• 

14 elements of the ATSC Digital Television Standard, Anaex C, "Service Multiplex 
and Transport Systems Characteristics" (ATSC A/53) 

34 elements of the MPEG-2 Video Standard (ISOIlEC 13818-2) 

3 elements of the ATSC Digital Television Standard, Anaex A, ''Video Systems 
Characteristics" (ATSC A/53) 

Compliance violations were detected in the Program Association Table. the Program Map 
Table, the Program Paradigm. in Descriptors, in PES Headers, and in Video SyntaX Stan Codes 
All were considered minor syntactic or semantic violations, and correction of these violations 
should be straightforward. These corrections, however, may be critical to receivers' ability to 
decode correctly ATV programs. The detected violations do not represent any impairment in 
picture quality or transmission coverage, and thus did not affect any test results in these areas 

Any commercial encoding systems produced for the marketplace must be produced in fuU 
compliance with the overall ATSC Standard. 

4.3.2. Interoperability with ATM Networks 

The goal of this series of tests was to demonstrate that a 19 Mbps A TV transpOn bit 
stream can be interfaced to, and transponed by, an Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 
network. The tests were conducted at the Charlotte, onh Carolina field test site utilizing fiber
based ATM transport facilities provided by Bell South. 

~si~g equipme~t provided by the Grand Alliance, ATV transport data stream packets 
were split mto ATM-sIZed payloads and then formed into A TM cells with appropriate ATM 
h~ders and syntax. These were then transmitted via the A TM networ~ through a single A TM 
SWItch. and returned to the field test site. Here they were converted back into A TV tranSport 
packets. T~: A TM channel was selected for constant bit rale, which provides minimum timing 
errors, or 'Jitter." 

The first of the thre: tests was designed to verify the basic connection to the ATM 
network. A 0 -3 VTR proVlded 19 Mbps source data, !D' ATV ,_._ ,~. .. f "_pon stream .onnat, <N' 

conslStmg. 0 pse~do-random data sequences, These were successful! assed thr gh the ATM 
channel With no bit errors detected. Y p ou 

The ~e~ond of the tests utilized a D-3 VTR to feed into the A TM netw rk a 
stream consistIng of compressed HDTV picrures and sound. The returned A ~ ~ 
reconverted to an A TV transport stream and fed to the . 
then broadcast via the channel 53 ' Grand Alliance 8 VSB modulator, and 
the 16 VSB mode). Error-free rec~:x:~e~c:d aldso tbransthmitted via cable televisi~D p~t (m 

ve at 0 broadcast and cable recetve SItes 
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The third test involved increasin th 
approximately 450 miles, and increasing if, :.!ngtb of the ATM path to a total distance of 
genenllY successful, at times A TM en.. er of ATM SWItches in the circuit to six. While 
receiver. resulting in errors in the dec~~~et i:;r exceeded ~e buff:r capacity of the ATM 
caused by typical over the .;. lDl·· P e that were different m appearance from those 

• .a.u pamnents. 

In summary, all three tests proved the feasibili f . 
over a public carrier's fiber.based ATM oetw ~ ~ canymg the ATV transport stream 
need to be designed to cope with k .. ork, but m~cate? that commercial equipment will 

n6 
. pac et Jitter that anses lD more complex ATM network 

co gurauoos. 

4.3.3. Multiple Ancillary Data Services 

In ord.er to de~ons.trale. in a limited fashion, the ability of the Grand Alliance prototype 
system to deliver mu1~ple lDdependent programs within a single 6 MHz RF channel, the system 
,,'as configured for this test to transmit simultaneously four data channels at bit rates as follows' 
4738 Mbps, 5744 Mbps, 3 .747 Mbps, and 4.717 Mbps. Tbe transmission channel w~ 
UD1IDpm:t. and a stron~ level signal (-28 dBm) was presented to the receiver. Each of the "sub
channels was selected, 10 tum, for output at the decoder, and each was received error-free. 

4.4. AUDIONIDEO/CAPTlONING LATENCY 

Because the signal processing in a digital television system has the potential to introduce 
"'u)'1118 delays t>e:tween the audio, video and closed-captioning data signals, tests were performed 
on the Grand AllIance prototype system to measure these absolute and relative delays. 

U .1. Absolute Latency 

For the 10801 format, the absolute delay for video was 846 DlS. For the 720P mode, the 
absolute delay for video was 813 ms. These latencies may be of interest to furore designers of 
interactive television systems utilizing the Grand Alliance system, because these delays set the 
lower bound for responsiveoess of the system to a user request for a rugh definition video 

sequence 

' .' .2. Relative latencies 
For the 10801 format, audio was found to lag the video by 9 - 13 DlS, with variations over 

this nnge dependiog upon the channel examined in the S. l·channel audio configuration. Such a 
lag is Dot considered to be perceptible to viewers, except in cases of concatenated processing 
through. series of A TV encoding systems, through which tbe audio lag would accumulate. Tbe 
Grand Alliance is encouraged to investigate whether this relative delay in audio content can be 

reduced through encoding system design changes. 

For the nop format, audio was found to lead the video by 36 - 40 ms, varying by channel 
in the 5 l-cllannel audio configuration. Such a lead in audio timing is nearing the perceptible 
threshold, but can be expected to be corrected via a relatively inexpensive delay in the audio 

signal at the appropriate point in the A TV encoding system. 
As to captioning. for the 10801 format, captioning was found t~ l~d the video by 

17 • 33 ms (that is, by ODe or twO fields), depending upon whether the captlorung was presented 
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. T C rrecUon of this lead can be expected to be I to the encoder on Field One or FIeld wo.. 0 

relatively simple matter for future encoder deSIgns. ' . 

. . I tency essentially matched the VIdeo latency, leading II> For the n op format, capuorung a 

video by only I IDS. . • . 

. . d easured values for relative latenCies are gIVen m Table 4 2. Target specificatlons an m 

T bl 4 2 R lative latencies of the Digital HDTV G rand Alliance system. a e . e 

Targd Specifica tion Measured Value C""-_ 
1080 I 1920 7:20.-1280 

Video-Audio Relative Latency < 15 ms 10.3 ms 384 ms ScoNooe I 
Video-Captioning Relative Latency < 100 IDS 33 ms 1 au 

1 Note 1; RelatIve ummg of VIdeo and audio IS fully programmab c. 1 nthe proto<ype SJ ""01, ... 
not optimized for the 720P mode. 

5. TRANSMISSION 

5.1. SPECTRUM UnLIZAnON 

5.1.1 . Introduction 

The Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service considered two Cfiteria .rr. 
spectrum utilization - accommodation percentage and se~ce area .. ACCO~OD 
percentage" specifies the fraction of existing NTSC television stations thAt could be USl.gned III 
ATV channel. "Service area" refers to the interference-limited coverage area of new ATV 
stations. The methodology for calculating the results of the analyses of these Cflteria '9115 

described in Chapter 8 of the "ATV System Recommendation" adopted by the Advisory 
Committee on February 24, 1993 . 

5.1 .2. Accommodation Percentage 

Allotment studies were undertaken based on the results of laboratory testing of the Grand 
Alliance prototype ATV system. For terrestrial broadcasting, an allotment/assignment plan thai 
provides a second channel for each television licensee. construction permit bolder, and 
construction permit applicant was developed. In the plan, an an empt was made to match the new 
A TV coverage with the existing coverage of the companion NTSC station. Approximate 
realization of that objective was achieved through reducing A TV coverage of some stations mi 
allowing new interference to the coverage areas of some NTSC stations The effect of the 
interference tradeoffs is detailed in the follOwing section. 

5.1 .3. Service Area 

Ta~le 5.1 shows the planning factors employed in the devising of the allounentlassignmem 
table and ill the analyses of service and interference. Shown also in Table 51 are the target 
specifications whi~h are b~ed on the "Best of the Best" values from the four original digital 
systems. The carner-to-nolse, co-channel, and adjacent-channel interference data were derived 
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from iabonltory testing of the Graod Alli 
interference to NTSC from an U d' anee prototype. Of particular note is the matter of 

pper a ~acent-channel ATV operation. 

Table 5.1 System-specific plano' t mg actors for Grand Alliance prototype (DIU in dB) . 
Target Specification Measured Value Comments r Carrier-To-Noise < 15 . 6 dB +1 5 . 19 d B 

CcK:baDJlel T~etS 
. 

cation Measured Value Comments 
ATV-mto-NTSC < 36.5 dB +34 .4 4 dB 

NrSC-intD-A TV < 3.5 dB +1. 81 dB 

ATV-into-ATV < 16.6 d B +15.27 dB 

Adjac:ent-Cbannel TargetS~cation Measured Value Comments 

~'er ATV-into-NTSC < -14. . 5 dB 17 . 43 dB 

Uuocr A lV·into-NTSC < -12.5 dB - 11. 95 d B See Note I 

Lower NTSC-into-A TV < -41.5 dB -47 . 73 dB 

UOOCr NTSC''''IO-A lV < -43.0 dB 48 . 71 dB 

Lower ATV-tnf.O.ATV < -37 . 5 dB - 41. 98 dB 

~TV-mto-ATV < -37 . 5 dB 43.17 dB 

. Note 1 Target spcc:ificauon 15 based on VIdeo mteIference which was met during testing (-17.00 dB), During 
testrn& It \\<l.$ dJ.scovered that audio interference occurs before video interference; the measured value 
shown III thls table is based on audio interference. 

In the 1993 testing of the original systems, and in the 1994 comparative testing of the 8 
VSB and 32 QAM transmission subsystems (called the bake...off), consideration was given only to 
video interference. In the 1995 testing of the Grand Alliance prototype, interference from ATV 
into BlSe stereo and the second audio program (SAP) channel were tested also. In a substantial 
number of the twenty-four NTSC receivers used in the ATTC testing program, audio was found 
to degrade before video when the interfering signal was ATV in the upper adjacent-channel. The 
threshold for video performance degradation to CCIR Grade 3 was found to be at a desired-to
undesired (DIU) ratio of - 17 .00 dB for the median receiver. The threshold for audio performance 
degradauoD to CCIR Grade 3 for the median receiver was found to be at a DIU ratio of -11.95 
dB I Since the DIU ratio fo r audio is greater than the DIU ratio for video (i.e., audio degraded 
before video), in the instance of upper adjacent-channel ATV-into-NTSC interference, the audio 
ratio was used in service and interl'erence determinations. In aU other interference considerations, 

\ideo degraded before audio, therefore video DIU ratios were used. 

5.1.3.1. Service Area Evaluation 
ationwide coverage area and population analyses are summarized in Table 5.2 and Table 

5 J to this analysis, the data base is the same as that used for the bake-off analysis. The 

I The threshold for audlo perfonnanoe degradation to CCrR Grade 3 was fo~d to be at a DIU ~tio of -? .95 dB for 
~-emy percent of the receivers. and at -1 0 .95 dB for thirty percent of the receIVers. For further infomlanon, see the 

CO't-c:rqe analysa repon of the TransmisSion Expen Group. 
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. . d co-channel, adjacent-channel, and .taboo fOnstraints are 1llOl 
VHFIUHF scenano 15 assumed, an ting. was essentially eqwvalent to the perl'OllDa!:lct 
A TV performance, based on the prot~type tes suits and substantially bener than the four origin,! 
predicted on the basis of the bak~o test~e are ~eater and interference is Jess 
digital systems. Areas and populatIons serv 

I f statistics for Gra_od AUianu prolorypt 
Table 5.2 Aggregate po:u a ~~nadjacent.c.bannel, and taboo constraints). (VHF!UHF scenario, co-c ann • 

Aggregate Population Statistics Based on 8_ .. 
Media.o Video Medil..llADdio 

Total population for ATV and NTSC coverage areas 2 , 912 . 03 II 2,912.03 H 

NTSC population lost due to NTSC interference 301 . 30 II 301.30 H 

NTSC population lost due to A TV interference 93 . 2 II 118.36 M 

A TV population lost due to NTSC and A TV interference 73.07 II 13 . 07 H 

ATV population lost due to A TV-only interfcre1lCe 38 . 45 M 38 . 45 H 

Table 5.3 NTSC population statistics for Grand Alliance prototype 
(VHF!UHF scenario co-channel adjacent·channeJ, and taboo constraints) . • • 

Population loss relative to NTSe ttatiollJ with added population lou due to ATV 
population in cO"erage area Based on Median Video Baad 00 Mediu ADdio 

No Interference 60 . 9 • 57 . 6 'i. 
o - 5 • 2 4.7 • 24. 4 ! 
5 - 10 • 5 . 1 • ".1 • 

10 - 15 • 2 . 8 • 3." 
15 - 20 • 1. 8 • 2.1 
20 - 25 • 1. 3 • 1.5 
25 30 • 0 . 5 • 1.5 -30 35 • 0. 7 • 0 . 3 • 

> 35 • 2 .2 • 2 . 9 • 

Interference to NTSC audio from the upper adjacent--channel A TV had to be preseDI 
during the bake~off testing. but audio effects were not tested; concentration was 00 video_ A 
reasonabJe assumption is that, had audio effects been considered in the bake-off tests, co .. -erage 
analysis based on upper adjacent audio would have yielded similar results to those sboYo'D in Table 
5.2. 

Table 5.2 compares the effects ofNTSC and ATV interference on the viewing popu1Jtioo. 
The numbers entered in the table for "population" are the product of the number of viewers and 
the number of stations they potentially receive. This accounts for a total "populatioo" of almaSl 3 
billion. The table shows that the biggest "lost" population is potential NTSC viewership a1Judy 
lost because of NTSC interference; this population statistic describes the siruanon as it exists 
today and forms a baseline. Compared with this number, the effects on existing NTSC of adding 1 

new A TV servIce are small. The ruggedness of the new A TV service is apparent also because ItS 

2 Based on upper adjacent video. 
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"lost" population is smaller than th e present "lost" ul· . that the loss of population coverag d . pop abOD WIth NTSC. These results indicate 
. . e ue to mterferenc will b .gnifi lBllSlbon to A TV is completed. e e 51 cantly decreased after the 

H3.2. Comparison with Four Original Digital s,-.,. . , ••• ms 
FIgure 5.1 and Table 5.4 have b · . 

the four original digital systems Resul:n proVIded .to allow compansons to the 1993 testing of 
Recommendation " The com '. of ~e previOUS tests are included in the "ATV System 
the VHF/UHF s~o co~i~~:s ~~ut for ~ analysis is .based on the 1993 data base, assumes 
uses the upper adjacen~-cbannel A -rJ.. co-c el and adJ~cent-channel interfering sources, and 
threshold. tnto-NTSC DIU rabo of -17.00 dB, which is the video 

--GA Prototype ---- DiglClpher ·············OSC-HDTV ···_···AO-HDTV ···_·····- ccoc 

ea 0 station Related to Service Area of its NTSC Companion VHFIUHF Scenario - Service Ar f ATV . 
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Current NTSC Stations in Order of Decreasing Service Area Ratio 

Figure 5.1 Interference-limited service area of each ATV station relative to 
the interference-limited ;ervice area of its companion NTSC station 
(VHF/U8F scenario, co-channel and adjacent-channel constraints). 

1600 

Figure 5 1 depicts the interference-limited service area of each A TV station, during the 
transition period, relative to the interference-limited service area of its companion NTSC station 
under the VHF/UHF scenario. taking into account co-channel and adjacent-channel constraints. 
The graph shows the Grand Alliance prototype, as a solid line, along with the four original digital 
systems. In the graph, the 1,657 current NTSC stations are placed in order of decreasing ATV to 
NTSC service area ratio . Examination of the graph for the Grand Alliance prototype reveals that 
11% (183) of the ATV stations under this scenario would have an ATV service area at least 
20 % larger than their companion NTSC service area, and 98.85 % (1 ,638) would have an ATV 
service area at least 80 % of their companion NTSC service area. The total ATV interference
limited service area fo r all 1.657 stations is 39.7 million square kilometers. It is clear from this 
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graph that the performance of the Digital HDTV Grand Alliance System exceeds that of any of 

the four origioal digital systems. 

Table 5.4 shows the interference statistics for the VHFIUHF scenario, taking into!Ccoom. 
co-channel and adjacent-channel constraints. During the transition period, 823 % of ATV 
stations would receive no interference. This would rise to 89. 1 % after the transition period euIs. 
Also during the transition period, 0.4 % of the A TV stations would receive interference in nxn 
than 35 % of their noise-limited coverage area. This would decrease to 0.2 % after the transition 
period ends. The total interference area created within the A TV noise-limited coverage area 
during the transition period is 0.41 million square kilometers. Of the existing NTSC stati~ 
63 .8 % would not receive any Dew interference because of the ATV service, while 22 ~. would 
receive new interference in more than 35 % of their Grade B area. The total new interfetenceimo 
NTSC created under this plan is 1.15 million square kilometers. 

5.1.4. 

Table 5.4 Interference statistics for Grand All iance prototype: 
(VHFIUHF scenario, co-channel and adjacent-channel constrainu). 

Interlereoce Area ATV St2tioru with Inlerfert.Dce NTSC StatioDJ wi til 
Compared to Addtd lalmc:rt:DCC 

Coverage Area Duriag TransitiOD Mter TranJitiOD DuetoATV 
No Int.erference 82 . 3 % 89.1 • 63.8 ; 

o - 5 • 10.1 • 6 . 6 , 20.7 
5 - 10 , 3.5 , 1.8 • 5.' , 

10 - 15 • 1.5 , 0 . 0 • 2.8 , 
15 - 20 , 0.6 • 0.5 • 2 . 2 
20 - 25 , 0 .7 , 0 . 3 • 1.4 • 25 - 30 , 0 . 3 • 0 . 3 • 1.0 
30 - 35 • 0.3 , 0.3 , 0.5 

> 35 , 0 .4 • 0.2 • 2 . 2 • 

Summary of Spectrum Utilization Findings 

, Based on this analysis, the Advisory Committee finds that the Grand Alli 
supenor to all of the previously anal~ed proponent systems in utilization Ofspecuu:'ce system is 

5.2. TRANSMISSION ROBUSTNESS 

This section identifies the various test f " 
purpose and importance of the test d th s 0 transnussl~n performance For each test, the 
the results is given also for each tesa;: 'the testhm~thodolOgy IS summarized. A brief statement of 
Alliance system with the previous WI emp aslS on comparison of performance of this GnDd 

proponent systems, 
5.2.1. Random RF Noise Performance 

Random noise was added at RF to th ' . 
Alliance system's modulation and e e de,SIred digital signal, As expected for the GnDd 
recovered video and audio data 70r correction, random RF noise bas no effect 00 the: 
"threshold" value, The value of ~tI the ~evel ~f noise is raised to a point very close to I 

. 'bl ' carner-te-nolse ratio (C/N) b 
VIS! e IS called the Threshold of Visibility (TOV). were the effects of noise begin to be 
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For the Grand Alliance system, the C/N t TOV a was IS.19dB. . airm~tsex:~ ~d deSign~ into the system, the threshold is very Sharp. Visible image 
unp . om Just arely VISIble to destructive of the picture within _ 1 dB of 
wo=g of the CIN. . 

Aimil s . ar measure can be made on the recovered audio data (Threshold of Audibility). For 
the Gnod Alliance system, the CIN at TOA was 14.92 dB. 

, As expected, th~ video an,d audio . fail approximately together, with audio measuring as 
slightly more robust agaInSt RF nOise. AudiO does not fail before video. 

Performance in the presence o f RF noise impairment is superior to the first round systems 
and meets target specifications. See Table 5.5. 

5,2.2. Static Multipath 

Tolerance of single and multiple static echoes was measured. The delay of the echoes 
lested ranged from - 1.8 microseconds (i.e., a leading echo) to + 18 microseconds (a lagging echo). 
Multiple echoes were tested in ensembles of 5 echoes at various amplitudes within these ranges. 
In general, the Grand Alliance system ' s performance was comparable to the best of the first round 
systems There were no specific target specifications for these parameters. 

Also measured was the tolerance of combinations of random noise and multipath and 
combinations of co-channel NTSC and multipath. The random noise or co-channel impairments 
were added to the ensembles of 5 echoes. There was no target specification for the combination 
of co-channel plus noise, since this performance was not measured in first round testing. 
Performance of the Grand Alliance system is judged acceptable and in line with expectations. 

There was a specific target specification for random noise plus mUltipath. It is stated in 
terms of the difference between the TOY point measured with random noise alone and the TOV 
measured with both random noise and multipath; multipath levels are held constant and the level 
of random noise is varied until TOV is reached. It is judged that the Grand Alliance system met 
the requirements of the target specification, based on averaging the performances of all the 
ensembles See Table 5.5. (In all of the multipath ensembles except one, performance comfortably 
SUlpassed the requirements of the specification; the one exception was worse than target by 0. 14 

~ ) , 

T able 5 5 Random RF noise performance of G rand Alliance prototype . . 
Target Specification Measured Value Comments 

Threshold Charactenstics for Random < 15 . 6 dB 15 . 19 dB 

Nct5e • Video 
Threshold Charactenstics for Random < 15.6 dB 14 . 92 dB 

Noue· Audio 
Threshold Cbaraclensbcs for Random Audio usable at or Audio did not fail 

NOISe (AudIo + Video) 
beyond video rou before video 

Random NoISe Ul Presence of Multipath < 3.5 dB 2.42 (± I.22) dB 
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5.2.3. Flutter 

Flutter is time-varying or dynamic multipath. This performanuce ottri':'le was tested 'nit 
both ensembles of ghosts and with single ghosts at vanous rates of mOUCD from 0 OS Hz to 5 
Hz. This testing was more extensive than in the first round. Where comparable data e:tist, the 
Grand Alliance system shows improved performance. 

5.2.4. Impulse Noise (Burst Error) 

Both over the air and cable reception suffer interference from bursts or impulses of noise. 
The ability to deliver corrected data in the presence of bursts of interference is important. 

The 8 VSB Grand Alliance system performed better than the targel specification by 
withstanding a 169 ~s burst at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The second pan of the lest speciti.h 
time duration for the pulse as a percentage of tbe threshold pulse width, and Dot the width 
specified in the target values, so a comparison with the target value is not possible. See Table 5.9. 

The 16 VSB Grand Alliance system was able to withsWld a 120 ~$ burst at. repetitio> 
rate of 10 Hz which almost met the target value of 129 ~s al 10 Hz. See Table 5.10 

5.2.5. Discrete Frequency Interference 

The intent of this test is to probe for sensitivity of the digital signal to panirular interf~ 
frequencies, such as could be encountered from RF signals other tha.o broadcast tdeow-lstoo.. 
Discrete frequency interference tolerance was tested both from tones within the desired A TV 
channel and from tones in adjacent channels. 

The Grand Alliance system performed better than the target specifications. See Table 56 

Table 5.6 Discrete frequency interference performance of the Grand A IUaDCt prototype. 

Tlll'2et SpecificatioD Measured Value COIDJDtDU 
Discrete Frequencies (25) < -39.5 dB adj. ch. -48.5 ( t 3 . 5) dB 

< 12 . 75 dB in band 11 . 1 (t 2 . 0) dB 

5.2.6. Co-channellnterference into ATV 

Tests measured both ATV-lnto-ATV and NTSC-ioto-ATV co-channei interference, • 
both moderate and weak power levels. The Grand Alii 
specifications on all of these tests. See Table 5. J. ance system performed better than wget 

5.2.7. Co--channellnterference into NTSC 

The test measured ATV-into-NTSC hi · 
levels The Grand Alli co-c anne Interference at moderate and ",-eak powa' 
See T~ble 5.1. ance system performed better than target specifications on all of these testS. 

5.2.8. Adjacent-Channel Interference 

. U~per and lower adjacent-channel interfere 
In both directions, i.e., ATV-into-NTSC and NT nc~ were both tested, and tests were performed 
moderate, and weak power levels. SC-mto-ATV. Tests were performed at strong, 
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\vith regard to ATV-into-ATV sts th thr .. . te , e eshold of VIsIbility at weak and moderate 
deslfed power. ~~~eded performance in the first round tests. At strong desired power, the 
lhr~old of VIsibility exceeded that level of interference expected to occur under real-world 
condinons. 

The Grand Alliance sy.stem performed better than target specifications on all NTSC-into
ATV t~ an~ on lower adjacent-channel ATV-into-NTSC. With regard to upper adjacent
~el Vldeo 10terference ATV-into-NTSC. the tests found a "color stripe" artifact in the NTSC 
VIdeo at aIf, NT,SC

n 
po~er levels. Analysis shows that it is caused by the ATV pilot carrier 

frequency beaung WIth the NTSC color subcarrier. Analysis also suggests that another 
"luminance bealy" hidden during the testing by the color beat, would be present, caused by the 
ATV pilot carrier beating with the NTSC visual carrier. Finally, during these tests, some NTSC 
receivers showed loss of color and other picture artifacts. 

The analysis shows that use of precision carrier offset between the ATV pilot and the 
NTSC color subcarrier will eliminate visibility of both artifacts. The loss of color and other 
artifacts, however, would not be affected by carrier offset. 

Given the above, also examined carefully were the effects of upper adjacent-channel ATV
tnto-NTSC interference on the BTSC stereo signal and on the SAP channel. Results show that the 
stereo and SAP signals are more sensitive to upper adjacent-channel interference than is the video. 
AsSllming the use of offset to eliminate the video beat artifacts, coverage was computed based on 
the interference levels measured for the stereo and SAP channels. Nevertheless, the system met 
wget specifications, because those targets were based on video performance. See Table 5.1. 

5.1.9. Taboo Interference 

Tests were performed at all the significant traditional UHF taboo channels. The o,rand 
AlliAnce system performed bener than target specifications an all taboos except N+2, ATV-1Oto
NTSC It missed that target by about 0.6 dB. The taboo performance of the Grand Alliance 
systemuJudged acceptable. See Table 5.7. 

5.2.10. Peak-to-Average Power 

The ratio of peak-to~average power, with 99.9 % probability was measured as 5.9 dB, 
Vriuch was lower (i e., bener) than t8.!get specification. See Table 5.8. 

5.2.1 1. Threshold Characteristics 
. . airments are generally sharp for digital systems with error 

correcti:~~ld~:::~li:! system exhibited the expected sharp thresholds, as discussed 

above in mdividual test summaries. 

5.2.12. Cable Transmission 

5.2.12.1. Composite Second Order ..' . 
. airment arises from the distortIon charactensncs of 

Composite second order (eSO) unp System performance in the presence of CSO 
active elements 10 8 cable teleVISion syhstem

ct
· 'su'cs of the modulation scheme and the receiver 

'. . . f th pectral c ara en 
unpaumeot IS a function. ~ e s '!hs d high levels ofeSO is desirable. 
front end design. The ability to WI tan 
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Table 5.7 a oom e T b ~ ~onnance of Grand Alliance prototype. t uerence pel I' 

Target Specification Measured VaJD~ COtnmeDtI 

N·2 Taboo AIN < - 23 . 5 dB 23.73 dB 

N+2 Taboo AIN < 28.5 dB -27.93 dB SeeNotc:l 

N+4 Taboo AIN < 22.5 dB -24.96 dB 

N+I4 Taboo AIN < 32.5 dB -33.38 dB 

N+lS Taboo AIN < - 22 . 5 dB 30.58 dB 

N-8 Taboo AIN < - 25 . 5 dB -31. 62 dB 

N+8 Taboo AIN < - 36 . 5 dB -43.22 dB 

N-2 Taboo N/A < 53 dB -62.45 dB 

N-2 Taboo AlA < -53 dB -60.52 dB 

N+2 Taboo N/A < - 53 dB -59 . 86 dB 

N +2 Taboo AlA < - 53 dB -59.13 dB 

N-3 Taboo N/A < - 53 dB < -61. 79 dB 

N·3 TabooNA < 53 dB < -60.61 dB 

N+3 Taboo N/A < 53 dB < -62 . 49 dB 

N+3 Taboo AlA < 53 dB < -61. 53 dB 

Note I : Target specificatIon missed by less than 0.6 dB. This lSjUdged ac:ccptab1e. 

Table 5.8 Peak-to-average power (or the Grand Alliance prototype. 

CommtGfJ 
Peak! Average Power (99.91'/0 probability) < 6.95 dB 5.9 dB 

The 8 VSB Grand Alliance system had a measured carrier-la-interference level of 27 dB 
which is slightly poorer than the target value of < 25 dB, however, as NTSC pictures stan 
exhibiting interference in the 50 dB range, it is unlikely the 8 VSB system would have ta aperale 
in a mid-20's carrier-ta-interference envira nment. See Table 5.9. 

The 16 VSB Grand Alliance system had a measured carrier-to-interference level of35 dB 
which meets the target value of< 38 dB . See Table 5.10. 

5.2.12.2. Composhe Triple Beat 

Composite triple beat (CTB) impairment also arises from the distonion characteristics of 
active elements in a cable television system. Along with random noise, it is one of the primary 
limiting characteristics in cable system transmission performance. System performance in the 
presence of CTB impairment is a function of the spectral characteristics of the modulation scheme 
and the receiver front-end design. The ability to withstand high levels ofeTB is desirable. 

The 8 VSB Grand Alliance system had a measured carrier-to-interference level of 39 dB 
which is slightly poorer than the target specification of < 37 dB; however, as NTSC pictures sun 
exhibiting this interference in the 50 dB range, it is unlikely the 8 VSB system would have 10 
operate in a high-30' s carrier-to-interference environment. See Table 5.9 . 
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The 16 VSB Grand Alliance system had .. 
\\tich meets the target specification of < 49 dB sa measured camer-to-mterference level of 47 dB 

. ee Table 5.10. 

5.112.3. Phase Noise 

Phase noise is a function of the stabili f ' ' . 
geoc:rate or translate the frequency of the tr ~ ttDed o~cillators us~ . m the ~ransmission chain to 
phase noise is desirable. ansn:u SignaL The ability to WIthstand high levels of 

The 8 VSB Grand Alliance system had . 
which was better than the targ et specifi": fa measured camer-ta-phase noise ratio of 78 dB 

cauon 0 < 81 dB. See Table 5.9. 

The 16 VSB Grand Alliance system had . . . a measured camer-ta-phase noise ratio of 82 dB 
which was better than the target specification of < 87 dB. See Table 5.10. 

5.112.4. Residual FM 

Residual ~equen~ modulation is another form of deviation in oscillators used in 
frequency conversion equIpment. The ability to withstand high levels of residual FM is desirable. 

The 8 VSB Grand Alliance system had a threabold residual FM of 9 kHz which was better 
than the target specification o f > 6.5 kHz. See Table 5.9. 

The 16 VSB Grand Alliance system had a threshold residual FM of 7 kHz which was 
better than the target specification o f > 4 kHz. See Table 5.10. 

12.12.S. Fiber OptJcs 

Cable systems are increasingly introducing amplitude modulated fiber optic links to reduce 
amplifier cascades and improve system reliability. The lasers will clip if over-modulated resulting 
ID distortion In the channels. 

The 8 VSB Grand Alliance system reached threshold BER with a laser modulation level of 
l8 'It which was better than the target value of 4.5 %; however, the number of carriers available 
to modulate the laser was lower than the number used to set the target and a direct comparison is 

not posSIble See Table 5 9 

The 16 VSB Grand Alliance system reached threshold BER with a laser modulation level 
of73 % which was better than the target value of 4 %; however, the number of carriers available 
10 modulate the laser was lower than the number used to set the target and a direct comparison is 

not possible See Table 5. 10 

5.2.12.'. Ch. nn. 1 Change and Channel Acquisition 

Current television viewers are accustomed to rapid channel change capability, and an ATV 
~ice must emulate this feature closely if consumer frustration is to be avoided. ~~el chang.e 
tuDe 15 a funcuon of two processes: carrier acquisition and bit stream .synchro~hon; and bit 
sutam decompression through recognizable picture display and presentahon of audio. 

The 8 VSB Grand Alliance system exhibited an average channel acquisition time of 0.7 

seconds which JUst met the target vaJue for acquisition. See Table 5.9. 
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The 16 VSB Grand Alliance system, with an average acquisition time of 1.1 seconds, ." 

slower than the target value of 0.7 seconds. See Table 5. 10. 

5.2.12.7. Multiple Impairment- Second Order vs. Noise 

The ability of digital systems to handle a specific impairment is normally reduced if I 
second impairment is present. Noise and second order distortion trade-off was dctennined by 
decreasing the amount of noise necessary to reach threshold when the amount of second ordtr 
distortion was decreased a specified amount. 

The level of second order interference was reduced 6 dB before the noise-only thresboid 
was reached on the 8 VSB Grand Alliance system. With the second order distortion 3 dB below 
tbe threshold value, the amount of noise necessary to reach threshold was within 0.5 dB of the 
noise threshold. The system was better than the random noise target value of < 15.6 dB. Set 
Table 5.9. 

The 16 VSB Grand Alliance system traded-off between noise and distortion umildle 
distortion was reduced 15 dB below its threshold value. With the second order distOniOD 3 dB 
below its threshold value. noise was 3 dB from its threshold vaJue. The system was slightJy below 
the random noise threshold uuget value of28.85 dB with a threshold of29 I dB This was due., 
the lower tuner input level compared to the previous tests. See Table 5.10 

5.2.12.8. Multiple Impairment - Third Order vs. Noise 

The trade-off between noise and composite third order distortion was determined by 
reducing the level of the third order distortion in specified steps and determining the noise 
necessary to reach threshold. 

The noise-only threshold was reached on the 8 VSB Grand Alliance system when the third 
order distortion was reduced 3 dB. 

The 16 VSB Grand Alliance system reached the noise threshold level when the third onl" 
?istortion was reduced 6 dB below its threshold vaJue. With the third order distortion 3 dB below 
Its threshold value, noise was 0.4 dB from its threshold vaJue. 

5.2.12.9. MUltiple Impairment - Phase Noise vs. Noise 

T~e relatio~hip between phase noise and random noise was determined by reducing the: 
phase nOise below Its threshold level in specified steps and determining the level of random ooist 
necessary to reach threshold at those levels. 

The 8 VSB Gr~d Alliance system reached the noise threshold when the phase noise was 
reduced IS dB below Its threshold level. The system was within 2 dB f . . threshold ~itb 
the phase nOise reduced 3 dB below threshold. 0 Its noLSe 

The 16 VSB system reached the noise thr h Id h 
below its threshold and was within I dB f thr es 0 ~ en the phase noise was reduced 9 dB 
threshold. 0 eshold WIth the phase noise reduced 3 dB below 
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Table 5.9 Cable television tests rr. 
pe ormed on the Grand Allianc tty e pro 0 pe. 

Coll\IlOSlte Second Order Distortion 
Target Soecification Measured Value Comments 

'te Triple Beat Distonion 
< 25 dB 27.1 dB See Note 1 

Phase Noise 
<37dB 39. 1 dB See Note 1 

~dualFM 
< 81 dB 78.3 dB 

Fw.;, Opoe Tests 
> 6.5 kHz 9.2 kHz 

Clwmd Change I Channel Acquisition 
>4.5% 7.8% 
<0.7 s 

Threshold Characteristics for Random 
0.7 s 

Nwe· Data 
< 15.6 dB 15.0 dB 

Local Oscillator Instability >±89kHz > ±lOO kHz 
Oynanuc Multipath • Acquisition Time 
m the Presence of Multipath and Noise 

< 0.75 s 0.9 s See Note 2 

Burst Error Correction > 169",@10Hz 180",@ 10 Hz 

> 1.05 ~20 JlS See Note 3 240Hz~11 8JlS 
Noce I ' The: measured value missed the target specification by 2 dB b there 

'o'lth typical opera"n .. conditions This ' . d • U1 IS more than 20 dB margin 
~ . IS JU ged acceptable. 

~ 2 Test lDC.luded ~ore severe multipath conditions than anticipated when target specification was set. 
Note 3 'The test was different from the target specification. 

r.ble S.IO High data rate cable television tests performed on the Grand Alliance prototype. 

Target Specification Measured Value Comments 

te Second Order Distortion < 38dS 35.4 dB 

It Tnole Beat OtstOrtlon < 49dB 47.2 dB 

Plw<N .... <87 dB 81.8 dB _I'M > 4.0 kHz 7.0 kHz 

Fiber ()puc Tests > 4.0% 7.3 % 

Channel ~I Channel Acquisition < 0.7 s U s See Note I 

'Jb.resbold Charactenstics for Random < 28.85 dB 29.1 dB See Note 2 

Noose·Ow 
Local Osallalor lnstability . > ±89 kHz > ±100 kHz 

D,uamIe Mulbpath • Acqws1t1on Time < 0.75 s Us See Note 3 

UIi the PraeD::e of Mulbpath and Noise 

8mJI Error Correc:tlon > 129 ", @ 10Hz 120 f.tS@ 10 Hz See Note 4 

> 1.45 kHz ~20 JlS 480 Hz@68 '" See Note 5 

Ncxc: I Measured value rdlects prototype hardware anomaly. not a system charactensnc. Intended design 

Vi'lS for uSenbcal acqwsition perfonnancc: in both 8 VSB and 16 VSB modes. 
Note 2 Measured value missed target specification by 0.25 dB. This is judged acceptable. 

Note) ~ TCIlIDCIudc:d more SC\"Cre multipath conditions than anticipated when target specification was set. 

Noce 4 Mcasurtd \-'3lue mused target specification by 7.5 0/0. This is judged ac:oeptable. 

Sotc: 5 Tbe tal "'as cWferent from the target specification. 
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5.2.12.10. Multiple Impairment- Residual FM vs. Noise 

The residual FM VS. random noise relationship ~as determined by reducing the residual 
FM in specified steps and determining the amount of nOise necessary to reach threshold at tOOse 
PM levels. 

The 8 VSB Grand Alliance system did Dot reach the Doise threshold when the residual FM 
was reduced to 25 % (2.2 kHz) of its threshold level. 

The 16 VSB Grand Alliance system reached the Doise threshold wheD the residua! FM." 
reduced to 25 % (1.5 kHz) of its threshold value. At 75 % of the FM threshold value, the ooist 
was within 0.4 dB of the threshold value for Doise only. (16 VSB performed better than 8 VSBin 
this regard.) 

5.2.12.11. Local Oscillator Instability 

Variatioos in received frequencies are of concern to both broadcasters and cable 
operators. A consumer receiver must be able to identify and acquire signals that are offset from 
the nominal frequency assignment. 

Both the 8 VSB and 16 VSB Grand Alliance systems were better than the target vtlue 
pull-in range of > ±89 kHz. See Table 5.9 and Table 5. 10. 

5.2.12.12. Minimum Isolation between Receivers 

Changing channels on one TV set connected to the same splitter as a second TV set may 
change the frequency response afthe signal fed to the second set. The equalizer in the second set 

must respond quickly to minimjze errors. The minimum isolation was defined as the highest Jere 
of ghost that could be switched in and out without causing errors in the data 

The 8 VSB Grand Alliance system was able 10 lolerale a 17 dB down ghost ",iIhcut 
producing any errors. There is no target value. 

The 16 VSB Grand Alliance system was able to tolerate a 28 dB down ghost without 
producing any errors. There is no target value. 

5.2.12.13. Effect of High Level Sweep 

. Summation sweep systems used on cable systems to determine frequency response come 
ID two general types, a high level sweep and a lower level "bursty" system. 

The 8 VSB Grand Alliance system exhibited periodic data errors with the high level SW"P 
and no errors With the "bursty" type system. 

T:e 16 VSB Grand Alliance system exhibited periodic data errors with the high I,vel 
sweep an no errors WIth the lower level "bursty" sweep system. 

. rfi Ther~ is no tar?et specification for sweep systems. The high level sweep system causes IDte erence ill NTSC plctures. 

5.2.12.14. HUm Modulation 

Faulty 
frequencies. 

amplifier power suppli s li 
e can amp tude modulate RF signals at power line 
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The 8 VSB Grand Alliance system reached thr h . 
the 16 VSB system reached threshold at 6 % es. old WIth 6.7 % hum modulation while 
modulation, but these values are well abo th 0 modula?on. There is no target value for hum 
on an NTSC picture. ve e modulatIon level that would result in visible hum 

5.2.13. Summary of Transmission Robustness Findings 

The performance of the Grand AIli . 
apectatioDS defined by the target speCificatio:~ :es~:: . ID laboratory ~es~g has met the 
did not meet the target values stat d fi tha. mstances where mdiVldual test results 
have any significant effect on . e °alir . t particular tes~ the deviations were minor and do not 

Image qu ty or spectrum utilization. 

5.3. FIELD TEST 

Field testing was performed under both terrestrial broadcasting and cable conditions. 

. . For terrestri~ broadc~~ting. the complete system was tested at a set of sites selected for 
their difficult ~ecepuon conditions, as measured in an earlier field test of the modem subsystem 
(~ented In SSIWP2-13S4) . . !n those earlier modem-only tests, a bit error rate (BER) of 
3dO was sele.cted . as th~ cnlen.on .for the threshold of visibility (TOV) of video impairments. 
FuU system testlng, mcluding subjective observation of pictures and sound, verified the reliability 
of that vaJue of BER. Because the locations for full system testing were a selected and difficult 
sub--set of the complete group of test locations, they are not a representative sample. The full 
s}'Stem testing, however, verified the utility of the data taken on the full set of locations. The sites 
for full system testing included 10 sites in homes where tests were performed both within the 
residence using a set-top antenna, and outdoors, adjacent to the residence, using a mast-mounted 
.. leona. 

Complete system field testing began on luly 25, 1995 and was completed on August 23. 
The tests were conducted using the same facilities near Charlotte, North Carolina, as employed in 
modem-oruy tests As before, the NTSC transmitted peak visual effective radiated powers (ERP) 
on channels 6 and 53 were one-tenth of the maximum allowed by FCC rules, and the average 
ATV ERP was approximately one-sixteenth (12 dB below) of the NTSC peak visual ERP. 

Tests of the complete system showed, as also indicated by the earlier modem subsystem 
testmg. that satisfactory digital HDTY reception is available more widely than satisfactory analog 
NTSC reception. Even where objective measurements of BER indicate the probability of 
momentary Impaument of the signal, subjective observation of picture and sound fails to detect 

unpaumenl 
An objecuve measurement that should permit reliab.le prediction. of satisfactory HDTV 

service at UHF is 6eld strength; subjective assessment of vtdeo and audio correlated very well 
"",1th field su-ength in channel 53 tests. That correlation did not hold at c~el 6 because sample 
size aod LmpuJse mterference effectS prevented a proper channel 6 ~alysls . ~t ~n1y two of the 
5e't'tD su.es, wllh signal strength at or below that which la?oratory testmg had mdicated to be the 
hmn of HDTV servtCC, was subjectively satisfactory servtce observed. On the other hand, every 

• ,. (f a1 f IS ) where the signal strength was weak, but above the threshold, ... except one out 0 a tot a . . al gth ,_. b· I . , HDTV service The 28 sites WIth moderate or strong Sign stren 
U4U su ~ecuve y saUSlactOry .-
aD had subjectively satisfactory HDTV semee. 
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In brief, terrestrial transmission testing of the complete system SUpporu !he co~ 
that HDTV service will be available where NTSC setVJte IS presently available, and in 
instances where NTSC service is unacceptable. 

The complete system, with both 8 VSB and 16 VSB moduJauo,,: wa.s tested also in CIbit 
environments in Charlotte, including existing cable systems and fiber opuc links Tests of 16 1'Sa 
were the more stringent. The 16 VSB receiver worked at all Jocauons where the dem-erecl SIgr.al 
met FCC specifications, and at many sites where it did DOL ame systems Wtre tesl:ed • 
frequencies beyond their maximum design frequency, resulting in less than FCC-5J>'CIlicatQ 
conditions. Also, strong in-band beats were observed on some systems that affected both t!f 
NTSC and HDTV signals. The 16 VSB receiver continued to operate in these SlWlnonsllDliltbo 
carrier-ta-noise threshold was reached. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on Advisory Committee approved specifications. and thorough laboratory aod fie1j 
testing of the prototype A TV system as designed and constructed by the Digital HDTV Gr1!iI 
Alliance, the Technical Subgroup finds the following: 

I. the Grand Alliance system meets the Committee's performance objecuves and 15 berur 
than any of the four original digital A TV systems; 

2. the Grand Alliance system is superior to any known alternative syst~ and 

3. the ATSC Digital Television Standard, based on the AdVISOry COIDID,"" des1&n 
specificauons and Grand Alliance system, fulfiUs the requirements for the US AN 
broadcasting standard. 

Accordingly, the Technical Subgroup recommends that the A TSC Standard be adopted u 
the u.s. ATV broadcasting standard. 
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The purpose of rhr.s paper is 10 J ) provide an overview of the capabilities andflexibility of 

the Grand Alliance system. 2) assess the capability a/the Grand Alliance system/or the 

nUl/llple service concept. and 3) provide examples of service models chat might be 

consukredfor multiple service transmission. 



Execl'tive Summary 

The FCC Advisory COmminee 0 Ad d T .. n vance elevlslon SerYice (ACA TS) Technical 
Subgroup has approved the specifications for the Grand Alliance Advanced Television 

System. \Vh.ile the efforts of ACATS have been centered on high definition television (wide 

screen. high resolUtion). the television industry recognizes other potential benefits inherent 
in a flexIble digital broadcast television system. 

The Grand Alliance system utilizes a layered digital system architecture. This approach 

coupled with a flexible. packetized transport and a standardized approach to video 

compression provide the ability to support transmission of multiple services. 

The tranSpon layer provides the ability to multiplex and demulitiplex multiple program and 

drua services. 

TIle uulizauon of MPEG-2 for video compression provides the fearures required to support 

additional program formats such as wide screen and 4x3 aspect ratio at various resolutions. 

These features mclude the ability to specify sampling strUcture, picture aspect ratio, input 

format and infonnation to suppon pan and scan. MPEG-2 also provides the ability to 

dynanucaUy allocate the number of bilS per service which is essential for multiple service 

transnussion. 

Utiliz.auon of the Grand Alliance System for multiple service transmission can be supponed 

by a vanety of consumer products including digital HDTV, wide screen and standard 

defuuuon receivers. Set-tOp adapters are aJso possible. 
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1. IntroductioQ 

The efforts of !he FCC Advisory Conuninee on Advanced Television $cr.'lce (ACATS) 

have been centered around high definition television (HDTV). HDTV will proVIde wide 

screen. high resolution images coupled with high quality sound. Many organizauons and 

individuals noW recognize me potential power inherent in a digital broadcast television 

system and there is significant interest in the use of the Grand Alliance system for 

distribution of a variety of services in addition to HDTV. This might include such dungs as 

transmission of multiple 4x3 aspect ratio or wide screen programs with resolution 

equivalent or better than the current analog NTSC system. Utilization of the GA system for 

transmission of data and other services has also been contemplated. 

This paper will describe the flexibility of the Grand Alliance System 10 provide multiple 

services and provide some examples of how these services could be implemented. 11 \\il l1 

also describe some of the consumer devices likely to be needed to Implement these. new 

services. 

2. Overview of the Grand Alliance svsrem 

The Grand Alliance system utilizes a layered digital system arch.itecrure with 

headers/descriptors to provide flexible operating characteristics. The layers of the GA 

system are: picrure, sound, compression, transport and LranSmission. 

The picture layer consists of raw pixel data. organized as pixels. SC:ll1 lines and frames. The 

GA system supportS multiple formats and frame rates. 

The compression layer transfonns the raw video and audio samples into a coded bit stream 

that can be executed by the receiver to recreate the picture and sound. The video 

compression syntax conforms to the ISO-MPEG MPEG 2 'd dard oaI - VI eo stan • at a norm 

. ps. e y AC-3 audiO compression IS used in the data rate of approximately 189Mb Th Dolb -

GA system to provide 5.1 channel surround-sound at a nominal rate of 384 kbps. 

The'li~A tran

da 
sport layer provides the means for dynamic allocation of video. audio and 

awu ary la. 
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-p-----------------------
The cronsmission layer modulates a serial b· . It stream mto a s"g aI th 
oV .r 11 6 ~1Hz television channel Th . . 1 n at can be transmitted 

. e transnusslon sYSt . b d 
\esugial sideband (VSB) od I . . em IS ase on a treJlis-<oded 8 

m u auon technique for te . al b . 
used for cable television applications. rrestn, roadcasung. 16 VSB can be 

J. SYHem capable or multiple seQ'jces 

The GA system design is based h ISO . , . ' on 1 e layer architecture which inherently provides 

nwb~~ty and IOteroperability. The following sections of this paper will describe the 

capability of the GA system for transmission of mulu· I . P e services. 

J,l Video compression system 

Muluple service transmission will DOl impose any significant technical difficulty on the GA 

video compression system. The assumption here is that the information generated by each 

tndividual service Will not exceed the specification of the GA system. The specific 

specificauons for multiple service transmission is examined against the GA and MPEG-2 

specificauons. 

Ina"' lOurce 

The GA system suppons twO main format variations. with different numbers of lines per 

frame. These tWO fonnalS have 720 active lines and 1080 active lines per frame. For multiple 

service tr1lIlsrrussion. the input sources could be the composite (SMPTE 170M) and 

component (SMPTE 253) analog NTSC signals. digital parallel and serial NTSC signals. 

MPEG-2 specification provide..the mechanism to indicate the video fonnat by use of a three

bit mteger lOdicaung the representation of the picture prior to coding. The eight video 

fonnats specified an:: component (000). PAL (001). NTSC (010). SECAM (011). MAC 

(tOO). unspecified Video format (101). reserved (110 & 111). 

Sarna/jag structure 

In the MPEG-2 specification the sampling size is specified in the sequence header as 

honzonWiverucal_size_ value and horizontal/vertical-size. The horizontaVverucal_slze-value 

is the widthlheight of the displayable part of the luminance component of picrures in 

samples and fonns the 12 least significant bits of horizontal/vertical_size. The 
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horizontaVvertical_size is a 14-bit unsigned integer, the 12 least sigruficam bits are delWd 

. h ' taIIverucal size value. the 2 most significant bits are defmed m 
\0 onzon --
horizontal/vertical_size_exlension. For multiple service the sampling suucrure can be 

specified based on the standards mentioned in the secuon of Input source. 

eolorimerrv 

The SMPTE 274M is one of the input formalS specified by the GA system. The SMI'lE 

274M which underlies the HDTV 1920 x 1080 format allows for the use of SMPn 140M 

colorimetry as an interim measure while specifying ultimate use of ITU-R Recommendanoo 

709. It is desirable for multiple service to have identical colorimetry as specified In the GA 

system. In the MPEG-2 specification a flag called colocdescnplion can be set tO ~ " to 

indicate the presence of coiocprimaries. transfer_chruacteri tics and mam.x_coeffiaenlS In 

the bilStream. Both SMPTE 240M and ITU-R Recommendauon 709 colorme1l)' paramete!I 

can be specified by the color_primaries, transfer_charactensucs and tn3tnX_coefficlentS. 

Picture aspect ratio 

In MPEG-2, the picture aspect ratio infonnation is defined by a four-bit Integer. The 

aspect ratio infonnation is provided by means of aspect_rauo_tnfonnauon in the sequence 

header and (optional) display _horizontaVvenical_size In the sequence_display_utenSlon. 

The aspect_ratio_infonnation either specifies the ·'sample aspect ratio" (SAR) of the 

reconstructed frame or alternatively it gives the "display aspect muo" (DAR). lf 

sequence_diaplay _extension is not present the sample aspect C3tiO may be calculated as 
follows: 

horizontal_size 
SAR = DAR x -----_ 

In this case hOrizontal_size and vertical_size are constrained by the SAR of the source and 
the DAR selected. 

If sequence_display_extension is presenL the sample aspect ratio may be calculared as 
follows: 
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display _horizontal size 
SAR = DAR x ------== 

display _vertical_size 

Examples of appropriate values for signals sampled in accordance with ITU-R Rec. 601 for 

525-1ine format are 704 (display _horizontal_size) and 480 (display _ venical_size). 

For muluple service transmission both 16x9 and 4x3 aspect ratios can be used. The GA 

system. since it is based on the MPEG-2 specification. is capable of supponing both aspect 

ratios. 

Pan and scan 

Since the aspeCt ratio of !.he input source may differ from that of the display, pan and scan is 

an essenuaJ rcature. Pan and scan information is supponcd within the GA video syntax.. 

This lOformauon is transmittcd as an extension within the picture layer syntax. The MPEG-

2 video syntax does communicate cenain display parameters for use in reconstrUcting the 

video. A display window within the encoded raster may be defined as a window on a large 

area display deVice. In me case of pan and scan position of the window representing the 

displayed regJon of a large picture can be specificd on a field-by-field basis. It is specified 

10 the picture display extension. A typical use of the pan-scan window is to describe the 4:3 

aspect rauo rectangle within a 16x9 video sequence. 

TranSOQC(Ol coding o(compQsite video 

Decodmg NTSC before traOst;llssion and recording to NTSC after transmission of 

composite sourcc signals in contribution and distribution requires a precise reconstruction 

or the carrier amplitUde and phase reference signal. The MPEG-2 specification provides the 

capabllir:y that the input format can be indicated in the sequence header ~sing the . 

vuieo format bits. Reconstnlction of me carrier signal is possible by usmg the camer 

p~ters such as field_sequence. sub_carrier. burst_amplitude Lllld sub_carrier phase that 

arc enabled by setung the composite_display_flag in the picture header. 
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Picture Quality 

Within the (Otal data stream supponed by lhe GA compression system the picture quality 

depends on the number of services multiplexed. Picture qualJry 15 defmed by the bit ra!e 

used. Provision for high picrure quality is made by high bit rate IirrulS relaung to a Ctrta1n 

level in a particular profile. The level specifies the spaual resoluuon and detemunes the 

maximum data rate it can support. For multiple servIce applIcations. high. mm and low 

levels defined by the MPEG-2 can be used to provide services with different ptcrureq~ 

The profile defines the picture quality in terms of coding latency. resoluuon and scalabiluy. 

The levels that can be used to support multiple services are simple profile. mam profile and 

scalable profIle" 

In the GA system specification chrominance band quality IS specified as 4:2:0 (half as many 

samples in the horizontal and vertical direcuons). Selectable color pnmanes nre specified by 

lhe MPEG-2. The chrominance can be sampled In one of three formalS: the 4·2:0. 4:2:2 

(half as many samples in the horizontal direction only) and 4"4 :4 ( idenucal samples as 
luminance signal). However. the 4:4 :4 chrominance is currently not supported In any 

profile. 

Data rate control 

It is essential that the number of transmitted bits per service can be dynanucaUy allocated. 

Certain program services may contain more infonnauon and demand more bits to be 

allocated for required quality while others may need less. The datil rate control can be 

implemented in two ways. which are both supponed by the MPEG -2 specification. A 

bit_rate deSCription is transmiu~d with the Sequence Header Code. 

For constant bit rate (CBR) coding. the number o f transnuued bits per service is constant 00 

the channel. Since the encoder output rate generally vanes depending on the PlctuJe content 

the ,constant rate is regulated by buffering. In this mode. pICture quality may vary dependlng 
on Its content. 

The other mode is known as variable bit rate (YBR) codi " h" h the be f ng. m w l C case num f O 
transmitted bits per service m th , ay vary on e channel under some consm ction. VBR is meant 
to proVide constant qUality cod" YBR " 

. , mg. can be used In conjunction with sratistical 
muluplexmg for multiple service to achieve codi ffi " ng e Ictency. 
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Low delay mode 

A low coding delay may be desirable for so . '.. . . me serviCes, such as ltve mtervlew and call-in 
programs. Low codmg delay mode be b . can 0 tamed by setting the low _delay flag in the 
Sequence Header code. 

~ ~otal encoding and decoding delay can be kept low by not using B-pictures. This 

ehmmates frame reordering delay. A low buffer occupancy for bQ(h encoder and decoder is 

needed for low delay. By using intra update (progressive refresh) on the basis of one or 

more slices per frame instead of intra frames this can be accommodated. 

Examples ofl'idco compressjon models fo r multjDle service 

Based on the MPEG-2 specification twO video compression models are discussed in this 

seeuon. They are MPEG-2 MP@ML and SP@ML. 

In the ~1PEG-2 specification. profiles and levels provide a means of defining the syntax and 

semantics. A profile is a defined sub-set of the entire bit stream syntax. The profile can be 

defmed by the profile identification. A level is a defined set of constraints imposed on 

parameters In the bit stream. For a given profile. the same syntax set is supported regardless 

of level. Decoders defined for a specified compliance point (profile and level) shall be 

capable of accommodating images encoded at lower-order compliance points. 

The MP@ML stands for a main profile at main level. The specification for this model 

lIlciudes: I. P and B-frames. 4:7:0 chrominance sampling, frame rate of 30129.9 Hz, 
ma:umum :lCuve horizontal pixels of 720 and vertical lines of 480 with maximum data rate 

of 15 Mbps. It IS believed that this model is sufficient to provide high picture quality for 

muluple service. GA decoders are capable of decoding a MP@l\1Lbit stream. 

The second model. SP@ML. is a simple profUe with main level. The difference between 

SP@MLand MP@ML is that Sp @ML provides lower coding delay than that of 

MP@ML. By not using B-frames in Sp@ML frame reordering delay can be reduced (0 

frame delay for the fie ld-based, 1 frame delay for the frame-based). 

-
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3,2 Audio compression svstem 

The audio compression system in the GA system is the Do~by AC-3 multiple-<:hannel audio 

compression system, It can suppon up to six audio channels for every video channel, The 
AC-3 syntax suppon bit rates ranging from 32 kbps to 640 kbps per individual AC-3 

elementary stream, An AC-3 elementary stream may convey many types of audio services, 

The major service types are main service and associated service, Under the GA system 

specification receivers shall suppon the decoding of main audio services at bit cales up to 

and including 384 kbps. and suppon the decoding of the combination of a main service and 

a single associated service with a combined maximum bit rate of 512 kbps, 

For multiple services. the total number of audio channels can be determined by the number 

of video services and the number of audio channels associated with each video service, The 

total audio data rate in a multiple service data stream is determined by not only the total 

number of audio channels. but also the audio quality associated with each service, 

Examples o faudiQ compression model (or multiple seryi'e 

To estimate the audio data rate needed for multiple services a potential model is presented: 

Assume that a total of four video channels are transmitted in the GA data stream and four 

audio channels are associated with each video service, For each video channel four audio 

channels are further defined as main service and associated service with 2-channel each, The 

main service could be a stereo pair, The associated service could be a second audio 

program (SAP) and a descriptive video service (DVS), In this example both the ma;umum 

data rate and minimum data rate constrained by the AC·3 specification are used for each 

category, With these assumptions the total audio data rale can be caJculated as follows: 

• Maximum data rate case: 

Total audio data rate = 4 x (2 x 256 + 2 x 192) = 3.584 Mbps 

• Minimum data rate case: 

Total audio data rate = 4 x (2 x 128 + 2 x 96) = 1,792 Mbps 
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3.3 Transport system 

The GA transport system is based on the MPEG-2 transport system specification. MPEG-2 

transport system compatibility implies that a GA transport bit stream may handle other 

MPEG-2 applications. The GA transport system provides three major functions: 

packeuzation. multiplexing and synchronization. 

Fixed len~th tranSPQrt stream 

In the GA transport system the MPEG-2 transport stream approach is utilized. Transport 

streams have advantages for environments where errors and data loss events are likely. 

Funhermore. the transport stream combines one or more programs with one or more 

independent time bases inlo a single stream. In the GA transport stream each packet is 

transmitted in a fixed length with transport header preceded. The fixed length packetization 

offers a great deal of flexibility when auempting to multiplex multiple service data on a 

smgle bit stream. 

Dynamie capacjcy allocation 

By using fixed length packets complete flexibility to allocate channel capacity for multiple 

video. audio and auxiliary data services can be obtained. The use of a packet id (PID) in the 

pack.et header as a means of bit stream identification makes it possible to have a mix of 

multiple video. audio and auxiliary data services. The entire channel capacity could also be 

used in bursts for data delivery. 

Packet identification 

Pack.et identification (pro) is essential for multiple service transmission in the GA transport 

system. It provides the mechanism for multiplexing and demultiplexing bit streams by 

enabling identification of packets belonging to a panicular elementary or control bit stream. 

Program IOterne jnfo nnarjon rpS!) 

The MPEG-2 tr.U1sport system is designed [0 multiplex a set of programs into a single data 

stream. TIlese programs. along with their associated elementary video. audio and data 

streams. are identified by the program specific information (PSn tables. These tables 
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provide the structure for the management of the prog~s ~~thin the uanspon Stream. thus 

enabling a decoder to extraCt. re-assemble. and display mdIvldual programs selected by 

users. All specific infonnation in the £.abies is treated as priva[e data and left for broadcasters 

and other service providers to sort out among themselves. 

MulliQlexin~ 

The GA multiplexing approach can be defined as a combination of muluplexmg at [Wo 

different layers. In the first layer a program transport stream is fonned by multiplexing one 

or more elementary bit streams such as video. audio and data. In the second layer the 

program transport streams are combined (using asynchronous packet multiplexing) [0 fonn 

the overall system. The second layer is called the system multiplex which is the key for the 

transmission of multiple services. Multi plexing of multiple services withJn a single bl! 

stream is achieved before the modulator in the transmitter. DemultiplexlOg takes place after 

the demodulator in the receiver. 

Single pro1ram transporr mulriplex 

In this layer a transport stream is fanned by multiplexing individual packetized elementary 

bit streams sharing a common time-base and a control bit stream that describes the program. 

Elementary PID defines a coded video. coded audio or other coded bit stream by IOdicaung 

!.he type of data stored in the packet payload. Individual programs in a multiple service 

transmission data stream can be extracted by identifying assigned Pros. Elementary PID is 

stored in the link. header. The program_map_table which is one of the tables defined by the 

PSI in the transport stream provides the mappings between prognuTl numbers and the 

elementary Streams that comprise them. 

The transport syntax allows a program to be comprised of a large number of elementaI)' bu 

streams, with no restriction on the types of applications required WIthIn a program. A 

program transport stream does not need to contain compressed video or audIO bit streamS. 

or for example, it could contain multiple audio bit streams for a given video bit stre3JD. 

System mulo'p/ex 

In th~ GA transport system. multiple services can be achieved by use of the system 

multiplex. In addition to the transPOI1 bit streams (with the corresponding PIDs) that define 
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the individual programs. a system level contrnl bit stream with PID === 0 is defined. This bit 

stream carries the prog:am_association_tabl.... that maps program identities to their program 

transport streams. The program_association_table enables demultipJexing of programs by 

decoders. The program identity is represented by a number ·in lhe 

program_association_table. The map indicates lhe program_map_PID of the bit stream 

containing the program_map_table for a program. As a table specified by the PSI layer, the 

progranl..-associatioo_table is transmined as the payload of the bit stream. 

The process of identifying a program and its contents takes place in two stages. In the first 

stage the PID of the bit stream carrying the program_map_table for the program is 

identified by using the prograrn_association_tabJe in the PID === 0 bit stream. In the second 

stage the PIDs of the elementary bit streams lhat make up the program from the appropriate 

program_map_table are obtained. Once the process is completed the filters at a 

demultiplexer can be set to receive the transport bit streams that correspond to the program 

of interest. 

Stalisrical mu/tiDitxing 

Statistical multiplexing is an efficient mechanism to provide higher qualicy and more 

consistent video relative to a flXed bandwidth system when bilS can be dynamically allocated 

among lhe video Streams. The benefit of statistical multiplexing depends on the number of 

video programs sharing the bit stream and the picture content associated with each 

individual programs. The benefit of statistical multiplexing increases as the number of 

multiplexed programs are increased. 

1be data rate control mechanislll in the video compression layer makes the implementation 

of staustical multiplexing possible. Various configurations can be implemented for different 

applicauons. For example, by using limited statistical multiplex.jng the bit rate of any 

designated program video stream cannot fall below a programmable threshold and the rest 

of the bit rate budget C3n be shared with other video streams. 

Synchronjzation 

Synchronizauon among multiple elementary streams is accomplished wilh presen~tion 
Time Stamps (PTS) in the Transport streams- Decoding of N elementarystrearnS IS 

. f treams to a common master time base rather 
synchromzed by adjusting the decodmg 0 s _ 
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than by adjusting the decoding of one stream to match that of another. The master time base 

may be one of the N decoders' clocks. the data source's clock. or it may be some ex:temal 

clock. 

Synchronization of a decoding system with a channel is achieved through the use of the 

Program Clock Reference (peR) in the Transport Stream. Since each program may have its 

own time base, there are separate PCR fields for each program in a transport stream 

containing multiple programs. 

Access conrro[ 

Implementation of a conditional access system is supponed by the transport syntax with 

bits defined in the packet header. In the MPEG·2 specification conditional access is defmed 

by conditional_3ccess_table as part of the PSI. The conditional_3cceSs_table provides the 

association between one or more conditional access systems. their entitlement nunagement 

message (E.MM:) streams and any special parameters associated with them. The 

functionali£y is flexible and complete in the sense of supporting all transnUssion aspectS of 

applicable key encryption and descrambling approaches that may be used. Conditional 

access can be exercised on a elementary stream by stream basis. including lhe ability to 

selectively scramble bit streams in a program if desired. 

Examples o(transport models (or multiple service 

In this section (wo examples are smdied to examine the capability of the GA transport 

system for multiple service transmission. 

1. 4-channel service example 

This model is configured with 4 independent NTSC like program channels. Each video 

program has four audio channels. The following block diagram illustrates the mUltiplexing 

and demultipJexing of transport bit streams. It should be noted that lhe layered approach to 

define the multiplexing function does not necessarily imply that program and system 

multiplexing must be implemented in separate stages. Program and system level 

multiplexing can be implememed within a single multiplexer stage. 
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For this example the video data rate for each service can be estimated based on the total 

inform:. lion data rate supported by lhe GA system. Assumed that the total inforr.lation data 

rate supponed by me GA system is 19 Mbps. As discussed earlier with the example in the 

audio compression. me total audio data rate ranges between 3.584 to 1.792 Mbps. The 

higher rate provides better audio quality. Therefore. the video data rate for each program is 

,bout 4 :vtbps. 

Elementary stream I (video) 

ElemenW)' stream 2 (audio-I) 

E1emenW)' stream} (audio-2) 

Elementary slream 4 (audio·}) 

Elemenwy Slream S (audi~) 

Elementary saeam map 
(progroun_map_table) 

PID 1 

PID2 • PID 3 .. Transport 

PID4 III 

PID S multiplexer 

PID6 • 

• 

• 

• 

Transport bitstream I 
(muxed progrnm- t) 

Transport bitstream 2 
(muxed program-2) • Transport bitstream } 
(muxed program-}) • 

Transport bitstream 4 
(muxed program-4) 

nr-<> Program su-e:un map P 
(program_association_table) 

4-channel multiplex model 
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System 

bitstream 

Pro 

pro=o • IPmgrnm 
/""P_PID 

j 

gram_ass iation_table 

, r 
Obtain program_map_PID 
(PID of bitslTeam containing 
the program_map_table) 

Dump other transpon 
packets • PlOl 

P102 
P103 
PID4 
PIDS 

Program_map_table 4 , 
Obtain PlOs 
for elementary 
bit streams 

t 
I Program 

~ identity 

4-channel demultiplexing model 

2. 2-wide screen + data servic~ model 

vidoo 
audio-I 
30010-2 
aud~3 
audi0-4 

This example illustrates a service which provides two wide-screen NTSC programs with 4 

audio channels per video program. [n addition. a high speed synchronous data channel 

which is independent of video program service is provided for each video service. The 

potential applications of data service could be graphics. dnta and text. 

, 
Assume that !he data rate of [he high speed data channel is 1.5 Mbps (Tl rate) and [otal 

audio data rate is between 1.792 [00.896 Mbps (same assumption made as the example in 

the section of audio compression), the video data rate for each wide-screen NTSC channel is 

about 7 Mbps. It should be noted that at this video data rat~ th~ subj~ctiv~ picture quality 

of wide-screen NTSC has not been evaluated by th~ authors of this papu. 
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Elementary stream I (video) 

Elementary stream 2 (audio-I) 

Elemenury stream) (audlo-2) 

Elemenwy stream 4 (audio-) 

Elementary stream S (aool0-4) 

Elemenwy saum 6 (data) 

Elementary stream map 
(proaram_map_l8ble) 

Elementary slteam I (video) 

lemenwy SIre3JTl 2 (audio-I) 

Elementary stream 2 (3udio-l) 

Elementary stream 2 (audio-I) 

Elemenwy stream 2 (audio- I) 

Elemenwy stream 6 (data) 

Elementary SIJ'e3Ill map 
(program_map_table) 

PID I 

PID2 

PID 3 

PID4 

• • 
PIDS 

PID6 

PID7 

PID 8 

PID9 

PID 10 

PID II 

PID 12 

PID 13 

PID 14 • 

Program jlream map PID=O 
(program_association_tabJe) 

Transport 

t 
multiplexer 

• 
Transport bitstream 1 

(muxed program-l) 

System 

multiplexer 

Transport bitstream 2 
Transport (muxed program-2) 

uhiplexer 

2-wide-screen-channel multiplex model 

System 

bu,,,..," 

Dump other transport 
packets 

+ 
PIDI • 
PID2 
PID3 ~ PiD4 

~ 

PTD=O gram 
PID5 • 

FP-PID PID6 
Prograffi_map_ubJc 

, 
Obtain PIDs ,_as> iauon_Ulbl~ for elementary 
bit streamS 

, Ir t 
~n~_map_Pu) 
(PID 0 bltstream containing r Pro"""" 
the progratn_map_table) I identity 

2_wide_screen-<:hannel demultiplexing model 
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3.4 Transmission system 

Since the multiplexed multiple service data stream will be c.onstrained within the GA total 

data rate. it is believed that multiple service transmission will not impact the GA 

transmission system. However, the threshold of visibility (TOy) for multiple service 

transmission might in fact be improved from that of a single HDTV service. For instance. 

transmission errors might hit one of the programs and nOt be seen on others. Also. in a 

multiplexed multiple service data Sl.ream, errors will be spread into different program 

packets and the subjective impact on each program might be less severe than in a single 

HDTV service. However. this possible improvement is not likely to be significant enough 

to effect any spectrum planning issues. 

3.5 Consumer receiver jssues 

The transmission of multiple services will require the development of a varie£}' of consumer 

devices. With the MPEG-2 transport architecture: new elementary bit streams couJd be 

handled at the transport layer without hardware modifications. by assigning new packet IDs 

at the transmitter and filtering out these new PIDs in the bit stream at the receiver. The 

functionality of receiving multiple service could be either implemented with receivers or set. 

top adaptors. 

Data demultiplexer and decoder 

The receiver designed for mUltiple service transmission sho uld be capable of extracting me 
selected video stream along with associated audio and data streams. The use of packet lD 

(PID) in the header as a means~of bit stream identification makes the extraction possible. 

The control bit stream contains the program_map_tabJe that describes the elementary stream 
map. 

Receiver functionality 

Some receiver functions should be considered so as to ensure that programs transmined via 

the GA system can be correctly processed and presented. A receiver can be dermed as either 

a HDTV receiver or a digital receiver with conventional display. The following are some 
issues to be considered for consumer receivers. 
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. Aspect roliO 

As menuoned earlier. programs with 4:3 and 16'9 as . be . 
. peCt rauos may Co-eXlslent 

Recet\'ers should be capable of detecting aspect ratio by reading the extension of the picrure 
layer header . 

• Pan and scan 

For different program and display aspect ratios, the pan and scan function should be 

executed automatically or selected manually based on user'S choices. Receivers should 

perform the conversion to allow a 4:3 monitor to give a full-screen display of a selected 

ponion of a 16:9 coded picture with correct aspeCt ratio. 

-Colonmetry 

By detecung the ~q~ence display extension such as color_primaries, 
uansfer3haractensucs and matrix_coefficients. receivers should be capable of 
conve.runglprocessing colorimetry for proper display. 

- DIsplay 

By dc:teclmg the sequence header. receivers should be capable of reconstructing lhe video 

fomw. field/frame rate. color field identification. colorimetry and etc. A HDTV receiver 

shoold be able to decode the GA HDTV signal as well as any lower MPEG-2 profileJIevel. 

A digital receiver with conventional display should be able to receive and process any 

MPEG·2 compliant service. This receiver should decode and downconvert HDTV data 

streams for display_ 

. Oosed capuomng 

Receivers should be capable of detecting and displaying high speed HDTV closl.:u 

capuonmg data. For set-top adaptors the high speed data should be converted so that it can 

be displayed as on screen display (OS D) or inseI1ed on line 21 for display. 

-Graprucs and data 

The receiver function of handling graphics and displaying data and text should be 

considered for data or graphic related services. Interface with other devices such as 

17 



compUlers can be provided by receivers so that data could be transmined. displayed, Stored 

and manipulated. Separate A TV mcx1em cards for computers could also be developed. 

- Digital and analog VCR recording 

Along with the development of digil3.l consumer VCRs a baseband serial digital interface for 

digital recorcling is necessary. The interface may exchange transpon streams (packets) with 

a digital VCR. To provide conventional analog VCR recording. an interface is needed so mat 

an analog baseband signal can be connected (0 a conventional VCR. 

GA HDTV 
(8-VSB) -

; -Digital NTSC 
(8-VSB) 
NTSC 

GAHDTV 
(l6-VSB) 

-

HDTV 

receiver 

• 

• 

Video 

Digital bit stream for recording 

Digila! data 

Multi<hannel audio 

Analog baseband video for recording 

Functional Diagram of HDTV Recei ver 

SeHop adaptors 

The large existing NTSC TV set population provides a consumer market for set-top 

adaptors. A seHOP adaptor should perform the functions of demodulation. demultiplex. 

program data streams extraction and display formal conversion. The outpul of the adaptor 
should interface with existing NTSC TV selS. 
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GAHDTV 
(8-VSB) 

D.gllai msc 
(8-V SB) 

:-ITSC 
GAHDTV 
( I6-VSB) 

-
-

-

Digital 
receiver 

or 
Set-lop 
adaptor 

msc 

Digital bit stream for recording 

Digital data 

Funcuonal Diagram of Digital Receiver/Set-top Adaptor 

4. Cooclusions 

The Grand Alliance system utilizes a flexible transport structure along with an 

Internauonally recognized standard approach to video compression (MPEG-2). The 

uanspon layer provides the ability to multiplex and demulitiplex multiple program and data 

services. 

The uulizauon of MPEG-2 fo r video compression provides the features required to support 

addltionaJ program formaLS such as wide screeD and 4x3 aspect ratio at various resolutions. 

These fearures Include the ability to specify sampling structure. picture aspect ratio. input 

formal and infonnauon to support pan and scan. MPEG-2 also provides the ability to 

dynanucally allocate the number of bits per service which is essential for multiple service 

transrrusslon. 

These :mnbutes in conjunction with the inherent benefits of digital transmission can provide 

some new benefits and oppommities for broadcasters and viewers. 
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SOTV Fonnats Expert Group on Scanning Formats J Compression 

Expert Group on Scanning Formats I Compression 

Report on sorv Video Formats 

SUMMARY 

19 July 1995 

In a meeting conducted by the Ex ert Gr . 
anended by more than fifty persons a c p oup on ScanDlng Formats / Compression and 

• onsensus was reached by th . . 
Advisory Committee should recommend the following SDTV ti e paruclpants that tbe 
the HDTV formats in the A TV standard: onnats to the FCC to accompany 

Recommended SDTV Video Formats 

Active Lines Horizontal Pixels Picture Aspect Ratio Picture Rate 

4S0 704 4 :3 16:9 601 60P 30P 24P 

4S0 640 4:3 601 60P 30P 24P 

BACKGROUND 
At tho Technical Subgroup meeting on May IS, 1995 ATSC was asked to document the 

[oUoWlllg SDTV video formats : 

Active Horizontal Picture Picture 

Ww fiX!:11i Asg~ RatiQ Ra!~ 

4S0 704 4 :3 & 16:9 601, 30P, 24P 

4S0 640 4 :3 601, 30P, 24P 

360 4S0 / 640 4:3 / 16:9 60P,30P,24P 

240 320 4 :3 30P, 24P 

ATSC began its documentation of the formats. but found that a number of people were 
concerned that sufficient discussion bad not been conducted on the issue. Subsequently. Advisory 
Committee Cha.irman Wiley asked the Expert Group on Scanning Formats I Compression to 
conduct a full and open discussion on the SDTV formats that the Advisory Committee should 
recommend to the FCC to accompany the fIDTV formats in the ATV standard. A review was 
scheduled for July 13 (and, ifnocessary, July 14) and widely advemsed. 

Over SO persons attended the meeting. Twelve persons made formal presentations. A 
vanety of positions were evident from the presentations. [n summary. the combination of the 

pasnions stated were that : 

The twO 480-line formats should be combined into one format. 

2 A picrure rate of 60P should be added to the twO 4S0-line formats. 

3 The picture rate of 601 should be deleted from the twO 4S0-line formats . 

4 The picrure rate of 601 should be retained in the two 480-line formats. 
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5. The 480-line format with 16:9 aspect ratio should have square pixels. 

6. The J60-line format should be deleted. 

7. The J60-line format should be retained. 

8. The 240-line format should be deleted. 

9. The 240-Iine format should be retained. 
10. Tbe pixel formats should be stated as ranges, not fixed numbers. 
II. The picture aspect ratio of2: 1 should be added. 

12. The picture rates of J6P and 72P should be added, or should replace JOP, 6OP, and 601. 

A discussion was conducted on the various points. examining each point to detenrune 
where consensus could be reached. The participants did reach consensus on poinu 2 (a pICture 
rate of60P should be added to the two 480-line formats), 6 (the 360-line fonnal should be 
deleted) and 8 (the 240-line format should be deleted), Four persons indie'led that !hey did nol 
agree with the consensus. 

, 
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Interoperability Characteristics 

[From the A TV System Recommendation, pp. 44, 4-5 (February 24, 1993)] 

PSIWP4 identified a number of characteristics that contribute significantly to 
Inleroperability. Scope of Services and Features. and Extensibility. These were based 
on needs and desires exhibited by alternative media advocates, not only for the delivery 
of terrestrial broadcast television programming, but also for other delivery approaches 
and applications relating to computing, communications, motion pictures, and imaging. 
In relative order of imponance, these characteristics are: 

An all-digital implementation based on a layered architecture model; 

The use of universal headers and descriptors (as agreed by an industry standards 
group, for example, SMYrE); 

Transmission of the signal in progressive scan format; 

Use of a flexible, packet data transport structure; 

Viewer tranSparent channel re-allocation (limited picture and sound while most of 
the channel capacity is devoted to data transmission for conditional access 

addressing or other purposes); 

Ability to implement lower-performance. low-cost A TV receivers (comparable 
price/performance options to current NTSC receivers); 

Ability to implement a low-cost ATV consumer VCR; 

System architecture and imp~ementation that will allow ~prov~me~~ and 
eXlensions to be incorporated as technology advances while mamtammg backward 

compatibility; 

Square pixels , or at least the option to select square pixel presentation; 

Compatibility with relevant international standards, or commitments to this 

objective; and 

Easily-implementable and user-accessible MstilUmotion multi-window 
.. . 

~rmsslon . 
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Chairman's Report 
Certification Experts Group 

July 20, 1995 Meeting 

The Certification Experts Grou (CEG) of the COFDM 6 I P met on July 20. 1995 to review the presentation 
Corporation). Th:~~a~Y ~~e COFDM-LLC (COFDM-Limited Liability 

f fr n formed by the Chamnan of the Advisory Committee 
as pa~ 0,. an e o rt to deter~ine whether the proposed system was "demonstrably 
superior to the Grand AllIance 8 VSB mode I d de - marea yun ctest. 

The proposed m~em had been described in an earlier mailing to the CEG, and the CEG 
ha~ re~ponded WI.lh an extensive list of questions to days prior to the meeting. The 
maJon~y of questions had focused on several key areas of concern. Those were the 
followmg: 
I. Receiver osci llator (and system) phase noise sensitivity. 
2. Peak-la-average power ratio. 
3. C.hanne~ linearity requirements (transmitter linearity and receiver NO converter 

bit requIrement). 
4. Dynamic ghost rejection. 
5. ATV to NTSC interference concerns related to the deployment of si~g1e 

frequency networks (SFNs). 

The COFDM-LLC's response to some of the simpler questions for clarification of the 
system definition were relatively clear and concise. Unfortunately, the response to most 
or the five critical questions above was either not available or the system proposed for 
test had critical problems in the particular area. A brief summary follows. 

1. The original document submitted proposed a -105 dBc (@ 1O kHz) spec on 
oscillator stabili ty. The proposal did not clarify whether this was a specification 
or the receiver oscillator or tbe entire system. If the requirement was for the 
receiver only. it wo uld represent a requirement for a 30 to 40 dB improvement 
over the tuners planned for VSB. If the requirement represented a system 
specification. then the phase jitter that could be allotted to the receiver would be 
even less. When questioned about tbis issue, the COFDM-LLC did not have a 
direct answer. Eventually, they allowed that in test at the CRC, the system failed 
at -85 dBc with a high C/N ratio. The CEG panel concluded that the original 
-105 dBc spec was a reasonable system spec for threshold C/N, since less than 20 
dB of margin in phase nqise would represent a compromise of tbe data eye at 64 
QAM. The COFOM-LLC pointed to a recent paper by Thomson that proposed a 
technique to achieve phase noise performance in this region. The system 
proposed for test, however. achieved the requisite performance by inclusion of a 
laboratory type HP frequency synthesizer for the local oscillator. It was noted 
that such oscillators had been included in earlier pro{X)S3ls certified by SS/wPl 
for test. It was also noted that the Grand Alliance VSB system does not require 

such aD oscillator. 

2. Ln response to questions about. peak-ta-average ~wer ratio. the COFDM-LLC 
indicated tbat the expected rano was 2 or 3 dB ~gber than VSB, and also that the 

threshold measured in very preliminary tesnng by CRC was between .5 and 
1 dB pcx>rer than the Current VSB system. In the view of the CEG. this 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

translated to a potential coverage impact for a .singJe Iransmiuer install~tion of 2 
to 4 dB depending on the actual back-off requuements of a reailTansmmer 
relative to the peak.-to-average ratio. 

A number of questions were asked regarding the requirements for ooth 
transmitter linearity, and receiver dynamic range (focused o n the number of bits 
required in the AID). The most useful response was that the prototype system 
used a 12 bit ND. A chan was presented showing curves for an undefined 
COFDM system with a "Iarge number of carriers" Whether the chart was 
generated for a 4 PSI(. 16 QAM:, or 64 QAM system was not clear. The 
COFDM-LLC had no quantitative data related directly to the COFDM-6 proposal 
to show the tradeoff between the number of effective bits in the receiver AID and 
the c/N threshold. The CEG concluded that with the data presented. a minimum 
of 10 useful bits would be required to avoid a performance impact. The typical 
accuracy reduction of 2+ bits at high signal frequencies for off·the·shelf video 
AID converters was p:>inted out. and the COFDM·LLC was asked to explain how 
the required AID could be built cost.effectively. The response pointed to the 
above mentioned chan with the possibility that 8 effective biLS might be enough. 
No quantitative connection to COFDM·6 or direct answer to the AID COSt issue 
was offered. 

During the course of questioning, it was learned that the COFDM.6 protorype had 
an 8 to 10 second acquisition time, and 6 dB reduction in diu ratio for even 
slowly moving ghosts (.05 Hz). After some intense questioning, the COFDM. 
LLC explained the nature of the acquisition and tracking system in the prototype. 
It was pointed out that for the system to meet the CaFDM claim (and SFN 
requirement) of a dB diu ratio, in a practical sense, it would have to achieve 0 dB 
for at least reasonably moving ghOSts. It was funher pointed out that the reason 
for this requirement is that, in the real world, the vast majority of ghosts are 
dynamic virtually all the time. The CEG concluded that to expect test results ror 
the system that would indicate successful SFN deployment in a real world of non
static ghosts. signal acquisition would need to be several times faster, and signal 
tracking would need to be approximately 2 orders of magnitude faster. 

In the questions prior to the meeting, the CEG's concern with ATV to NTSC 
interference was highlighted with a request for examples of COFDM and SFN 
deployment in several diverse markets. The COFDM.LLC presented a 
reasonably extensive example of coverage improvement for a single station in the 
Los Angeles market using one or two regional transmitters in addition [0 the main 
M1. Wilson transmitter. Unfortunately, the presentation did not address several 
key issues that were highlighted in the advance questions. 

a. ~e presentation was made with 00 reference to any of the other many 
s~nons and services originating on Mt. Wilson, and the primary concern 
WIth SFN deployment is the oPPOrtunity for A TV to NTSC interference 
by the remote A TV transmitters. 
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b, In Ih~ exa~ple given. the remole transmitters were fed by microwave. 
In ~raclJ~~. micrOWave Spectrum would likely not be available for all the 
Stations In the LA market. The cost of fiber optic feeds was not analyzed. 

c. The example given did not address how the allocation plan would be 
affec ted ~y the deployment of multiple synchronous transmitters. since the 
example Involved the use of a second transmitter to cover the Mojave 
desert, where the next potentially interfering channel allocations are in Las 
V~gas. The CEa had specifically proposed the example of New York 
Ci ty, where many of the expected problems with SFN deployment would 
surface. Some of those unaddressed issues were as follows: 

Lack of tower site availability for peripheral transmitters. 
Allocation impact in an already shan-spaced area. 
Increased ATV to NTSC interference from peripheral transmitters 
Potential inadequacy of 64 J..LS guard interval in flat terrain with 
multiple transmitters 

The members of the CEG had expected that after a year of investigation, the COFDM
LLC would provide much more depth of explanation as to the details of deployment of 
both COFDM and SFNs. s ince most of the potential difficulties had been identified in the 
Ttehnical Subgroup by early 1994. 

At the end of the meeting, based on the claimed benefits of COFDM techniques and. 
spocifically. of the COFDM modem proposed by the COFDM·LLC. as well as the 
shortcomings discussed above, the members of the CEa unanimously agreed on tbe two 
following sta tements: 

"'The modem presented by the COFDM-LLC is not ready for test at this time" 

"The COFDM4LLC did not demonstrate the superiority of COFDM over VSB for 
the majority of markets." 

Subsequent to the above una~ous conclusions, the COFDM-LLC req~es~e~ a further 
hearing approximately one week later. The members of the CEG were mdlV1~ually 
polled to detennine their sense of whether sufficient change could take place In a we~k to 
affect the outcome. The responses varied from "Very little likelihood that a week will 
make any difference" to '"The same problems that were idenrifie~ a ~ear and a half ago 
are still here". None of the CEG members felt that a second reV1e~ m the nea~ future 
would cbange the CEG's conclusion. Accordingly, tbe CEG unammously deCIded to not 
certify for ,es' the COFDM·6 system proposed by ,he COFDM·LLC. 
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ATSC DIGITAL TELEVISION STANDARD 

FOREWORD 

This Standard was prepared by the Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) 
Technology ;>","p on Distribution (TI). The document was approved by the members of 1'3 
on February _3, 1995 for sublD1SSlOn by letter ballot to the membership of the full A TSC as an 
ATSC Standard. The document was approved by the Members of the ATSC on April 12, 
1995. Changes to Annex A, to Include standard definition video formats, were approved by the 
members ofTI on August 4, 1995 and by the Members of the ATSC on September 15, 1995. 

This .Standard consists of a cover document which provides background information 
and an OvervJew of the digital television system defined by the Standard. The system consists of 
various subsystems that are described in the annexes. 

1. SCOPE & DOCUMENTATION STRUCTURE 

1.1 Scope 

The Digital Television Standard describes the system characteristics of the U. S. 
advanced television (A TV) system The document and its normative annexes provide detailed 
specification of the parameters of the system including the video encoder input scanning 
formats and the pre-processing and compression parameters of the video encoder, the audio 
encoder input signal format and the pre-processing and compression parameters of the audio 
eocoder, the service multiplex and transport layer characteristics and nonnative specifications, 
and the VSB RFfT'ransmission subsystem. 

1.2 Documentation structure 

The documentation afthe Digital Television Standard consists of this document which 
provides a general system overview, a list of reference documents, and sections relating to the 
system as a whole. The system is modular in concept and the specifications for each of the 
modules are provided in the appropriate annex.. 

2. REFERENCES 

ormative references may be found in each normative Annex.. The Digital TeI~on 
Standard IS based on the ISOIlEC MPEG-2 Video Standard, the Digital Audio CompresSion 
(AC-3) Standard, and the [SOIlEC MPEG-2 Systems Standard. Those references are listed 

NOTE: The user's ancnllon is called to the possibility that compliance with this, ~~ may ~ use 
~ aD ur.mbOD cm-ercd by patcDt rights, By publi~tiOD ,of this ~~ no p?~ll~: ;:~ ';:~ 
10 the vaJJdtly of tlus claim. or of ,any patent nghts m ,connectIU:er ~r:; rights on reasonable and 
bowe\-er filed a statcment of Willingness to grant a license. . . be 
~nunatory terms and conditions to applicants desiring to obtam such a license. Detatls may 

_ from the publisher. 
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here for the convenience of the reader. In addition, a guide to the use afthe Digital Television 
Standard is listed. 

ATSC Standard N52 (1995), Digital Audio Compression (AC-3). 

ATSC Document N54 (1995), Guide to the Use of the A TSC Digital Television Standard. 

ISOIIEC IS 13818-1, International Standard (1994),MPEG-2 Systems. 

ISOIIEC IS 13818-2, International Standard (1994), MPEG-2 Video. 

3. DEFINITIONS 

3.1 Definitions 

With respect to definition of terms, abbreviations and units, the practice of the Institute 
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) as outlined in the Institute's published standards 
shall be used. Where an abbreviation is not covered by IEEE practice, or industry practice 
differs from IEEE practice, then the abbreviation in question will be described in Section 3.4 of 
this document. Many of the definitions included therein are derived from definitions adopled by 
MPEG. 

3.2 Compliance notation 

As used in this document, "shall" or ''wi/I'' denotes a mandatory provision of the 
standard. "Should" denotes a provision that is recommended but not mandatory. "May" 
denotes a feature whose presence does Dot preclude compliance, that mayor may DOt be 
present at the option of the implementor. 

3.3 Treatment of syntactic elements 

This document contains symbolic references to syntactic elements used in the 
audio, video, and transport coding subsystems. These references are typographically 
distinguished by the use of a different font (e.g., restricted). may contain the underscore 
character (e.g., sequence_end_code) and may consist of character strings that are not English 
words (e.g., dynmg). 

3.4 Terms employed 

For the purposes of the Digital Television Standard, the following definition of 
terms apply: 

ACATS: Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service. 

access unit: A coded representation of a presentation unit. In the case of audio an access 
unit is the coded representation of an audio frame. In the case of video an ~ccess unit 
~nclud~s all the coded data for a picture. and any stuffing that follows i~ up to but not 
mcluding the start of the next access unit. If a picture is not preceded by a group_start_code 
?r a sequence_header_code, the access unit begins with a the picture start code. If a picture 
IS preceded by a group_start_code and/or a sequence_header_code, the access unit begins with 

-2-
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the firS! byte of the first of these start codes If· t· th I · . 
sequence_end_code in the bit stream all bytes betw~n th~ las 1St bytee asftthPlcturdedPr~edmg a 
th C'· 0 e co e picture and 

e sequence_and_code mcluding the sequence_end_code) belong to the access unit. 

AID: Analog to digital converter. 

AES: Audio Engineering Society. 

tnchor frame: A video frame that is used for prediction. I-frames and P-frames are 
generally used as anchor frames, hut B-frames are never anchor frames. 

AN I: American National Standards Institute. 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (A TM): A digital signal protocol for efficient transport 
of both constant-rate and bursty information in broadband digital networks. The A1M 
digital stream consists of fixed-length packets called "cells," each containing 53 8-bit 
byt .. -a 5-byte header and a 48-byte infortnation payload. 

ATEL: Advanced Television Evaluation Laboratory. 

A TM: See asynchronous transfer mode. 

ATTC: Advanced Television Test Center. 

ATV: The U. S advanced television system. 

bidirectional pictures or B-pictures or B-frames: Pictures that use both future and past 
PIctures as a reference. This technique is termed bidirectional prediction. B-pictures 
provide the most compression. B-pictures do not propagate coding errors as they are 
never used as a reference 

bit nte: The rate at which the compressed bit stream is delivered from the channel to the 
tnpU1 of. decoder 

block: A block is an 8-by-8 array of pel values or OCT .coefficients representing 
Iwrunance or chrominance information. 

bps: a,l< per second 

byte-aligned: A bit LO a coded bit stream. is byte-aligned if its position is a multiple of 8-

btu from the first bit in the stream 

CDTV: See convenlJonal definition television. 

cbannel: A d.i81tal medium that stores or transports a djgital television stream. 

codtd rtprese.ntation: A data element as represented in its encoded form. 

compression: Reduction in the number of bits used to represent an item of data. 

th b· . onstant from start to finish of the 
constant bil rate: Operation where e It rate LS c 
compressed btl stream 

. . (CDTV). This term is used to signifY the analog 
(ODVetllional definition televiSion . d ' 470 See also standard 
NTSC telOVlSlon system as defined in ITU-R Recommen aUon . 
dtjinlIIon teleVISIon and ITU-R Recommendation 1125. 
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eRe: The cyclic redundancy check to verifY the correctness afthe data. 

D f F ded according to an MPEG-l mode which uses DC coefficients only. - rame: fame co 

data element: An item of data as represented before encoding and after decoding. 

DCT: See discrete cosine transform. 

decoded stream: The decoded reconstruction of a compressed bit stream. 

decoder: An embodiment of a decoding process. 

decoding (process): The process defined in the Digital Television Standard that reads an 
input coded bit stream and outputs decoded pictures or audio samples. 

decoding time--stamp (DTS): A field that may be present in a PES packet header that 
indicates the time that an access unit is decoded in the system target decoder. 

digital storage media (DSM): A digital storage or transmission device or system 

discrete cosine transform: A mathematical transform that can be perfectly undone and 
which is useful in image compression. 

DSM-CC: Digital storage media command and control. 

DSM: Digital storage media. 

DTS: See decoding time-stamp. 

DVCR: Digital video cassette recorder 

ECM: See entitlement control message. 

editing: A process by which one or more compressed bit streams are manipulated to 
produce a new compressed bit stream. Conforming edited bit streams are understood [0 

meet the requirements defined in the Digital Television Standard. 

elementary stream (ES): A generic term for one of the coded video, coded audio or 
other coded bit streams. One elementary stream is carried in a sequence of PES packets 
with one and only one stream_id. 

elementary stream clock reference (ESCR): A time stamp in the PES Stream from 
which decoders of PES streams may derive timing. 

EMM: See entitlement management message. 

encoder: An embodiment of an encoding process. 

encoding (process): A process that reads a stream of input pictures or audio samples and 
produces a valid coded bit stream as defined in the Digital Television Standard. 

entitlement control message (ECM): Entitlement control messages are private 
conditional access information which specify control words and possibly other stream
specific, scrambling, and/or control parameters. 
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entitlement management message (EMM)' Entitlem t . di . . . • en management messages are 
pnvate .con tiona! access mformatton which specify the authorization level or the services 
of specific decoders. They may be addressed to single decoders or groups of decoders. 

entropy coding: Variable length lossless coding of the digital representation ofa signal to 
reduce redundancy, 

entry po~n~:. ~efers to a point in a coded bit stream after which a decoder can become 
properly lnIualized and commence syntactically correct decoding. The first transmitted 
pIcture after an eony point is either an I-picture or a P-picture. If the first transmitted 
pictUre is DOl an I-picture, the decoder may produce one or more pictures during 
acquisition. 

ES: See elementary stream. 

ESCR: See elementary stream clock reference. 

event: An event is defined as a collection of elementary streams with a common time base, 
an associated stan time, and an associated end time. 

field: For an interlaced video signal. a "field" is the assembly of alternate lines of a frame. 
Therefore, an interlaced frame is composed of two fields, a top field and a bottom field. 

rorbidden: This term, when used in clauses defining the coded bit stream, indicates that 
the value shall never be used. This is usually to avoid emulation of start codes. 

FPLL: FrequeDCY and phase locked loop, 

frame: A frame contains lines of spatial information of a video signal. For progressive 
.. ideo, these lines contain samples starting from one time instant and continuing through 
successive lines to the bottom of the frame. For interlaced video a frame consists of two 
fields, a top field and a bonom field, ODe of these fields will commeDce one field later than 
the other 

GOP: See group of pictures, 

Group or pictures (GOP): A group of pictures consists of one or more pictures in 

sequence 

HDTY: See high definition television, 

high definition television (BDTV): High definition televisio~ has a resolution. of 
approximately twice that of conventional television in both the honzontal (H) an~ vertical 

M d' , d ' ctu aspect ratio (HxV) of 16'9 ITU-R Recommendanon 1125 lIDeD.SIOns an a pi re . . '.. .... I 
funber defines " HDTV quality" as the delivery of a teleVISion picture which IS subjective y 

Identical with the interlaced HDTV studio standard. 

bigb level: A range of allowed picture parameters defined by the MPEG-2 video coding 
specdication which corresponds to high definition teleVISIOn. 

th des of different lengths to 
Hurrman coding: A type of source coding at uses co 
represent symbols which have unequal likelihood of occurrence. 

([C: International EleCU'otechnical Commission. 
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intra~coded pictures or I-pictures or I-frames: Pi~es ~t are . coded using 
information present only in the picture itself and not depending. 00 IDfoCDl3oon from ~ther 
pictures. I-pictures provide a mechanism for random access lOto the .compressed VJdeo 
data. I-pictures employ transform coding of the pel blocks and proVIde only moderal. 
compression. 

ISO: International Organization for Standardization. 

ITU: International Telecommunication Union. 

me: 10int Engineering Committee ofElA and NCTA 

layer: One of the levels in the data hierarchy of the video and system specification. 

level: A range of allowed picture parameters and combinations of picture parameters. 

macroblock: In the advanced television system a macroblock consists of four blocks of 
luminance and one each Cr and Cb block. 

main level: A range of allowed picture parameters defined by the MPEG-2 video coding 
specification with maximum resolution equivalent to ITU-R Recommendation 601. 

main profile: A subset of the syntax of the MPEG-2 video coding specification that is 
expected to be supported over a large range of applications. 

Mbps: 1,000,000 bits per second. 

motion vector: A pair of numbers which represent the ven.ical and horizontal 
displacement of a region of a reference picture for prediction. 

MP@HL: Main profile at high level. 

MP@ML: Main profile at main level. 

MPEG: Refers to standards developed by the ISOIIEC JTCI /SC29 WGll , Movmg 
Picture Experts Group. MPEG may also refer to the Group. 

MPEG-I : Refers to ISOIIEC standards 11172-1 (Systems), 11172-2 (Video), 11172-3 
(Audio), 11172-4 (Compliance Testing), and 11172-5 (Technical Report) . 

MPEG-2: Refers to ISOIIEC s~dards 13818-1 (Systems), 13818-2 (Video), 13818-3 
(Audio), 13818-4 (Compliance). 

pack: A pack consists of a pack header foUowed by zero or more packets. It is a layer in 
the system coding syntax. 

packet data: Contiguous bytes of data from an elementary data stream present in the 
packet. 

packet i~enti~er (PID): A unique integer value used to associate elementary streams of a 
program m a smgle or multi-program transpon stream.. 

packet: A packet consists.ofa hea~er followed by a number of contiguous bytes from an 
elementary data stream. It 15 a layer m the system coding syntax:. 
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padding: A meth~d to adjust the average length of an audio frame in time to the duration 
of the correspondmg PCM samples, by continuously adding a slot to the audio frame. 

payload: Payload refers to the bytes which follow the header byte in a packet. For 
example, the payload of a transport stream packet includes ' the PES,Jlacket header and its 
PES~cket_d.~_bytes or pointer_field and PSI sections, or private data. A PEs~acket....PaYIOad. 
bowev~. COnsiSts only of PES-.P3cket_data_bytes. The transport stream packet header and 
adaptaboD fields are not payload. 

peR: See program clock reference. 

pel: See pixel 

PES packet header: The leading fields in a PES packet up to but not including the 
PES~cklt_d.t._byt. fields where the stream is not a padding stream. In the case of a 
padding stream. the PES packet header is defined as the leading fields in a PES packet up 
10 but not including the padd1ng_byte fields. 

PE packer: The data structure used to carry elementary stream data. It consists of a 
packet beader followed by PES packet payload. 

PES tream: A PES stream consists of PES packets, all of whose payloads consist of data 
from a single elementary stream, and all of which have the same stream_id. 

PES: An abbreviation for packetized elementary stream. 

picture: Source, coded or reconstructed image data. A source or reconstructed picture 
COD.Sl.sts of three rectangular matrices representing the luminance and two chrominance 
signals 

PID: See packet identifier 

pixel: "Picture element" or "pel." A pixel is a digital sample of the color intensity values 
of a picture at a single point 

predic.ted pictures or P. pictures or P-f~ames: Pictures that are coded with respect to 
the nearest previous I or P-picture. This technique is termed jon-vard prediction. 
P-pictures provide more compression than I-pictures and serve as a reference for future 
P-pictures or B-pictures. P-pict1Jres can propagate coding errors when P-pictures (or 
B-pictures) are predicted from prior P-pictures where the prediction is flawed. 

prest.ntation lime-stamp (PTS): A field that may be present in a PES packet header that 
todicates the time that a presentation unit is presented in the system target decoder. 

presentation unit (PU): A decoded audio access unit or a decoded picture. 

prome: A defined subset of the syntaX specified in the MPEG-2 video coding 

specification 
A . . the transport stream from which 

program clock rert.rtnce (peR): ume stamp In 

decoder tiaung is derived 

program tlemt.nt: A generic term for one 
streams that may be included in the program. 

of the elementary streams or other data 
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"fi " , nnal'"OD (pSI)- PSI consists of normative data which is necessary program spect Ie 10.0. . f 
for the demu1tiplexing of transport streams and the successful regeneration 0 programs. 

. A program is a collection of program elements. Program elements may be 
program. d fined " b lh tha d 
I .. ~ treams Program elements need not have any e tlme ase; ose t 0 e=_J s " o ed " 

have a common time base and are intended for synchroruz presentatJon. 

PSI: See program specific information. 

PTS: See presentation time-stamp. 

PU: See presentation unit. 

quantizer: A processing step which intentionally reduces the precision of nCT 
coefficients 

random access: The process of beginning to read and decode the coded bit stream at an 
arbitrary point. 

resented: This teIlIl, when used in clauses defining the coded bit stream. indicates that the 
value may be used in the future for Digital Television Standard extensions. Un1ess 
otherwise specified within this Standard, all reserved bits shall be set to " I". 

SCR: See system clock reference. 

scram bling: The alteration of the characteristics of a video, audio or coded data stream in 
order to prevent unauthorized reception of the information in a clear form. This alteration 
is a specified process under the control of a conditional access system. 

SDTV: See standard definition television.. 

slice: A series of consecutive macroblocks. 

SMPTE: Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers. 

source stream: A single, non-multiplexed stream of samples before compression coding. 

splicing: The concatenation performed on the system level or two different elementary 
streams. It is understood that the resulting stream must conform totally to the Digital 
Television Standard. 

standard definition television (SDTV): This term is used to signify a digital television 
system in which the quality is approximately equivalent to that of NTSC. This equivalent 
quality may be achieved from pictures sourced at lhe 4 :2 :2 level of ITU-R 
Recommendation 601 and subjected to processing as part of the bit rate compression. The 
results should be such that when judged across a representative sample of program 
material, subjective equivalence with NTSC is achieved. Also calJed standard digital 
television. See also conventional definition television and ITU-R Recommendation 1125. 

start codes: 32-bit codes embedded in the coded bit stream that are unique. They are used 
for several purposes including identifying some of the layers in the coding syntax. Stan 
codes consist ofa 24 bit prefix (0x000001) and an 8 bit streamJd. 
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SID input buffer: A first-in, first-out buffer at the input of a system target decoder for 
storage of compressed data from elementary streams before decoding. 

STD: See system target decoder. 

still pict~re: A co~ed ~~ picture consists of a video sequence containing exactly one 
coded picture which IS mtra-coded. This picture has an associated PTS and the 
presentatio? time of.succeeding pictures, ifany, is later than that of the still picture by at 
least two picture penods. 

system clock reference (SCR): A time stamp in the program stream from which decoder 
timing is derived. 

system header: The system header is a data structure that carries information 
summarizing the system characteristics of the Digital Television Standard multiplexed bit 
stream. 

system targer decoder (STD): A hypothetical reference model of a decoding process 
used to describe the semantics of the Digital Television Standard multiplexed bit stream. 

time-stamp: A term that indicates the time ofa specific action such as the arrival ofa byte 
or the presentation of a presentation unit. 

TOV: Threshold of visibility. 

Transport tream packet header: The leading fields in a Transport Stream packet up to 
and including the continUIty-counter field . 

nriable bit rate: Operation where the bit rate varies with time during the decoding of a 
compressed bit stream. 

YBV: See video buffering verifier. 

Video buffering verifier (YBV): A hypothetical decoder that. is conceptu~ly .C?nnected 
to the output ofan encoder. Its purpose is to provide a constralOt on the vanab,hty of the 
data rate that an encoder can produce. 

\'ideo sequence: A video sequence is represe?ted by a sequence header. one or more 
groups of pictures, and an end_ocsequence code 10 the data stream. 

8 VSB: Vestigial sideband modulation with 8 discrete amplitude levels. 

16 VSB: Vestigial sideband modulation with 16 discrete amplitude levels. 

3.5 Symbols, abbreviations, and mathematical operators 

3.5.1 Introduction 

The symbols. abbreviations, and mathematical ~pera:~~b~sed~E~~~c:: :: 
Dla1tal Television Standard are those adopted for use 10 de .g d' .. with 
~ . I age However mteger IVlSlon 

sunilar to those used ~n the "C" pr?granun:gfin ~gu Th~ bitwise ~perators are defined 
truncation and rounding are specifically e e . 
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assuming two's-complement representation of integers. Numbering and counting loops 
generally begin from O. 

3.5.2 Arithmetic operators 

+ Addition. 

Subtraction (as a binary operator) or negation (as a unary operator), 

++ Increment. 

* or x 
A 

Decrement. 

Multiplication. 

Power. 

I Integer division with truncation of the result toward O. For example, 7/4 and _ 
7/-4 are truncated to 1 and -7/4 and 71-4 are truncaled to-I. 

II Integer division with rounding to the nearest integer. Half-integer values are 
rounded away from 0 unless otherwise specified. For example 3/12 is rounded 
to 2, and -3//2 is rounded to -2. 

DIV 

% 

Integer division with truncation of the result towards -co, 

Modulus operator. Defined only for positive numbers. 

Sign( ) Sign(x) ~ 1 x > 0 

o x~O 

- I x < 0 

NINT () Nearest integer operator. Returns the nearest integer value to the real-valued 
argument. Half-integer values are rounded away from O. 

sin Sine. 

cos Cosine. 

exp Exponential . 

..J Square root. 

ioglO Logarithm to base ten. 

log. Logarithm to base e. 

3.5.3 Logical operators 

II Logical OR. 

&& Logical AND. 

Logical NOT. 
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3.5.4 Relational operators 

Greater than. > 

Digital Television Standard 

~ 

< 

Greater than or equal to. 

Less than. 

S 

= 

!= 

max [,. • J 
miD ~ .• J 

Less than or equal to . 

Equal to. 

Not equal to . 

The maximum value in the argument list. 

The minimum value in the argument list. 

3.5.5 Bitwise operators 

& AND 

OR. 

» Shift right with sign extension. 

« Shift left with 0 fill. 

3.5.& Assignment 

• Assignment operator . 

3.5.7 Mnemonics 

16 Sep 95 

The following mnemonics are defined to describe the different data types used in 

the coded bit stroam. 

blJbf 

uilnsbf 

Bit string, left bit first, where "left" is the order in which bit 
strings are written In the Standard. Bit strings are written 
as a string of 15 and Os within single quote marks, e.g. 
'1000 0001', Blanks within a bit string are for ease of 

, reading and have no significance. 

Unsigned integer, most significant bit first. 

The byte order of multi-byte words is most significant byte first. 

3.5.' Constants 

1t 314159265359 .. . 

o 2.71828182845 .. . 

-11-
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3.5,9 Method of describing bit stream syntax 

Each data item in the coded bit stream described below is in bold type. It is 
described by its name, its length in bits, and a mnemonic for its type and order of 
transmission. 

The action caused by a decoded data element in a bit stream depends on the value 
of that data element and on data elements previously decoded. The decoding of the data 
elements and definition of the state variables used in their decoding are described in the 
clauses containing the semantic description of the syntax.. The following constructs are 
used to express the conditions when data elements are present, and are in normal type. 

Note this syntax uses the "C" code convention tbat a variable or expression 
evaluating to a non-zero value is equivalent to a condition that is true. 

while ( condition) ( 
data_element 

) 

do ( 
data_element 
... ) 

while ( condition) 

if ( condition) ( 
data_element 

) 

else ( 
dat.a_element 

) 

for (i = O;i<n;i++) ( 
data_element 

) 

If the condition is true, then the group of data elements 
occurs next in the data stream. This repeats until the 
condition is not true. 

The data element alWays occurs at least once. The data 
element is repeated until the condition is not true 

If the condition is true, then the first group of data 
elements occurs next in the data stream 

If the condition is not true, then the second group of data 
elements occurs next in the data stream. 

The group of data elements occurs n times. Conditional 
constructs within the group of data elements may depend 
on the value of the loop control variable I, which is set to 
zero for the first occurrence, incremented to 1 for the 
second ocx:urrence, and so forth. 

As noted, the group of data elements may contain nested conditional constructs. 
For compactness, the {} are omitted when only one data element foUows. 

data_element (J 

data_element [n] 

data_element [m](n} 

data_element [f][mJ[n] 

data_element [m .. n} 

data_element ( J Is an array of data, The number of data 
elements is indicated by the context, 

data_element [nJ is the n+1th element of an array of 
data, 

data_element (min) is the m+1 ,n+' th element of a two
dimensional array of data. 

data_element [1J[mln) Is the 1+1 ,m+1 ,n+1 th element of a 
three-dimensional array of data. 

data_element (m .. n) is the incfusive range of bits 
between bit m and bit n In the data_element 

i?ecoders must ,include ~ means to look for start codes and sync bytes (transport 
stream) m order to be01n decoding correctl d ·d ify . . 

0"""" y, an to I eat errors, erasures or msertIons 

-12-
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while decoding. The methods to identitY .. 
DOl standardized. these situations, and the actions to be taken, are 

3.5.9.1 Definition of bytealigned function 

. The function bytealigned( ) returns 1 if the ". 
that IS, the next bit in the bit stream is the fir b' . current posItion ,IS on a byte boundary; 

st It m a byte. OtheIWlse it returns O. 

3.5.9.2 Definition of nextbits function 

The function nextbits( ) permits com' f . . 
decoded in the bit stream. pansea 0 a bIt stnog with the next bits to be 

3.5.9.3 Definition of next_start_code function 

Tbe next_start_code( } function removes any zero bit and 
locales the next start code. zero byte stuffing and 

T~s function checks whether the current position is byte-aligned. If it is not 0 :ffi.ng blts are present. After that any number of 0 bytes may be present before the st~-
e Tberefo!e stan-codes are always byte-aligned and may be preceded by any b 

oro stuffing bits Dum er 

Tahle 3.1 Next Start Code 

Syntax No, of bits Mnemonic 
ned_start_codo( ) ( 

whli. ( 'byteahgned( ) ) 
zero_bit 1 '0' 

wt.,l. (nm.brts( )!.:a:·OOOO 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001') 
zero_byt. 8 '00000000' 

) 

4. BACKGROUND 
, 

4.1 Advanced Television Systems Committee (A TSC) 

The Advanced Television Systems Committee, chaired hy James C. McKinney, was 
formed by the member organizations of the Joint Committee on lnterSociety Coordination 
(JClq' for the purpose of exploring the need for and, where appropriate, to coordinate 
de\'dopmeru of the docwnentation of Advanced Television Systems. Documentation is 
understood to JDCIude voluntary technical standards, recommended practices, and engineering 
guidelines 

I The Joe IJ prcsenlly composed of: the Electronic Industries Association (ElA), the Institute of 
ElectnaJ aod Electromcs Engmeers (IEEE), the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB), the 
Nabo.w Cable TeJevwon Assoctabon (NCTA), and the Society of Motion Picture and Television 

~(SMPTE) 
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Proposed documentation may be developed by the A TSC, by member organi7J!tions of 
the JCIC, or by existiog standards committees. The ATSC was established recoJl!UZlllB that the 
prompt, efficient and effective development of a .coordinated set of nalIonal staodards IS 

essential to the future development of domestIc televlSlon serY1ce5. 

On June 5, 1992 ATSC provided information to the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) outlining proposed industry actions to fully document the advanced 
television system standard. The FCC bas recognized the unportance of prompt disclosure of 
the system technical specifications to the mass production of advanced television system 

professional and consumer equipment in a timely fashion. The FCC has ~er . not~ its 
appreciation of the diligence with which the ATSC and the other groups partlClpanng III the 
standardization are pursuing these matters? 

Supporting this activity, the ATSC Executive Committee requested that the 11/51 
Specialist Group on Macro Systems Approach meet and suggest which portions of an 
advanced television system broadcasting standard might require action by the FCC and which 
portions should be vohmtary. 

Subsequently, T3/S I held meetings and developed recommendations in two areas: 

1. Principles upon which documentation of the advanced television system should 
be based; and 

2. A list of characteristics of an advanced television system that should be 
documented. 

The list tentatively identified the industry group(s) that would provide the 
documentation information and the document where the information would likely appear. 

The recommendations developed by the T3 /S I Specialist Group were modified by 11 
to accommodate information and knowledge about advanced television systems developed in 
the period since June 1992. Some of the modifications to the recommendations ensued from 
the formation of the Grand Alliance. The modified guidelines were approved at the March 31, 
1994 meeting of the 11 Technology Group on Distribution and are described in Section 4.5. 

4.2 Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service (ACA TS) 

A "Petition for Notice offuquiry" was filed with the FCC on February 21 , 1987 by 58 
broadcasting organizations and companies requesting that the Commission initiate a prC>CPeding 
to explore the issues arising from the introduction of advanced television technologies and their 
possible impact on the television broadcasting service. At that time, it was generally believed 
that High Definition Television (HDTV) could not be broadcast using 6 MHz terrestrial 
broadcasting channels. The broadcasting organizations were concerned that the alternative 
media would be able to deliver HDTV to the viewing public placing terrestrial broadcasting at 
a severe disadvantage. 

2 FCC 92-438. MJ...1: Docket No. 87~268, "Memorandum Opinion and OrderfThird Repon and Orde:r/I'hird 
Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making," Adopted: September 17, 1992, pp. 59-60. 
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The FCC agreed that this was a sub·ect f . 
proaMing (MM Docket No 87268) t .J tho utmost unportance and initiated a 
advanced television systems The -Adviso° ~ er e technical and public policy issues of 

e1ed b . ry lDIDIttee on Advanced Television S . 
empan y the Federal Communications Commission in 1987 with Richard E er;..~ w: 
chairman to develop informanon that would assist th FCC· .. . ey 
,~evision standard for the United States. The objective;' to th

m 
:Wdvisolisbing an advanced 

Olaner by the FCC was: en e ry Comnuttee m Its 

"The Co~nee will advise ~e Federal Communications Commission on the 
filets. and ,:",cwnst.ances. regarding advanced television systems for Commission 
coDSld~tJon of. technical and public policy issues. In the event that the 
Co~SSI~n ,decides ~t ~doption of some form of advanced broadcast 
tel~on IS m the public mterest, the Committee would also recommend 
poliCIes, standards and regulations that would facilitate the orderly and timely 
mtroductJon of advanced teJevtSJon services m the United States." 

~ Ad~ry Com.nunee established a series of subgroups to srudy the various issues 
coocemmg ~~ techoicaJ parameters, and testing mechanisms required to establish an 
Advanced tel<MSlon system standard. The Advisory Committee also established a system 
,,-aluation, test and analySIS process that began with over twenty proposed systems, reducing 
them to four 6naJ systems for consideration. 

4.3 Digital HDTY Grand Alliance (Grand Alliance) 

On May 24, 1993 the three groups that bad developed the four final digital systems 
IgIeed to produce a single, best-of-the best system to propose as the standard. The three 
groups (AT&T and Zenith Electronics Cotparation; Generallnstrument Corporation and the 
Maruclnlsett.s Institute of Technology. and Philips Consumer Electronics, Thomson Conswner 
Electronics, and the David Sarnoff Research Center) bave been working together as the 
"DigItal HDTV Grand Alliance." The system described in this Standard is based on the Digital 
HDTV Grand Alliance proposal to the Advisory Committee. 

4.4 Organization for documenting the Digftal Te/ev/sion Standard 

The A TSC Executive Committee assigned the work of documenting the advanced 
teblSlOll system standards to 1'3 specialist groups dividing the work into five areas of interest: 
VId .. (tneluding input signal format and source coding), Audio (including input signal format 
ox! souroe coding), Transport (including data mulbplex and cbarmel .coding), 
RFfTl'1llISmission, (mcluding the modulation subsystem) and Receiver cbaractenstIcs .. A 
lteenng oommIttee consisting of the chairs of the five specialist groups, the chair and VIce
tlwn of 1'3, and liaison among the ATSC, the FCC, and ACATS was established to 
COIIlfinate the development of the documents. The membeni of the steenng comnuttee and 

IftaS ofiDterest were as rauews· 

Stanley Baron 

JuJesCoheo 

BnanJames 

1'3 chair 

1'3 vice-cbair 

1'3 vice-cbair 
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Larry Pearlstein 

Graham S. Stubbs 

Bernard 1. Lechner 

Lynn D. Claudy 

Werner F. Wedam 

Robert M Rast 

Robert Hopkins 

Robert M. Bromery 

Gordon Godfrey 

Paul E. Misener 

1'3/S6 (Video systems characteristics), chair 

1'3/S7 (Audio systems characteristics), chair 

1'3/S8 (Service multiplex and transport systems characteristics), chair 

1'3/S9 (RFffransmission systems characteristics), chair 

1'3/S1O (Receiver characteristics), chair 

Grand Alliance facilitator 

ATSC 

FCC Office of Engineering and Technology 

FCC Mass Media Bureau 

ACATS 

4.5 Principles for documenting the Digital Television Standard 

1'3 adopted the following principles for documenting the advanced television system 
standard: 

I . The Grand Alliance was recognized as the principal supplier of information for 
documenting the advanced television system, supponed by the ATSC and 
others. Other organizations seen as suppliers of information: ElA, FCC. IEEE, 
MPEG, NCTA, and SMPTE. 

2. The Grand Alliance was encouraged to begin drafting the essential elements of 
system details as soon as possible to avoid delays in producing the advanced 
television system documentation. 

3. FCC requirements for the advanced television system standard were to be 
obtained as soon as possible. 

4. Complete functional system details (permitting those skilled in the an to 
construct a working system) were to be made publicly available. 

5. Protection of any in~ellectual property made public must be by patent or 
copyright as appropriate. 

6. The advanced. television system documentation shall include the necessary 
system information such that audio and video encoders may be manufactured 
to deliver the system' s full demonstrated performance qUality. 

7. The advanced television system documentation shall point to existing 
standards, recommended practices or guideline documents. These documents 
shall be referenced in one of two ways as deemed appropriate for the 
application. In the first instance, a specific revision shall be specified where 
review of changes to the referenced document is required befo re changes might 
be incorporated into the advanced television system document. The second 
instance references the document without specificity to revision and allows any 
changes to the referenced documents to be automatically incorporated. 

-16-
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8. System specifications shall explain h fu 
be achieved. ow ture. compatible improvements may 

9 - As ongoing improvements take place' th 
~ufacturers of encoders and decode m e advanced television system., 
IDsure compatibility. rs should coordinate their efforts to 

10. The advanced television system standard m st 
of future improvements with all . u support backward compatibility 
receivers and inherently support gener:tJ.0-?S of advanced television system 
withstanding that cost reduction thropr~ u~tJ.on of low cost receivers (not 
be used to achieve inexpensive prOdu~;s) .re uced performance qUality may also 

11 . The advanced television system t d d h 
implementing advanc d t I .. s an ar s oul~ not foreclose flexibility in 

pern I l
ee eVlSlon system receIvers at different price and 

ormance eve s. 

12 !he adv~ced television system standard should not foreclose flexibility in 
tmplemenung program services or in data stream modification or insertion f 
data packets by down-stream (local) service providers. 0 

13 T?e advanced televisi~n system documentation shall address interoperability 
with non-broadcast delivery systems including cable. 

14 The advanced televisio~ ~stem standard shall identify critical system 
parameters and shall proVIde information as to the range of acceptable values 
the method of measurement, and the location in the system where measuremen~ 
takes place 

5. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

5.1 Objectives 

The Dig llal Television Standard describes a system designed to transmit high quality 
,1deo and auwo and ancillary data over a single 6 MHz channel. The system can deliver reliably 
about 19 Mbps of throughput in a 6 MHz terrestrial broadcasting channel and about 38 Mbps 
of throughput lD a 6 MHz cable television channel. This meaos that encoding a video source 
~bose resolutioo can be as high as five times that of conventional television (NTSC) resolution 
~ • brt rate reducnon by a factor of 50 or higher. To achieve this bit rate reduction, the 
')'stem IS designed to be efficient in utilizing available channel capacity by exploiting complex 

,"Ideo and audio compression tecllDology. 

The obJe<:tive is to maximize the information passed through the data channel by 
lDmI""nng the amount of data required to represent the video image sequence and its 
UWj"ed auc:ho The objective is to represent the vid~. audio, and. data so~~ with as few 
bus u possible ",luIe preserving the level of quality required for the gIVen applicattoo. 

AIthougb the RFffransmission subsystems described in this Standard are designed 
speajicaIIy for ternstnal and cable applicatioos, the objective . is that the video, auwo, and 

""1Ce muluplex/tBnspon subsystems be useful in other applicabOOS. 
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5.2 System block diagram 

A basic block diagram representation of the system is shown in Figure 5.1. This 
. . based one adopted by the Internanonal Telecommurucabon UrnoD, 

representabon. IS • Seeton (ITU R) Task Group 11/3 (Digital Terrestrial Television Radiocommurucabon or - , . 
Broadcasting). According to this model, the digital television system can be seen to COIlSlSt of 
three subsystems.3 

1. Source coding and compression, 

2. Service multiplex and transport, and 

3. RFfIransmission. 

---• ---- ,- =1 --H ...:"- I ---c..:rrv- I 

--- I-I 

-- c I~ 

:« 

"'--~-

Figure S. l .ITU-R digital terrestrial television broadcasting model. 

"Source coding and compression" refers to the bit rate reduction methods, also known 
as data compression, appropriate for application to the video, audio, and ancillary digital data 
streams. The term "ancillary data" includes control data, conditional access control data, and 
data associated with the program audio and video services, sucb as closed captioning. 
"Ancillnry data" can also refer to independent program services. The purpose of the coder is to 
minimize the number of bits needed to represent the audio and video information. The digital 
television system employs the MPEG-2 video stream syntax for the coding of video and the 
Digitel Audio Compression (AC-3) Standard for the coding of audio. 

"Service multiplex and transport" refers to the means of dividing the digital data stream 
into "packets" of information, the means of uniquely identifYing eacb packet or packet type, 

) ITU-R Document TGllf3-2, "Outline of Work for Task Group 11/3, Digital Terrestrial Tdevision 
Broadcasting," June 30,1992. 
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and the appropriate methods of multiplexing video data stream packets, audio data stream 
packets, and ancillary data stream packets into a single data stream In developing the transport 
mecham;-m. mler~~ili!y ~ng digItal media, such as terrestrial broadcasting, cable 
distribution, satellite distribUbOn, recording media, and computer interfaces, was a prime 
consideration. The digital television system employs the MPEG-2 transport stream syntax for 
the packetization and multiplexing of video, audio, and data signals for digital broadcasting 
S)'lems' The MPEG-2 transport stream syntax was developed for applications where channel 
bandwidth or recording media capacity is limited and the requirement for an efficient transport 
mtrlanism is paramount. It was designed also to fucilitate interoperability with the AIM 
uanspon mechanism 

"RFffransmissioD" refers to channel coding and modulation. The channel coder takes 
the data bit stream and adds additional information that can be used by the receiver to 
reconstruct the data from the received signal which, due to transmission impairments, may not 
aa:ur1ltely represent the transmined signal. The modulation (or physical layer) uses the digital 
data stream information to modulate the transmitted signal. The modulation subsystem offers 
t ... o modes a terrestrial broadcast mode (8 VSB), and a high data rate mode (16 VSB). 

Figure 5.2 illustrates a high level view of encoding eq,:"pm~nt. This ~ew is not 
intended to be complete, but is used to illustrate the relationship of vanous clock 
frequencies within the encoder. There are two domains within the en~oder wh~re a set of 
frequencies are related, the source coding domain and the channel coding domam. 

R'O>< 

...... . 

F· 5 2 Righ level view of encoding equipment . • u.. di M 
·call b the video au 0 anu . d . represented schematt Y Y • k 

The source coding 01lWD, . hi h based on a 27 MHz cloe 
l' __ :1 f frequencIes w c are . h . 

transpon encoders. uses a lillWlY 0 42 b·t sample of the frequency whic IS 
(f21Ml!z) This clock is used to generate a-I 

. Task Group 11/3 Geneva, Seco d Meeting of nu·R • ' Cbaunw!. mJ-R Task Group 1113, " R<port of the n 
0t00bc.13-19. 1993,- January 5, 1994, p. 40. 
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partitioned into two parts defined by the MPEG-2 specification. These are the 33-bit 
program clock reference base and the 9-bit program_clock_referenc8_extension . The former is 
equival;nt t; a sa.mp~ of a 90 kHz clock which is locked in frequency to the 27 MHz 
clock, and is used by the audio and video source encoders when encoding the presentation 
time starop (PTS) and the decode time starop (DTS). The audio and video saropling clocks, 
fa and fv respectively, must be frequency-locked to the 27 MHz clock. This can be 
expressed as the requirement that there exist two pairs of integers, (Ila, rna) and (~" IDv), 
such that: 

f. = ( ::) x 27MHz 

and 

f. = ( ::) x 27MHz 

The channel coding domain is represented by the FEe/Sync lnsenion subsystem 
and the VSB modulator. The relevant frequencies in this domain are the VSB symbol 
frequency (f;,.)and the frequency of the transport stream (fTP) which is the frequency of 
transmission of the encoded transport stream. These two frequencies must be locked, 
having the relation: 

ftp=2 x [~J[~Jfi 208 313 .-

The signals in the two domains are not required to be frequency-locked to each 
other. and in many implementations will operate asynchronously. In such systems. the 
frequency drift can necessitate the occasional insertion or deletion of a NULL packet from 
within the transport stream, thereby accommodating the frequency disparity. 

The annexes that follow consider the characteristics of the subsystems necessary to 
accommodate the services envisioned. 
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ANNEXA 

(Normative) 

VIDEO SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS 

1. SCOPE 

. . This Annex descri~es the characteristi~s of the video subsystem of the Digital 
Tel.evtSlon Standard. The mput formats and bit stream characteristics are described in 
separate sections. 

2, REFERENCES 

2.1 Normative references 

The following documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, 
constitute provisions of this standard. At the time of publication, the editions indicated 
were valid All standards are subject to revision, and parties to agreement based on this 
standard are encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions 
of the documents listed below. 

ISOIIEC IS 13818-1, International Standard (1994), MPEG-2 Syslems. 

ISO/IEC IS 13818-2, International Standard (1994), MPEG-2 Video. 

2.2 Informative references 

SMPTE 274M (1995), Siandard/or lelevision, 1920 x 1080 Scanning and Inlerface . 

SMPTE S17.392 (1995), Proposed Siandard for lelevision, 1280 x 720 Scanning and 
Inttrface. 

ITU-R BT 601-4 (1994), Encoding paramelers 0/ digilallelevision/or sludios. 

J, COMPLIANCE NOTATION 

As used ID this document, "shall" or "wilr denotes a mandatory provisio~<ofth: 
standard "Should" denotes a provision that is recommended but not mandatory. May 
denotes I feature whose presence does not preclude compliance, that mayor may not be 
present at the option of the implementor. 

4, POSSIBLE VIDEO INPUTS 
While oot r uired by this standard, there are certain television . production 

standards, shown in ~le I , that define video formats that relate to compressIOn formats 

speafied by t1us standard 
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Table 1 Standardized Video Input Formats 

Video standard Acth-e lines Ac:tin~ samples/line 

SMP1E274M 1080 1920 

SMP1E 817.392 720 1280 

ITU-RBT.601-4 483 720 

The compression formats may be derived from ODe or m~re appropriate video 
input formats. It may be anticipated that additional video producuon standards will be 
developed in the future that extend the number of possible input formats. 

5. SOURCE CODING SPECIFICATION 

The A TV video compression algorithm shall conform to the Main Profile syntax of 
ISOIIEC 13818-2. The allowable parameters shall be bounded by the upper limits 
specified for the Main Profile at High Level. I Additionally. A TV bit streams shall meet the 
constraints and specifications described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. 

5.1 Constraints with respect to ISOIIEC 13818-2 Main Profile 

The following tables list the allowed values for each of the ISOIIEC 13818-2 
syntactic elements which are restricted beyond the limits imposed by MP@HL. 

In these tables conventional numbers denote decimal values, numbers preceded by 
Ox are to be interpreted as hexadecimal values and numbers within single quotes (e.g., 
' 10010100') are to be interpreted as a string of binary digits. 

5.1.1 Sequence header constraints 

Table 2 identifies parameters in the sequence header of a bit stream that sball be 
constrained by the video subsystem and lists the allowed values for each. 

Table 2 Sequence Header Constraints 

Sequence header syntactic dement AJlow~d value: 
horizontal size_value 

see Table 3 
verticaLsize value 

see Table 3 
aspect_ratio infonnation 

see Table 3 
frame_rate code 

see Table 3 
bit_rate_value (s 19.4 Mbps) 

:50 48500 
bit_rate value (s 38.8 Mbps) 

:50 97000 
vbv_buffer_size_ value 

:50488 

. The ~o~able values ~or the field bit_rate_value are application dependent In the 
pnmary applicauon of terrestnal broadcast, this field shall correspond to a bit rate which is 
less than or equal to 19.4 Mbps. In the high data rate mode, the corresponding bit rate is 
less than or equal to 38.8 Mbps. 

I See ISOIIEC 138 18-2, Section 8 for more information regarding profiles and levels. 
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5.1.2 Compression format constraints 

Table 3 lists the allowed compression format s. 

Table 3 Compression Format Co t . ts os ram 

vertlcal_lize_ horizontal slz.e_ aspect_ratio_ frame_rate_ 
value value information cod. 

1080 1920 1,3 1,2,4,5 
4,5 

720 1280 1,3 1,2,4,5,7,8 

1,2,4,5,7,8 
480 704 2,3 4,5 

640 1,2 1,2,4,5,7,8 
4,5 

Legend for MPEG-2 coded values in Table 3 
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prog ressive_ 
sequence 

I 
0 
I 

I 
0 
I 
0 

"peel ratiO_Information 1 - square samples 2 - 4:3 display aspect ratio 3 - 16:9 display aspect ratio 

frame_rate_code I- 23.976 Hz 2-24Hz 4 "" 29.97 Hz 5 -30Hz 7 - 59.94 Hz 8 60Hz 

progr"INtI_,equence o - mterlaced scan 1 "" progressive scan 

5.1.3 Sequence extension constraints 

Table 4 Identifies parameters in the sequence extension part of a bit stream that 
shall be CODStramed by the video subsystem and lists the allowed values for each. A 
sequence_extenSIon structure is required to be present after every sequence_header structure. 

Table 4 Sequence Extension Constraints 

Sequence extension syntactic element Allowed values 

progrnsNe_sequence see Table 3 

profile_and_levelJndlcation see Note 

chroma_format '0 1 ' 

honzontal sIZe extension '00' 

vertlcal_slZe_extension '00' 

bIt_rete_extension '0000 0000 0000 ' 

vbv_buffer_size_extension '0000 0000' 

frame_rete_ extension_n '00' 

trame_rate_extension_d '0000 O' 

Note' The profi,e_and_,evelJndication field shall indicate the 10\.~est pro~e and 
1"".1 d.fined in ISO/IEC 13818-2, Section 8, that is consIStent WIth the 

parameters of the video elementary stream. 

, __ ._u coded in order to satisfy the tvtPEG-2 requirement that the coded 
Note c.hat 1088 hoes are "",~L&4U Y 

\uuca1 saz.e be a mulbple of 16 (progressive scan) or 32 (interlaced scan). 
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5.1.4 Sequence display extension constraints 

Table 5 identifies parameters in the sequence display extension pan of a bit stream 
that shall be constrained by the video subsystem and lists the allowed values for each. 

Table 5 Sequence Display Extension Constraints 

Sequence display extension syntactic element AlJowed values 

'000 ' 

The preferred and default values for color...,primaties, transfer_characteristics, and 
matrix_coefficients are defined to be SMPTE 274M] (value 0x0 I in aU three cases). While all 
values described by lvIPEG-2 are allowed in the transmitted bit stream. it is noted that 
SMPTE 170M values (0x06 in all three cases) will be the most likely alternate in common 
use. 

5.1.5 Picture header constraints 

In all cases other than when vbv_delay has the value OxFFFF, the value Ofvbv_dellY 
shall be constrained as fo llows: 

vbv_delay ~ 45000 

5.2 Bit stream specifications beyond MPEG-2 

~his section covers the extension and user data pan of the video syntax. These 
data are mserted at the sequence, GOP, and picture level . The syntax used for the insenion 
of closed captioning in picture user data is described." 

5.2.1 Picture extension and user data syntax 

Table 6 describes the syntax used for picture extension and user data. 

Table 6 Picture Extension a nd User Data Sy t " ax 

extension_and_user data( 2 ) { 
No. or bits Mnemonic 

while (.( nextbits( ) -- extension_start_code ) II 
( nextbits() =- user data_start cOde ) ) { 

if ( nextbits{)=- extension_start code) 
extension_data( 2 ) 

if (nextbitsO -- user_data start_code) 
user data(2) 

) 

) 

1 At some point in the future the color gamut ma be 
defining the transfer cbaracterlmcs for negative R~B ~Xlended by allowing negative values of RGB and 

ucs. 
4 In order to decode the user data, the decoder should . 
identifier at the PSI stream level (see ISOIIEC 138 18-1). Properly recogruze the 32-bit ATSC registration 
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5.2.2 Picture user data syntax 

Table 7 describes the picture user data syntax. 

Table 7 Picture User Dat S t S a yn OJ: 

No. of bits 
[H 

An><: ~ 32 , bslbf 

"'"'- data_type. ~ 
'f(us",_da'. _ _ .... I { 

~ -flag 
_ft09 

, 
S 

!o'f ,:() . I < , ;'-If 
; "i"'i'f 

•• , 1 I " .. til 
2 I·$ltif 
8 ' .... bf 
8 , .... bf 

) 

'-"''' 8 '1111 " . 
• , --~{ 

wMe( '0000 ' ) 0000 0000 0000 0001" ) { y 
data 8 

} 0 
} 

T 

• 
5.2.3 Picture user data semantics 

use,_data_start_code - This is set to OxOOOO 01B2. 

ATSC_identifle, _ This is a 32 bit code that indicates that the video user data conforms to 
this specification. The value ATSCJdentifier shall be Ox4741 3934. 

uH,_data_type_code - The 8-bit code is set to Ox03 . 

S Shaded cells to this table indicate syntactic and semantic additions to the lSOIIEC 13818-2 standard. 
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proces._em_data_f1ag _ This flag is set to indicate whe~er it is ~ecessary to process the 

em data. If it is set to 1, the em_data has to be parsed and Its meanmg has to be processed. 
when it is set to 0 the em data can be discarded. , -
process cc data flag - This flag is set to indicate whether it is necessary to process the 
cC_data.-If it is ;et to 1, the cc_data has to be parsed and its meaning has to be processed. 
When it is set to 0 the cc data can be discarded. , -

addltionaLdata_flag - This flag is set to 1 to indicate the presence of additional user data. 

cc_count - This 5-bit integer indicates the number of closed caption constructs following 
this field. It can have values 0 through 31. The value of cc_count shall be set according to 
the frame rate and coded picture structure (field or frame) such that a fixed bandwidth of 
9600 bits per second is maintained for the closed caption payload data. Sixteen (16) bits of 
closed caption payload data are carried in each pair of the fields cc_data_l and cc_data_2. 

em_data - Eight bits for representing emergency message.' 

cc_vaHd - This flag is set to '1' to indicate that the two closed caption data bytes that 
follow are valid. If set to '0' the two data bytes are invalid. 

cc_type - Denotes the type of the two closed caption data bytes that follow.7 

cc_data_1- The first byte ofa closed caption data pair. 

cc_data_2 - The second byte of a closed caption data pair. 

addltlonal_user_data - Any further demand for picture user data couJd be met by defining 
this part of the bit stream. 

6 Syntax and semantics to be specified by EIA. 

1 ErA, Recommended Practice for Advanced TelevlSi CI . . 
on osedCaprlonmg, draft.luly I, 1994. 
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ANNEXB 

(Normative) 

AUDIO SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS 

1. SCOPE 

This Annex describes the audio system characteristics and normative specifications 
of the Digital Television Standard. 

2. NORMATIVE REFERENCES 

The following documents contain provisions which in whole or part, through 
reference in this text, constitute provisions of this standard. At the time of pUblication, the 
editions indicated were valid . All standards are subject to revision and amendment, and 
parties to agreement based on this standard are encouraged to investigate the possibility of 
applying the most recent editions of the documents listed below. 

ATSG Standard Al52 (1995), Digital Audio Compression (AC-3) . 

AES 3-1 992 (ANSI S4.40-1992), AES Recommended Practice for digitol audio 
tngmeermg _ Senal transmiSSIon format for two-channel linearly represented digital 

audIo data 

ANSI S I 4-1983, SpecljicallOn for Sound Level Meters. 

lEG 651 ( 1979), Sound Level Meters. 

lEG 804 ( 1985), Amendment I (1989) Integrating/Averaging Sound Level Meters. 

3. COMPLIANCE NOTATION 
As used in this document "shall" or "will" denotes a mandatory provision of the 

standard "Should " denotes a pr'ovision that is recommended but not mandatory. "May" 
denotes a fearure whose preseDc~ does not preclude compliance, that mayor may not be 

present at the option of the implementor. 

4. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
As illustrated in Figure I, the audio subsyst~m. comprises the audio 

e:ocodingIdec:oding function and resides between the aU.dlo mputslout~uts and ~e 
transpon subsystem. The audio encoder(s) is (are) responsIble for generatlDg ~e ~udio 
elementary stream(s) which are encoded representations of the baseban~ audio mp~t 
signals At the receiver, the audio subsys:em is responsible for decodmg the audio 

elemenwy stream(s) back in10 baseband audio. 
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""". VSB RF ElerMntary Trllnsport 
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J. r1 + J Tranurisslon """. Audio Tl1Insport 
Subsystem .. ,~ Encoder(s) Subsyslem 

t 
Specified 

CtlllnneJ in this 
Annex 

+ R_iY., R_iver 
Reconslruded Audio 

7 Transport 

~ 
T,..,..,trl.,lon 

'''''. Decode.r( s) Subsystem Sutlsystem t 
""". Transport we RF 

EktmenbllY Paek,ts RK>tptlon 
Strnm(s) 

Figure 1. Audio subsystem in tbe d igital television system. 

S. SPECIFICATION 

This Section forms the normative specification of the audio system. The audio 
compression system conforms with the Digital Audio Compression (AC-3) Standard, 
subject to the constraints outlined in this Section. 

5.1 Constraints with respect to ATSC Standard Al52 

The digital television audio coding system is based on the Digital Audio 
Compression (AC-3) Standard specified in the body of ATSC Doc. N52 (the annexes are 
not included). Constraints on the system 'are shown in Table I which shows permined 
values of certain syntactical elements. These constraints are described in Sections 5.2 -
5.4. 

Table 1 Audio Constraints 

AC-J syntactical 
element 

Comment Allol'red value 

fscod Indicates sampling rate '00' (indicates 48 kHz) 
frmsizecod Main audio service or associated audio service s ' 011100 ' (indicates S 3S4 kbps) 

containing all necessary program. elements 
frmsizecod Single channel associated service containing a S '010000' (indica ... S 128 kbps) 

single program element 
frmsizecod Two channel dialogue associated service S ' 010100' (indicates S 192 kbps) 
(frmsizecod) Combined bit rate of a main and an associated 

(tota! S 512 kbps) 
service intended to be simultaneously decoded 

acmod Indicates number of channels 
~ ' 001 ' 
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5.2 S.mpling frequency 

The system conveys digital audio sampled at a frequency of 48 kHz locked to the 
27 MHz system clock. The 48 kHz audio sampling clock is defined as: ' 

( I) 48 kHz audio sample rate = (2 +1125) x (27 MHz system clock) 

. . If analog signal inputs are employed. the AID converters should sample at 48 kHz. 
If digna! Inputs are employed, the input sampling rate shall be 48 kHz, or the audio 
encoder shall contain sampling rate converters which convert the sampling rate to 48 kHz. 

5.3 Bit rate 

A main audio service. or an associated audio service which is a complete service 
(containing all necessary program elements) shall be encoded at a bit rate less than or 
equal to 384 kbps A single channel associated service containing a single program 
dement sball he encoded at a bit rate less than or equal to 128 kbps. A two channel 
associated service containing only dialogue shall be encoded at a bit rate less than or equal 
to 192 kbps The combined bit rate of a main service and an associated service which are 
mtended to he decoded simultaneously shall be less than or equal to 512 kbps. 

5.4 Audio coding modes 

Audio services shall be encoded using any of the audio coding modes specified in 
Al52, \\1th the exception oftbe I + I mode. The value of acmod in the AC-3 bit stream shall 
have a value in the range of 1-7. with the value 0 prohibited. 

5.5 DI"ogue lovel 
The value of the dl. lnorm parameter in the AC-3 elemen~ary bit stream ~l indicate 

the level of average spoken dialogue within the encoded audiO program. Dialogue level 
may be measured by means of an "A" weighted integrat~d measurement (LAe~). 
(Receivers use the value of dt.lnorm to adjust the reproduced audiO level so as to normalIZe 

!he dialogue level ) 

5.6 Dynamic range compressIon 
Each encoded audio block may contain a dynamic range control word ~dynmg) 

",ruth IS used b decoders (by default) to alter the level of the reproduced audIO. The 

control words aJrow the decoded signal level to be ~creasede o~::::las:~~Is u~~~~~ ~r 
In general. _ elementary. streams may ed h::~i:~~ i;7s

g
necessary to alter the dynamic 

modtfied WIthout affectlDg the encod . th d~.mic range cootrol word should be 
rulge of audiO programs which are broadcast, e J ~ 
used 
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6. MAIN AND ASSOCIATED SERVICES 

6.1 Overview 

An AC-3 elementary stream contains the encoded representation of a single audio 
service. Multiple audio services are provided by .mu1tipl~ eIem~Dtary streams. Each 
elementary stream is conveyed by the transport mu!tJplex WIth a uruque PIO. There are a 
number of audio service types which may (individually) be coded into each elementary 
stream. Each AC-3 elementary stream is tagged as to its service type using the bsmod bit 
field. There are two types of main service and six types of associated service. Each 
associated service may be tagged (in the AC-3 audio descriptor in the transport PSI data) 
as being associated with one or more main audio services. Each AC-3 elementary stream 
may also be tagged with a language code. 

Associated services may contain complete program mixes, or may contain only a 
single program element . Associated services which are complete mixes may be decoded 
and used as is. They are identified by the fulLsvc bit in the AC--3 descriptor (see AJS2, 
Annex A). Associated services which contain only a single program element are intended 
to be combined with the program elements from a main audio service. 

This Section specifies the meaning and use of each type of service In general, a 
complete audio program (what is presented to the listener over the set of loudspeakers) 
may consist of a main audio service, an associated audio service which is a complete mix, 
or a main audio service combined with an associated audio service. The capability to 
simultaneously decode one main service and one associated service is required in order to 
form a complete audio program in certain service combinations described in this Section. 
This capability may not exist in some receivers. 

6.2 Summary of service types 

The audio service types are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2 Audio Service Types 

bsmod Type of service 
000 (0) Main audio service: complete main (eM) 
001 (I) Main audio service: music and effects (ME) 
010 (2) Associated service: ~ . . (VI) 
011 (3) Associated service: hearing impaired (HI) 
100 (4) Associated service: dialogue (0) 
101 (5) Associated service: commentary (q 
110 (6) Associated service: emergency (E) 
III (7) Associated service: voicc-o-."ef (VO) 

6.3 Complete main audio service (eM) 

The eM type of main audio service contains . 
with dialogue music and effects) Thi . th a complete audio program (complete 

" . S IS e type of audio service normally provided. 
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The eM selVice may contain from 1 to 5 1 eli h 
enhanced by means of the V1 m . au 0 c annels. The eM service may be further 
. ulti 1 I • • C, E. or VO associated services described below Audio 
ID m p e anguages may be provided by supplying multiple CM se' ' h ' 
different language. TVlCes, eac m a 

6.4 Main audio service, music and effects (ME) 

The N1E type ~f main audio service contains the music and effects of an audio 
pro~ but not the d~a1ogue for the program. The ME service may contain from I to 5.1 
a~dio channels. The ~nmary progr~ dialo~e is missing and (if any exists) is supplied by 
sunu1taneously encodlD~ a D a~soclated seCVlce. Multiple D associated services in different 
languages may be associated WIth a single ME service. 

6,5 Visually Impaired (VI) 

The VI associated service typically contains a narrative description of the visual 
program content. In this case, the Vl service shall be a single audio channel. The 
simultaneous reproduction of both the VI associated service and the eM main audio 
seMce allows the visually impaired user to enjoy the main multi-channel audio program, 
as well as to follow (by ear) the aD-screen activity. 

The dynamic range control signal in this type of VI service is intended to be used 
by the audio decoder to modify the level of the main audio program. Thus the level of the 
awn audio service will be under the control of the VI service provider, and the provider 
may SIgnal the decoder (by altering the dynamic range control words embedded in the VI 
audio elementary stream) to reduce the level of the main audio service by up to 24 dB in 
order to assure that tbe narrative description is intelligible. 

Besides providing tbe V1 service as a single narrative channel, the VI service may 
be provided as a complete program mix containing music, effects, dialogue, and the 
narration In this case, the service may be coded using any number of channels (up to 5.1), 
and the dynamic range control signal applies only to this service. The fact that the service 
~ a complete mix shall be indicated in the AC·3 descriptor (see N52, Annex A), 

6,6 Hearing Impaired (HI) 
The I-D. associated service typically contains only dialogue which is intended to be 

reproduced simultaneously with the eM service. In this case, ~he In se~ce .s~~. be a 
smgle audiO channel. This dialogue may have been processed for lIDproved mtelligtbdl~ by 
bearing tmpaired listeners. Simultaneous reproduction of both the eM ~d F:U servtces 
allows the hearing impaired listener to hear a mix of ~he eM and HI sefYlces m order to 
emphasize the dialogue while still providing some mUSiC and effects. 

Besides providing the m service as a single dialogue channel, the ID. service ~y 
be provided as a complete program mix containing music, effects,. and dialogue Wlth 
-L.-ced ' U' 'b'l' ty In this case the service may be coded uSlDg any number of = IDtelgl" . ' ' b 'd' ed' th 
channels (up to 5.1) The fact that the service is a complete IDlX shall e tn leat tn e 

AC.3 descriptor (see N52, Annex A) , 
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6.7 Dialogue (D) 

The D associated service contains program dialogue intended for US~ with an ME 
main audio service. The language afthe D service is. indicate~ in ~e AC-3 bit stream, ~d 
in the audio descriptor. A complete audio program IS for:m~ by slIDultaneously decodwg 
the D service and the ME service and mixing the 0 seIVlce IOto the center channel of the 
ME main service (with which it is associated). 

If the ME main audio service contains more than two audio channels, the D service 
shall be monophonic (1/0 mode) . If the main audio se~ce contains two ch~els. the D 
service may also contain two channels (210 mode) . In this case, a camp,lete a~~o program 
is formed by simultaneously decoding the D service and the ME service, moong the left 
channel of the :ME service with the left channel of the D service, and mixing the right 
channel of the ME service with the right channel of the D service. The result VIill be a two 
channel stereo signal containing music, effects, and dialogue. 

Audio in multiple languages may be provided by supplying multiple D services 
(each in a different language) along with a single l\.1E service. This is more efficient than 
providing multiple eM services, but, in the case of more than two audio channels in the 
ME service, requires that dialogue be restricted to the center channel. 

Some receivers may not have the capability to simultaneously decode an ME and a 
D service. 

6.8 Commentary (C) 

The commentary associated service is similar to the D service. except that instead 
of conveying essential program dialogue, the C service conveys optional program 
commentary. The C service may be a single audio channel containing only the commentary 
content. In this case, simultaneous reproduction of a C service and a eM service will 
allow the listener to hear the added program commentary. 

the dynamic range control signal in the single channel C service is intended to be 
used by the audio decoder to mociify the level of the main audio program. Thus the level 
of the main audio service will be under the control of the C service provider, and the 
provider may signal the decoder !by altering the dynamic range control words embedded 
in ~e C audio elementary stream) to reduce the level of the main audio service by up to 24 
dB ID order to assure that the commentary is intelligible. 

~esides providing the C service as a single commentary channel. the C service may 
be proVIded as a. complete pro~am mix containing music, effects. dialogue, and the 
commentary. In this case ~e s~fV1ce may be provided using any number of channels (up to 
5.1). The fact that the sefV1ce IS a complete mix shall be indicated in the AC-3 descriptor 
(see Al52, Annex A). 

6.9 Emergency (E) 

The E associated service is intended to allow the InS" e~: f high 
• • . • I uon 0 emergency or 

pnonty announcements. The E sefVIce IS always a single a eli banD I An E .' . ... '. u 0 c e . serVIce IS 
gtven pnonty 10 transport and In audio decoding Wbeneve tb E ". . will . r e selVlce IS present, It 
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be d~ivered to, the, au~io decoder. Wb~never the audio decoder receives an E type 
lSSQCJated servtce, It. will stop reproducmg any main service being received and only 
reproduce the E servtce o~t of the center channel (or left and right channels if a center 
loud~p~er does not eXIts). The E service may also be used for non-emergency 
applicau~ns It may. be us~ whenever the broadcaster wishes to force all decoders to quit 
rq>roduClDg the awn audio program and reproduce a higher priority single audio channel. 

6.10 Voice-over (Va) 

The va associated service is a single channel service intended to be reproduced 
along with the maio audio service in the receiver. It allows typical voice-overs to be added 
to an already encoded audio elementary stream without requiring the audio to be decoded 
back to baseband and then fe-encoded . [t is always a single audio channel. It has second 
priority (only the E selV'ice has higher priority). It is intended to be simultaneously 
decoded and mixed into the center channel of the main audio service. The dynamic range 
control signal in the VO service is intended to be used by the audio decoder to modify the 
level of the main audio program. Thus the level of the main audio service may be 
coDtrOlied by the broadcaster, and tbe broadcaster may signal the decoder (by altering the 
dynamic range control words embedded in the VO audio elementary stream) to reduce the 
level of the main audio service by up to 24 dB during the voice-over. 

Some receivers may not have the capability to simultaneously decode and 
reproduce a voice-over selV'ice along with a program audio service. 

7. AUDIO ENCOOER INTERFACES 

7.1 Audio encoder Input characteristics 

Audio signals which are input to tbe digital television system may ~e in analog or 
digJtaJ form. Audio signals should have any DC offset removed before b~lD~ encoded. If 
the audio encoder does not include a DC blocking high pass filter, the ~UdlO s~gnals should 
be high pass filtered before being applied to the encoder. In general, lDput SIgnals sho~d 
be quanti.z.ed to 8tleast 16-bit resolution. The audio compression system can convey audio 
SIgnals with up to 24-bit resolution. Physical interfaces for the audio inputs to the en~od~r 
may be defined as voluntary industry standards by the AES, SMPTE, or other stan ar s 

orgamZAuons 

7.2 Audio encoder output characteristics . . 

Conceptually, the . ~ut.put of the audio enc~~e: i~t ~ e!::~~eU:ts~e:m:~~: 
formed into PES packets WIthin ~e transpo~ subsy k' els lak

P 
es place within the audio 

. th fi nnatJon of audio PES pac . 
unplemenled wherelD e 0 dO d r(s) would be PES packetso PhysIcal 
encoder In this case, the output(s) of the au 10 en:

dl
e
or PES packets) may be defined as 

mterfaces for these outputs (elementarY str~ dards organizations. 
voluDtary mdustry standards by SMPTE or ot er stan 
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ANNEXC 

(Nonnative) 

SERVICE MULTIPLEX AND TRANSPORT SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS 

1. SCOPE 

This Annex describes the transport layer characteristics and normative 
specifications of the Digital Television Standard. 

2. NORMATIVE REFERENCES 

The following documents contain provisions which in whole or in part, through 
reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Standard. At the time of publication. the 
editions indicated were valid. All standards are subject to revision and amendment, and 
parties to agreements based on this Standard are encouraged to investigate the possibility 
of applying the most recent editions of the documents listed below. 

ATSC Standard N52 (1995), Digital Audio Compression (AC-3) . 

ISOIlEC IS 13818- 1, International Standard (1994), MPEG-2 Systems. 

ISOIlEC IS 13818-2, International Standard (1994), MPEG-2 Video. 

ISOIlEC CD 13818-4, MPEG Committee Draft (1994), MPEG-2 Compliance. 

The normative reference for the Program Guide will be the standard developed 
from ATSC document TI/S8-050, "Program Guide for Digital Television". 

The normative reference for System Information will be the standard developed 
from ATSC document T3 /S8-079, "System Information for Digital Television". 

3. COMPLIANCE NOTATION 

As used in this document, "shall' or "will' denotes a mandatory provision of the 
standard. "Should' denotes a provision that is recommended but not mandatory. "May" 
denotes a feature whose presence does not preclude compliance, that mayor may Dot be 
present at the option of the implementor. 

4. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The transport format and protocol for the Digital Television Standard is a 
compatible subset of the MPEG-2 Systems specification defined in ISOIlEC 13818-1. It is 
based on a fixed-length packet transpon stream approach whicb has been defined and 
optimized for digital television delivery applications. 

~ illustr~ted in Fisu:e I, the transpon function resides between the application 
(e.g., audiO ~r Vldeo) encoding and ~ecoding ~ctions and the transmission subsystem. 
The encoder s transport subsystem IS responsible for formatting the coded elementary 
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streams and multiplexing th ~,= . " e UllJerent components f th 
recetver. It IS responsible for reeov' th 0 e program for transmission. At the 
application decoders and for the enng

din 
e eleme~tary streams for the individual 

aJ . correspon g error s goal' Tb 
so .mcorporates other higber protocol layer fun . nali 1 mg. e transport subsystem 
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Figure 1. Sample organization of functionality in a 
transmitter-,receiver pair for a single program. 
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The overall system multiplexing approach can be thought of as a combination of 
multJplexiog at two different layers. In the first layer, singJe program transport bit streams 
are fonned by multiplexing transport packets from one or more Packetized Elementary 
Stream (PES) sources In the second layer, many single program transport bit streams are 
combined to form a system of programs. The Program Specific Information (PSI) streams 
contain the information relating to the identification of programs and the components of 

each program 
ot sbown explicitly in Figure I. but essential to the practical implementation of 

this Standar~ is a control system that manages the transfer and processing of the 
elementary streams from the application encoders. The rules followed by this control 
system are not a part of this Standard but must be established as recommended practices 
by the users of tbe Standard. The control system implementation sball adhere to the 
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requiremenls ofthe MPEG-2 transport system as specified in ISOIlEC 13818-1 with the 
additional constraints specified in this Standard. These constramts may go beyond the 
constraints imposed by the application encoders. 

5. SPECIFICATION 

This Section constitutes the normative specification for the transpon. system of the 
Digital Television Standard. The syntax and semantics of the specification conform to 
ISOllEe 13818-1 subject to the coostraints aod conditioos specified in this Standard. This 
Section of the Standard describes the coding constraints that apply to the use of the 
MPEG-2 systems specification in the digital television system. 

5.1 MPEG-2 Systems standard 

The transport system is based on the transpon stream definition of the MPEG-2 
Systems standard as specified in ISOllEe 13818-1. 

5.1 .1 Video T..sTO 

The video T-STD is specified in Section 2.4.2.3 ofiSOIlEC 13818-1 and foUows 
the constraints for the level encoded in the video elementary stream. 

5.1.2 Audio T-STD 

The audio T-STD is specified in Section 3.6 of Annex A of ATSC Standard N52. 

5.2 Registration descriptor 

This Standard uses the registration 
ISOllEe 13818-1 to identifY the contents 
decoding. equipment. 

5.2.1 Program identifier 

descriptor described in Section 2.6.8 of 
of programs and elementary streams to 

. . Pr?grams w~ch confo~ to this specification will be identified by the 32-bit 
Identifier ID the secuon .of the Program Map Table (PMT) detailed ' S . 2 4 4 8 f 
ISOlIEe 138 18- 1. The Identifier will be coded according to Section I; 6 ~~~ shall ·ha:e 
a value of0x4741 3934. . .• 

5.2.2 Audio elementary stream identifier 

Audio elementary streams which conform to thi ifi ' . . . 
the 32-bit identifier in the secti f th P s spec cauon will be Identified by 
2.4.4.8 of lSOllEe 13818-1 Thond

o 
tifie rogram Map Table (PMT) detailed in Section 

. el en erWillbecodeda din S · d shall have a value of0x4143 2D33. coor g to ectJon 2.6.8, an 
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5.3 The program paradigm 

The program para~igm specifies the method that shall be used for allocating the 
values of the Packet Identifier (PIO) field of the transport packet header in a systematic 
mann~r. Within ,one tfanspon multiplex, television prograins that follow the program 
paradigm are asSl~ed a program number ranging from 1 to 255 . The binary value of the 
pro~ number IS used to form b11 through b4 of the PJD. Programs adbering to the 
paradJgm shaH have b12 equal to '0'. Programs not adhering to the paradigm shall have b12 
equal 10 'I'. 

We funber define: 

• base_PIC = program number « 4 

where program number refers to each program within one transport multiplex and 
corresponds to the 16·bit program_number identified in PAT and PMT. 

The bO through b3 of the PIC are assigned according to Table 1. 

The paradigm to identify the transport bit streams containing certain elements of 
the program is defined in Table I . 

Table 1 PID Assignment for the Constituent E-Iementary Streams of a Program 

Name pm Definition Description 
PMT_PID base_PID+OxOOOO Pro for the bit stream containing the program_map_table for the 

progr.>m. 
Vldeo_PIO base_PID+0x0001 Pro for the bit stream containing the video for the program. 
PeR_PID base_PID+0x0001 Implies the video bit stream also carries the peR values for the 

program 
Audlo_PID bau_PID+OxOOO4 Pro for the bit stream containing the primary audio for the 

program. The primary audio shall be a complete main audio 
service (eM) as defined by ATSC Standard N52 and shall 
contain the complete primary audio of the program including all 
required voice-overs and emergency messages. 

Dltl_PID bau_PID+OxOOOA pro for the bit stream containing the data for the program. 

The prog~m_map_table must be decoded to obtain the PI Os for services not defined 
by the paradigm but included within the program (such as a second data . channel). 
According to the program paradigm, every 16th PIO is a PMT_PID and .may be assIgned to a 

Program. If a PMT PIO is assigned to a program by the program paradIgm. the next hi 5 PI.DS 
- f·L t rogram and shall not be ot erwtse after that PMT _PIO are reserved for elements a wa p 

assigned 

5.4 Constraints on PSI 
Th am constituents for all programs, including television programs that 

e progr . d other programs or services that do not follow the 
fonow the program paradi~ ~ Th the following constraints on the PSI 
program paradigm, are descnbed LD the PSI. ere are 
information: 
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Only ODe program is described in a PSI ,transpon bit sr..re,am correspooding to a 
particular PMT_PIO value. A transport bit str~ CODt3IDJOg a pr?gra~_map_table 
shall not be used to transmit any other kind of PSI table (Identified by a 
different table_id). 

• The maximum spacing between occurrences of a program_map_table containing 
television program information shall be 400 ms. 

• The program numbers are associated with the corresponding PMT _PIDs in the 
PIOO Program Association Table. The maximum spacing between occurrences 
of section 0 of the program_association_table is 100 InS. 

• The video elementary stream section shall contain the Data stream alignment 
descriptor described in Section 2.6. 10 of ISOfIEC 13818-1 . The alignment_type 

field shown in Table 2-47 ofiSOIIEC 13818-1 shall be 0x02. 

• Adaptation headers shall not occur in transport packets of the PMT]ID for 
purposes other than for signaling with the discontinuIty_indictor that the 
version_number (Section 2.4.4.5 ofISOIIEC 13818-1) may be discontinuous. 

• Adaptation headers shall not occur in transpOIt packets of the PAT ] 10 for 
purposes other than for signaling with the discontinuity_indicator that tbe 
version_number (Section 2.4.4.5 ofISOIIEC 13818-1) may be discontinuous. 

5.5 PES constraints 

Packetized Elementary Stream syntax and semantics shall be used to encapsulate 
the audio and video elementary stream information. The Packetized Elementary Stream 
syntax is used to convey the Presentation Time-Stamp (PTS) and Decoding Time-Stamp 
(OTS) information required for decoding audio and video information with synchronism. 
This Section describes the coding constraints for this system laye~. 

Within the PES packet header, the following restrictions apply: 

• PES_scrambling_control shall be coded as ' 00' . 

• ESCR_flag shall be coded as '0'. , 
• ES_rate_"ag shall be coded as ' 0' . 

• PES_CRC_flag shall be coded as '0' . 

Within the PES packet extension, the following restrictions apply. 

• 
• 
• 
• 

PESyrivate_data_"ag shall be coded as '0' . 

pack_header_field_flag shall be coded as ' 0 '. 

programJlacket_sequence_counter_"ag shall be coded as ' 0 '. 

P-STD_buffeUlag shall be coded as '0' . 
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5.5.1 Video PES constraints 

Eacb PES packet sball begin witb a vid . 
ISO/IEC 13818-1 whicb is aligned ·th th eo access UnIt, as defined in Section 2.1.1 of 

k • WI e PES packet header. The first byte of a PES 
pac et payl,o.ad shall.be the first ~yte of a video access unit. Each PES header shall contain 
I PTS Additionally. It ~haJl contam a DTS as appropriate. For terrestrial broadcast the PES 
packet shall not contam more than ODe coded video frame and shall be 'd ' f 'd 
picture data only wh lr . d ' . . . ' VOl 0 VI eo en ansautte LD cooJunctJ.on With the discontinuity Indicator to signal 
that the continuity_counter may be discontinuous. -

Within the PES packet beader, the following restrictions apply: 

• The PESJ)lckeUength shall be coded as ' QxOOOO· . 

• dat._.UgnmenUndicator shall be coded as ' t' . 

5.5.2 Audio PES constraints 

The audio decoder may be capable of simultaneously decoding more than ODe 

elementary stream containing different program elements, and then combining the program 
elements into a complete program. 10 this case, the audio decoder may sequentially decode 
audio frames (or audio blocks) from each elementary stream and do the combining (mixing 
together) on a frame or (block) basis. 10 order to have the audio from the two elementary 
streams reproduced in exact sample synchronism, it is necessary for the original audio 
elementary stream encoders to have encoded the two audio program elements frame 
synchronously; i,e .• if audio program 1 has sample 0 of frame n at time to, then audio 
program 2 should also have frame n beginning with its sample 0 at the identical time to. If 
the encodl.Og is done fTame synchro nously. then matching audio frames should have 

idenbcal values of PTS 

If PES packets from twO audio services that are to be decoded simultaneously 
COn18.ln Identical values of PTS then the corresponding encoded audio frames contained in 
the PES packets should be presented to the audio decoder for simultaneous synchronous 
decoding If the PTS values do not match (indicating that the audio encoding was not 
frame synchronous) then the audio frames which are closest in time may be presented to 
the audio decoder for simultaneous decoding. 10 this case the two services may be 
reproduced out of sync by as mu~h as 1/2 of a frame time (which is often satisfactory, e.g. , 

I VOIce-over does not require precise timing) . 

The value of str •• mJd for AC·3 shall be 10 11 110 1 (private_stream_1) . 

5.6 SelVice.s lind features 

5.6.1 Program guide 

5.6.1.1 Master program guide PID 
At the option of broadcasters, an interactive program gui~e database may ~ 

transmmed in the transport stream. If present, the master program guide data stream s 
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. 0 IFFD This PID shall be reserved exclusively for the program be transported m PID x . . th d 
. . de shall be formatted according to e structure an syntax 

r.:~~b;:: ';;;~~:d;;;; developed from A TSC document D /S8-050. "Program Guide 
, D·· al T I .. " The program guide database allows a receiver to build an DO-lor Igtt e eVlSlon . . I : _L' . l'. cili. 

·d f ,- , rmatioD and contams contro lIllormaUon to 13 tate screen gn 0 program lIDO 

navigation. 

5.6.1.2 Program guide STD model 

Each program guide bit stream sball adbere to an SID model that can he described 
by an MPEG smoothing buffer descriptor (Section 2.6.30 lD ISOIIEC 13818-1) with the 
following constraints: 

• sbJeak_rate shall be 250 (indicating a leak rate of 100,000 bps) 

• sb_size shall be 1024 (indicating a smoothing buffer size of 1024 bytes) 

Note that the smoothing buffer descriptor is referred to here to describe the STD 
model for the program guide, and does not imply that a smoothing buffer descriptor for 
the program guide is to be included in the PMT. 

5.6.2 System infolJTlation 

5.6.2.1 System infonnation PIO 

At the option of broadcasters, cenain system information may he uansmined in the 
transpon stream. If present, the system information data stream shall be uansponed in PIO 
OxlFFC. This PID shall be reserved exclusively for the system information. The system 
information shall be formatted according to the structure and syntax described in the 
standard developed from ATSC document D /S8-079. " System Information for Digital 
Television". Constraints applying to specific transmission media are given in that standard. 

5.6.2.2 System infonnation STO model 

The system information bit stream shall adhere to an STD model that can be 
described by an MPEG smoothing buffer descriptor (Section 2.6.30 in ISOIIEC 13818-\) 
with the following constraints: 

• sb_leak_rate shall be 50 (indicating a leak rate of20,ooo bps) 

• s'_st.. shall be 1024 (indicating a smoothing buffer size of 1024 bytes) 

Note that the smoothing buffer descriptor is referred to here to describe the STD 
model for the ~ystem ~o~ation, .and does not imply that a smoothing buffer descriptor 
for the system informatlOn IS to be mcluded in the PMT. 
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5.6.3 Specification of private data services 

Private data provides a rneans t dd . . . . ' . 0 a new ancillary seCVIces to the basic di . tal 
~el~slon selVlce specified in this standard. Private data is supported in two bit str~am 
ocabons. . 

I. Private data . can be transmitted within the adaptation header of transport 
packets (Secllons 2.4.3.4 and 2.4.3 .5 ofiSOIIEC 13818-1). 

2. Private data can be transmitted as a separate transport stream with its own 
PtD. The contents can be identified as being ATSC private by using the 
prtvate_data_indlcator_descriptor (Section 2.6.29 of ISOIIEC 13818-1) within the 
PMT. 

In either case, it is necessary that the standards which specify the characteristics of 
such pnvate_,treams be consistent with tbe Digital Television Standard. Standards for 
pnvate_streams shall precisely specify the semantics of the transmitted syntax as described in 
Sections 5 6.3.1 and 5.6 .3.1.1. 

5.6.3.1 Verification model 

The standard shall be specified in terms of a verification rnodel by defining the 
characteristics of the transmitted syntax and an idealized decoder. In lSOIIEC 13818-1 
and 138 18-2. this is ac:<:ornplished by using the T-STD and VBY rnodels. respectively. The 
elements required for specification by this Standard are described in the following 
Sections. 

5.6.3.1.1 Syntax and semantics 

The syntax and semantics of the transmitted bit stream that implements the 
ancillary service shall be completely and unambiguously specified. The decoding process 
shall also be completely and unambiguously specified. 

5.6.3.1.2 Ancillary service target decoder (ASTO) 

An idealized decoder model must be precisely defined for the service. Figure 2 
introduces a concrete model for pedagogic purposes. It is modeled after the T -STD. 

The salient features of the model are the size of the transport demultiplexing buffer 
(TB), the minimum transfer rate out of the transport demultiplex buffer (Rleak). the 
required Systern buffering (BSsys). and optionally the partitioning of BSsys between the 
smoothing portion and the decoder portion. The decocting process, represented as the 
decoding times T_decode(i), must be completely s?ec.ified. The behavior ?fthe BSsys buffer 
must be completely modeled with respect to Its mput process and Its . output process. 
Certain parameters of the service such as bit rate, etc., should also be specified. 

5.6.3.2 Stream type and PMT descriptors 

A new ancillary service shall be described as a program or elementary stream 

through documented Program Specific lnformation. 
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To other 
elementary stream decoders 

Transport 
Stream as.,. 

"-
I T_decode(i) 
1 
1 
I 

as.".", as ... 

Figure 2. Ancillary sen'ice target decoder. 

5.6.3.2.1 Stream type 

Several identifiers that are part of the transpon section of the Digital Television 
Standard may be used to identify either the signal or constituent pans thereof; however, 
the fundamental identifier is the User Private stream type. The stream_type codes shall be 
unambiguously assigned within the range Ox80 to 0xAF. Ox8l has already been assigned 
within the Digital Television Standard <see Section 5.7.1). 

5.6.3.2.2 PMT descriptors 

The Ancillary Service specification shall include all peronenl descriptors that are 
found within the Program Map Table. Specifically, it is recommended that either the 
private_streamJdentifier or the registration_descri ptor, or both, be included. Although this is not 
required for a stream with a unique stream,..type code within trus Standard, it will enhance 

interoperability in the case where the stream is stored outside this Standard, or transmined 
in some other network that has its own set of stream_type codes. 

5.7 ASSignment of Identifiers 

In this Section, those Identifiers and codes which shall have a fixed value are 
summarized. These include PES Stream IDs and Descriptors. Stream_type codes from Ox80 

to 0xAF shall be reserved for assignment as needed within the Digital Television Standard. 
Descriptor_tag codes from Ox40 to 0x.AF shall be reserved fo r assignment as needed within 
the Digital Television Standard. 

5.7.1 Stream type 

The AC-3 audio stream_type shall have the value Ox81 . 
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5.7.2 Descriptors 

5.7.2.1 AC-3 audio descriptor 

In the digital television system the AC-3 audio descriptor shall be included in the 
TS.-program_map_section. The syntax is given in Table 2 of Annex A of ATSC Standard 
A/52. There are the following constraints on the AC-3 audio descriptor: 

• The value of the descriptor_tag shall be OxSl. 

• lftextlen exists, it shall have a value of 'OxOO'. 

5.7.2.2 Program smoothing buffer descriptor. 

The Program Map Table of each program shall contain a smoothing buffer 
descriptor pertaining to that program in accordance with Section 2.6.30 of ISOIIEC 
138 J 8-1. During the continuous existence of a program, the value of the elements of the 
smoothing buffer descriptor shall Dot change. 

The fields of the smoothing buffer descriptor shall meet the following constraints: 

• The field sb_lealLrate shall be allowed to range up to the maximum transport 
rates specified in Section 7.2. 

• The field sb size shall have a value less than or equal to 2048. The size of the 
smoothing buffer is thus $ 2048 bytes. 

5.8 Extensions to the MPEG·2 Systems specification 

This Section covers extensions to tbe MPEG-2 Systems specification. 

5.8.1 Scrambling contro l 

The scrambling control field within the packet header allows all states to exist in 
the digital television system as defined in Table 2. 

lrusport_ 
KnmbliDL 

c:olltrol 

00 
0 1 
10 
11 

Table 2 Transport Scrambling Control Field 

Function 

packet payload not scrambled . . 
not scrambled, state may be used as a flag for private use defined by the servIce provtder. 

packet payload scrambled with "even" key 
packet payload scrambled with "odd" key 

Ii hi h the transport scramblin9-control field does not 
Elementary Streams or w C - f tb am, must carry a 

exclUSiVe! have the value of '00' fo r the duration 0 e progr 
CA d"","p;or in accordance with Section 2.6.16 oflSOIIEC 13818-1. 
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The implementation of a digital television delivery system that employs ~nditional 
access will require the specification of additional data streams and system constramts. 

6. FEATURES OF 13818-1 NOT SUPPORTED BY THIS STANDARD 

The transport definition is based on the MPEG-2 Systems standard, ISOIlEC 
13818-1 ; however, it does not implement all pans of the standard. This Sectton descnbes 
those elements which are omitted from this Standard. 

6.1 Program streams 

This Standard does not include those portions of ISOllEe 13818-1 and Annex A 
of ATSC Standard Al52 which pertain exclusively to Program Stream specifications. 

6.2 Still pictures 

This Standard does not include those portions of ISOIIEC 13818-1 Transpon 
Stream specification which pertain to the Still Picture model. 

7. TRANSPORT ENCODER INTERFACES AND BIT RATES 

7.1 Transport encoder input characteristics 

The MPEG-2 Systems standard specifies the inputs to the transport system as 
MPEG-2 elementary streams. It is also possible that systems will be implemented wherein 
the process of forming PES packets takes place within the video, audio or other data 
encoders. In such cases, the inputs to the Transport system would be PES packets. 
Physical interfaces for these inputs (elementary streams and/or PES packets) may be 
defined as voluntary industry standards by SMPTE or other standardizing organizations. 

7.2 Transport output characteristics 

Conceptually, the output from the transport system is a continuous MPEG-2 
transport stream as defined in this Annex at a constant rate of T r Mbps when transmitted 
in an 8 VSB system and 21r when transmitted in a 16 VSB system where: 

and 

T, = 2 x ( 188)( 312)(684) x 45 = 1939 Mb'Ps 208 313 286 .... 

( 684) x 4.5 
286 

is the symbol rate Sr in Msymbols per second for the transmission subsystem (see Section 
4.1 of Annex D). T, and S, shall be locked to each other in frequency. 

All transport streams confonning to this Standard shall conform to the [SOIlEC 
13818-1 model. 
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Details of the interface for this output, including its physical characteristics, may be 
defined as a voluntary industry standard by SMPTE , or other standardizing organizations. 
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ANNEXO 

(Normative) 

RFITRANSMISSION SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS 

1. SCOPE 

This Annex describes the characteristics of the RFffransmission subsystem, which 
is referred to as the VSB subsystem, of the Digital Television Standar~ . The VSB 
subsystem offers two modes: a terrestrial broadcast .mode (8 .VSB), and a high data rate 
mode (16 VSB). These are described in separate sectJons of this document. 

2. NORMATIVE REFERENCES 

There are no Normative References. 

3. COMPLIANCE NOTATION 

As used in this document, "shall" or "will " denotes a mandatory provision of the 
standard. "Should" denotes a provision that is recommended but not mandatory. "May" 
denotes a feature whose presence does not preclude compliance, that mayor may not be 
present at the option of the implementor. 

4. TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS FOR TERRESTRIAL BROADCAST 

4.1 Overview 

The terrestrial broadcast mode (known as 8 YSB) will support a payload data rate 
of 19.28: .. Mbps in a 6 MHz channel. A functional block diagram of a representative 8 
VSB terrestrial broadcast transmitter is shown in Figure I. The input to the transmission 
subsystem from the transport subsystem is a 19.39 ... Mbps serial data stream comprised of 
188-byte MPEG-compatible data packets (including a sync byte and 187 bytes of data 
which represent a payload data rate of 19.28 ... Mbps). 

The incoming data is randomized and then processed for forward error correction 
(FEC) in the form of Reed-Solomoo (RS) coding (20 RS parity bytes are added to each 
packet), 116 data field interleaving and '1l3 rate trellis coding. The raodomization and FEC 
processes are not applied to the sync byte of the transport packet, whicb is represented in 
transmission by a Data Segment Sync signal as described below. Following randomization and 
forward error correction processing, the data packets are formatted into Data Frames for 
transmission and Data Segment Sync and Data Field Sync are added. 

Figure 2 shows how the data are organized for transmission. Each Data Frame consists 
of two Data Fields, eacb containing 313 Data Segments. The tim Data Segment of eacb Data 
Field is a uniquesyncbronizing signal (DataFieid Sync) and includes the training sequence used 
by the equalizer m the recerver. The remalDmg 312 Data Segments eacb carty the equivalent of 
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th. data from one I 88-byte transport packet plus its associated FEC overhead. The actua1 data 
in each Data Segment comes from several transport packets because of data interleaving. Each 
Data Segment consists of 832 symbols. The first 4 symbols are transmitted in binary form and 
provide segment synchronization. This Data Segment Sync signal also represents the sync byte 
oftbe I 88-byte MPEG-compatible transport packet. The remaining 828 symbols of each Data 
Segment carry data equivalent to the remainjng 187 bytes of a transport: packet and its 
associated FEC overhead. These 828 symbols are transmitted as 8-level signals and therefore 
carry three bits per symbol. Thus. 828 x 3 ~ 2484 bits of data are carried in each Data 
Segment, which exactly matches the requirement to send a protected transport packet: 

.... 
Ita! ....... 

)-------
! Optional I 

r- r-- ' ' , ' , ..... ... 
T .. 1I1s , ... I P~lllIIIzt I ,,.., . M.' . - ........ Inserllon "", I'M .... ' leiWe, , , , , 

~ , -- - -
S-V_M~ 

'" 

'" -1 

"'.'" 
'---

Figure 1. VSB transmitter. 

• • 

828 Sym,ols 

" 

Dati + FEe 

S'~~====i i~ F.1d r.z , 
• , 

I-

Data + FEe 

1 s.gment 
.77 .3J.1S 

Figure 2. VSB data frame. 
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187 data bytes + 20 RS parity bytes = 207 bytes 
207 bytes x 8 bitslbyte = 1656 bits . . 
2J3 rate trellis coding requires 3/2 x 1656 bIts = 2484 bIts. 

The exact symbol rate is given by equation I below: 

(I) S,(MHz) = 4.5/286 x 684 = 10.76 ... MHz 

The frequency of a Data Segment is given in equation 2 below: 

(2) f.,.= S, 1832 = 12.94 ... X 10' Data Segments/so 

The Data Frame rate is given by equation (3) below: 

(3) f_ = f.oi626 = 20.66 ... frames/so 

The symbol rate S, and the transport rate T, (see Section 7.2 of Annex C) shall be 
locked to each other in frequency. 

The 8-level symbols combined with the binary Data Segment Sync and Data Field Sync 
signals shall be used to suppressed-carrier modulate a single carrier. Before transmissioa. 
however, most afthe lower sideband shall be removed. The resulting spectrum is flat, except 
for the band edges where a nominal square root raised cosine response results in 620 kHz 
transition regions. The nominal VSB transmission spectrum is shown in Figure 3. 

At the suppressed-carrier frequency, 310kHz from the lower band edge, a small 
pilot sball be added 10 the signal. 

: %~ :)-
Suppressed I~I 

carrier 

.314 /'/<----- - •. 30 MH·-------o!·1 1--.31 

I' ... MHz -------~, 

Figure 3. VSB channel occupancy (nominal). 

4.2 Channel error protection and synchronization 

4.2.1 Prioritization 

All payload data shall be carried with the same priority. 

4.2.2 Data randomizer 

. A d,ata rando~er shall be used on all input data to randomize the data payload 
(not Including Data FIeld Sync or Data Segment S RS · Th cia 

d . XO· ync, or panty bytes) e ta 
ran OmlZer Rs all the mcoming data bytes m·th 16 b· . . d a - It maxunum length pseu 0 
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random binary sequence (PRBS) wbich is initialized . . 
The PRBS is generated in a 16-bit shift re . er at the begmrung of the Data Field. 
register outputs are selected as the fixed ~ that bas 9 feedback taps .. Eight of the shift 
used to individually XOR the c ~an .onuzmg byte, where each bit from this byte is 
to MSB ... LSB to LSB. orrespon ng mput data bit. The data bits are XORed MSB 

The randomizer generator polynomial is as follows: 

G(l6)= XI6+ Xll + X12 + X" + X7 + x"+ Xl + X + 1 

. The initialization (pre-load) to F 180 bex (load to I) occurs durin th D S 
Sync lDterVaI pnor to the first Data Segment. g e ata egment 

The randomizer generator polynomial and initialization is shown in Figu 4 re . 

Generator Polynomlnal G (161 = X16+X13+X12+Xll+X7+X'+X3+X+1 

The Initallutlon (pre load) occurs during the fleld sync interval 

Initalization to F180 hex (Load to 1) 

D' 

X16 XU Xl. XU X' XlI 

X" X' X" Xli 

.. 
The generator is shifted with the Byte Clock and one 8 bit Byte 

of data is extracted per cycle. 

Figure 4. Randomizer polynomial. 

4.2.3 Reed-Solomon encoder 

The RS code used in the VSB transmission subsystem sball be a t = 10 (207,187) 
code The RS data block size is 187 bytes, with 20 RS parity bytes added for error 
correction. A total RS block size of 207 bytes is transmitted per Data Segment. 

In creating bytes from the serial bit stream., the MSB shall be the first serial bit. 
The 20 RS parity bytes sball be sent at the end of the Data Segment. The parity generator 
polynomial and the primitive field generator polynomial are shown in Figure 5. 

4.2.4 Inter1eavlng 
Tbe interleaver employed in the VSB transIDlSSlon system shall be a 52 data 

segment (intersegment) convolutional byte interleaver. Interleaving is provided to a depth 
of about 1/6 of a data field (4 ms deep). Only data bytes sball be interleaved. Tbe 
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interleaver shall be synchronized to the first data byte of the data field. Intrasegmem 
interleaving is also performed for the benefit of the trellis coding process. 

The convolutional interIeaver is shown in Figure 6. 

j .21-1 

fl ex+,,') _ :l'. -i" ti'. ~tI" .. t'tl'+ -1'", .. .,:'.I'. rt rJ1 .;-",. x'"...-:.j'r/'l x'" J'I-I J'Ili tI"f 7,'"..""", /oPt x' J"t"""""" oJ",. .. 
i ·O _ x':,..,x'!'''~UOr.~X":I1' r: .. ;t..x':=x'!,"i!uo:l' _x .• -I.,.,£·Qx'.Dl/.t_i. p,i. LI' '.,.t ..... 

? • 
I . 

GllIMl_1 _ , ... 1101<1 _ ... f81\ .. ) . --<;l ..... , ... , -'-'I>l>' L noW -. ..... . ...... ",",-", " e_ .... _ ru .,.. .. __ I .... _ (11-., .,.. .. 
0 .... -.- c-.<.) 

Primilive Field Generator Po lynomial (Galois F'i@ld) 

G(2~&) .. " .. '; .. I .. .J - I 

Figure 5. Reed-Solomon (207,187) t=10 parity generator polynomial. 

Fmm 

Reed-Solomon 
Encoder 

~: ~ ... ~-!~~ 
•"3 "l:: .' TO. r] I ! ! - _ 

Pre-Coder and 
T,..Uis Encoder 

• 
• 

• ~ (8-2)Mh-,.-,-~ 
---,~. "-,--'-JI-- -I I-
{B~ I (8·1.,. 

----,L . .1. . ...1.....1-,1---1 I I I I I I I--

Figure 6. Convolutional interleaver (byte shift register illustration). 

4.2.5 Trellis coding 

. The 8 VSB transmission sub-system shall 
(WIth one unencoded bit which is precoded). Tha employ a.2/3 rate ( R=2I3) trellis code 
output btts usmg a V2 rate convolutional d t IS, one mput bit IS encoded into twO 

co e while the other input bit is preceded. The 
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signaling waveform used with the trellis code is an 8-1evel (3 bit) one-dimensional 
constellation. The transmined signal is referred to as 8 VSB. A 4-state trellis encoder shall 
be used. 

Trellis code intrasegment interleaving shall be used. This uses twelve identical trellis 
eocoders and precoders operating on interleaved data symbols. The code interleaving is 
accomplished by encoding symbols (0, 12,24,36 ... ) as one group, symbols (I, 13,25,37, ... ) 
as a second group, symbols (2, 14, 26, 38, ... ) as a third group, and so on for a total of 12 
groups. 

In creating serial bits from parallel bytes, the MSB sball be sent out first: (7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 
2, 1,0). The MSB is precoded (7, 5, 3, I) and the LSB is feedback convolutional encoded (6, 
4, 2, 0). Standard 4-state optimal Ungerboeck codes shall be used for the encoding. The trellis 
code uti.li.zes the 4-state feedback encoder shown in Figure 7. Also shown is the precoder and 
the symbol mapper. The trellis code and preceder intrasegment interleaver is shown in Figure 8 
which feeds the mapper shown in Figure 7. Referring to Figure 8, data bytes are fed from the 
byte interleaver to the trellis coder and precoder. and they are processed as whole bytes by 
eacb of the twelve encoders. Eacb byte produces four symbols from a single encoder. 

Intet1erence FIHer 
Tr~lis Encoder .-Level Symbol Mapper Pr • .codet 

V, 1, MAP 
X, 

1,z,z. R 

000 ·7 
001 -5 

R 010 -3 

Z, 011 ·1 
X, V, 100 +1 

1, 1 a 1 +3 
110 +5 
111 +7 

(0. 12 Symbols Delay) 

Figure 7. 8 VSB trellis encoder, precoder, and symbol mapper. 

The output multiplexer shown in Figure 8 sballcodadvanshallce by ~~~ls ;:e :.: 
boundary H er the state of the trellis en er not . 

::: out ofthe~;:C,; sball follow normal or~~o~~: :=: ~:,,;e~ I:~rr: 
tint segment of the franne, but on the secood segm;n Th third segment reads from encoder 8 

from encoders 4 through II, 7 -:::' !:":!";t pa~ern shall repeat through the 312 Data 
through II and then 0 through . th . erI vmg' sequence for the first three Data 
Segments of the franne. Table I shows e lOt ea 

Segments of the franne. . 

S 
. inserted the ordering of the data symbols IS such 

After the Data Segment ync IS , I 
that symbols from each encoder occur at a spacing of twelve symbo s. 
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... , .. I ___ --{ 

J..----= t-.. 
n..I. 

J----=~---l 
" __ ~---f:~~oH~,:.1----L -" 

..... 
'+--......, = ~----Y ", 

Figure 8. Trellis code ioterleaver. 

Table 1 Interleaving Sequence 

Block 0 Block 1 ... 
01 02 ... 011 DO 01 0 2 ... 011 ... 
05 06 ... 0 3 04 05 D6 ... 0 3 ... 
0 9 010 ... 0 7 0 8 0 9 0 10 ... 07 ... 

Treflis 
Encoded 
~d 

Pr~oded 

"' .. 

Block 68 
DO 0 1 02 ... 
0' OS D6 .. 
08 09 010 ... 

16 Scp 9l 

011 
D3 

D7 

A complete conversion of parallel bytes to serial bits needs 828 bytes to produce 
6624 bits. Data symbols are created from 2 bits sent in MSB order, so a complete 
conversion operation yields 33 12 data symbols, which corresponds to 4 segments of 828 
data symbols. 33 12 data symbols divided by 12 trellis encoders gives 276 symbols per 
trellis encoder. 276 symbols divided by 4 symbols per byte gives 69 bytes per treUis 
encoder. 

The conversion starts with the first segment of the fie ld and proceeds with groups 
of 4 segments until the end of the field. 312 segments per field divided by 4 gives 78 
conversion operations per field . 

During segment sync the input to 4 encoders is skipped and the encoders cycle 
with no input. The input is held until the next multiplex: cycle and then fed to the correct 
encoder. 

Table 2 details the byte to symbol conversion and the associated multiplexing of 
the trellis encoders. Segment 0 is the first segment of the field. The pattern repeats every 
12 segments; segments 5 through 11 are not shown.. 
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Table 2 Byte to Symbol Conversion, Multiplexing of Trellis Encoders 

Segme.nt 0 Segment 1 Segment 2 Sel!)D,ent 3 Segment 4 Spnbol 1'NlIlo 8)1e Bib T""" B,.. Bn. ""'" B,.. BI. T""" .,.. B'" T""" BY" ... 
0 0 0 7,6 4 208 5,4 8 41 2 3,2 O· 616 1,0 4 828 7,6 
I I I 7,6 5 209 5,4 9 413 3,2 1 617 1,0 5 829 7,6 
2 2 2 7,6 6 210 5,4 10 414 3,2 2 618 1,0 6 830 7,6 
3 3 3 7,6 7 211 5,4 11 415 3,2 3 619 1,0 ... .. . ... 
4 • • 7,6 8 21 2 5,4 0 416 3,2 4 620 1,0 ... ... ... 
5 5 5 7,6 9 213 5,4 1 4 17 3,2 5 62 1 1,0 ... ... .. . 
6 6 6 7,6 10 214 5,' 2 4 18 3,2 6 622 1,0 ... ... .. . 
7 7 7 7,6 II 215 5,4 3 4 19 3,2 7 623 1,0 ... ... 
8 8 8 7,6 0 204 5,4 4 408 3,2 8 612 1,0 .. . ... .. . 
9 9 9 7,6 1 205 5,4 5 409 3,2 0 613 1,0 ... ... ... 
10 10 10 7,6 2 206 5,4 6 410 3,2 10 614 1,0 ... ... ... 
11 II II 7,6 3 207 5,4 7 4 11 3,2 II 615 1,0 ... ... .. . 

12 0 0 5,4 4 208 3,2 8 412 1,0 0 624 7,6 ... ... ... 
13 I I 5,' 5 200 3,2 9 413 1,0 I 625 7,6 ... ... .. . 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . 
19 7 7 5,4 II 215 3,2 3 419 1,0 7 63 1 7,6 ... ... 
20 8 8 5,4 0 204 3,2 4 408 1,0 8 632 7,6 .. . ... ... 

21 9 0 5,4 I 205 3,2 5 400 1,0 9 633 7,6 .. . .. . ... 
22 10 10 5,4 2 206 3,2 6 410 1,0 10 634 7,6 .. . ... ... 

23 II I I 5,4 3 207 3,2 7 411 1,0 II 635 7,6 .. . ... .. . 
24 a 0 3,2 4 208 1,0 8 420 7,6 a 624 5,4 ... ... 

25 I I 3,2 5 209 1,0 9 421 7,6 I 625 5,4 ... ... ... 

... ... .. . ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
31 7 7 3,2 II 2 15 1,0 3 427 7,6 ... .. . ... ... ... ... 

32 8 8 3,2 0 204 1,0 4 428 7,6 ... .. . ... ... ... ... 

33 9 9 3,2 I 205 1,0 5 429 7,6 ... ... ... ... ... .. . 

34 10 10 3,2 2 206 1,0 6 430 7,6 ... ... ... .. . ... .. . 

35 II II 3,2 3 207 1,0 7 431 7,6 .. . ... ... ... ... ... 

36 0 0 1,0 4 216 7,6 8 420 5,4 ... ... .. . .. . .. . 

37 I I 1,0 5 217 7,6 9 42 1 5,4 ... ... ... ... .. . ... 

, ... ... .. . .. . .. . .. . ... ... ... ... .. . ... ... ... ... 
• 7 II II 1,0 3 227 7,6 ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... .. . 

48 0 12 7,6 • 216 5,4 ... ... ... .. . ... ... ... ... ... 

49 I 13 7,6 5 217 5,4 ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... ... .. . 
.. . .. . ... ... ... .. . ... ... .. . ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

95 II 23 1,0 ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... ... .. . .. . .. . 
... .. . ... ... ... .. . 

2' 7,6 ... ... ... ... 
96 0 ... ... 

.. . .. . ... .. . ... ... ... .. . 
97 I 25 7,6 ... ... ... ... 

.. ... , .. .. ' ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . .. . 
.. . .. . .. . .. . ... ... ... .. . 

767 II 191 1,0 ... ... ... ... 
.. . ... .. . .. . ... ... ... .. . 

768 0 192 7,6 ... ... ... ... 
... ... .. . ... ... ... .. . 

193 7,6 ... ... ... ... 
769 I .. ' ... ... .. . ... ... ... ... .. ' ... .. . ... .. ' .. , .. ' .. ' 
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Segment 0 Segment 1 Se2Illent 2 Segment J Segmt.D.t 4 

.",."" T ..... B,.. ... T_ .,.. BIU T..ru. B,.. .... T..ru. B,.. .... TnIIIo .". ... 
815 11 203 1,0 3 419 7,6 7 623 5,4 11 827 3,2 ... ... . .. 
816 0 204 7,6 4 408 5,4 8 612 3,2 O. 816 1,0 ... ... . .. 
817 1 205 7,6 5 409 5,4 9 613 3,2 1 817 1,0 ... ... . .. 
... ... ... . .. ... . .. ... ... ... ... . .. ... . .. ... ... . .. 

827 11 215 7,6 3 419 5,< 7 623 3,2 11 827 1,0 ... ... . .. 

4.2.6 Data segment sync 

The encoded trellis data shall be passed through a multiplexer that inserts the 
various synchronization signals (Data Segment Sync and Data Field Sync). 

A two-Ievel (binary) 4-symbol Data Segment Sync sball be insened into the 8-level 
digital data stream at the beginning of each Data Segment. (The MPEG sync byte shall be 
replaced by Data Segment Sync.) The Data Segment Sync embedded in random data is 
illustrated in Figure 9. 

A complete segment shall consist of 832 symbols: 4 symbols for Data Segment 
Sync, and 828 data plus parity symbols. The Data Segment Sync is binary (2-leveQ. The 
same sync pattern occurs regularly at 77.3 j.J.s intervals, and is the only signal repeating at 

this rate. Unlike the data, the four symbols for Data Segment Sync are not Reed-Solomon 
or trellis encoded, nor are they interleaved. The Data Segment Sync pattern shall be a 
1001 pattern, as shown in Figure 9. 

"" "" ,.,..,. Data. FEe --, """ / """ .. = ., -, = ., 
• = • -., ~ = + l ...... a-. 

, 
• 828 Symbol, 

FhtMfton ...... 207 Byt .. • ...... '" ...... 
em 
832 Symbol, 

208 Byt., 

Figure 9. 8 VSB data segment. 

4.2.7 Data field sync 

. . The data are not only divided into Data Segments, but also into Data Fields, each 
conSlstlng of313 segments. Each Data Field (242 ms) shall stan 'th I 0 
S f 0 

. . WI one comp ete ata 
egment 0 ata FIeld Sync, as shown in Figure 10 Each symb I b' f 

d (I ) 
. . . 0 represents one It 0 

ata 2- evel . The 832 symbols m this segment are defined belo R' F' 0 w. eler to 19ure I . 
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""''' 

'" Sym""" 

832Symbol$ 

63 63 
Sym_ Sym_ 

bol. "" 

63 ,. 
Sym- Sym
bols bolt 

Figure 10. VSB data field sync. 

This corresponds to Data Segment Sync and is defined as 1001. 

4.2.7.2 PN511 

16 Sep 95 

This pseudG-random sequence is defined as X' + X' + X' + X' + X' + X + I with a 
pre-load value of 010000000 The sequence is: 

0000 0001 0111 1111 1100 1010 1010 1110 0110 0110 1000 1000 1001 11100001 1101 
0111 11010011 0101 0011 1011 00 11 1010 0100 0101 10001111 0010 00010100 0111 
1100 1111 0101 00010100110000 11 0001000001000011 11110000010101000000 
1100 1111 111011101010 1001011001100011 0 111 011110\1 0100 1010 01001110 
0111000101110100 0011 0100 111 1 1011 0001 0101 1011 110011011010 1110 1101 
1001 0110 1101 1100 1001 0010 1110 00 11 1001 0 111 1010 00 11 0101 10000100 1101 
1111000100101011 1100 01 1001010000100011000001 11101111 110101101010 
1100 1001 1001 0001 1101 11 00 0010 11 01 0000 0110 11000000 1001 00000001 110 

• 

4.2.7.3 PN63 

This pseudG-random sequence is repeated three times. It is defined as X' + X + I with 
a pre-load value of 100 III . The middle PN63 is inverted on every other Data Field Sync. The 

sequence is 
1110 0100 1011 011 1 0110 0110 1010 1111 1100 0001 0000 1100 0101 0011 1101 000 

The generators for the PN63 and PN511 sequences are shown in Figure II. 
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:lOt lor 

63 PH Sequenee, X'+X+1 
Preload 100111 

Xo< lot 

Shift ---_ 

511 PH sequence, 
xt+X1+X*+X .... Xl+X+1 
Preload 010000000 

Figure 11. Field sync PN sequence generators. 
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These 24 bits determine the VSB mode for the data in the frame. The first two bytes 
are reserved. The suggested fill pattern is 0000 1111 0000 1111 . The next byte is defined as: 

PABCPABC 

where P is the even parity bi~ the MSB of the byte, and A,B, C are the actual mode bits. 

PABC 
0000 
1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 
o 0 1 1 
1 1 0 0 
o 1 0 1 
o 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 

Reserved 
Reserved 
Reserved 
Reserved 
16VSB 
8 VSI\* 
Reserved 
Reserved 

• In the 8 VSB mode, the preeeding bits are defined as : 

OOOOPABCPABCllll 

4.2.7.5 Reserved 

The last 104 bits shall he reserved space. It is suggested that this he filled with a 
continuation of the PN63 sequence. In the 8 VSB mode, 92 bits are reserved followed by the 
12 SytOhol definition below. 
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4.2.7.6 Precode 

In the 8 VSB mode the last 12 bois f 
symbols of the previous .ent. sym 0 the segment shall correspond to the last 12 

All sequences are pre-loaded before the beginning ofth~ Data Field S 
L

. ync. 
ike the Data Segment Sync th 0 F Id 

encoded, nor is it interleaved. . e ata Ie Sync is Dot Reed-Solomon or trellis 

4.3 Modulation 

4.3.1 Bit-to-symbol mapping 

. Figure 7 shows the mapping of the outputs of the trellis decoder to the nominal 
Signal levels of(-7, -5, -3, .-1 , 1,3,5,7). As shown in Figure 9, the nominal levels of Data 
Segment Sync and Data F,eld Sync are -5 and +5. The value of 1.25 is added to all these 
n~mina11~els after the blt-te-symbol mapping function for the purpose of creating a small 
pilot carner 

4.3.2 Pilot addition 

A small in-phase pilot shall be added to the data sigoal. The frequency of the pilot 
shall be tb~ same as the. suppressed-carrier frequency as shown in Figure 3. This may be 
genentted m the foUowmg marmer. A small (digital) DC level (1.25) shall be added to 
every symbol (data and sync) of the digital baseband data plus sync signal (i:~ ±3, ±5,±7). 
The power of the pilot shall be 11 .3 dB below the average data signal power. 

4.3.3 a VSB modulation method 

The VSB modulator receives the 10.76 Msymbolsls, 8-level trellis encoded 
composite data signaJ (pilot and sync added). The A TV system performance is based on a 
linear phase raised cosine Nyquist filter response in the concatenated transmitter and 
receiver, as shown in Figure 12. The system filter response is essentiaJly flat across the 
entire band, except for tbe transition regions at each end of the band. Nominally, the roll
off ID the transmitter shall have the response of a linear phase root raised cosine filter. 

5. TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS FOR HIGH DATA RATE MODE 

5,1 Overview 

The high data rate mode trades off transmission robustness (28.3 ~ signal-to
noise threshold) for payload data rate (38.57 Mbps). Most parts of the high data rate 
mode VSB system are identical or similar to the terrestrial syster:n. A pilot,.Da~ Segm~nt 
Sync, and Data Field Sync are all used to provide robust operabon. The pilot In the high 
data rate mode also is 11.3 dB below the data signal power. The symbol, segment, and 
field signals and rates are all the same, allowing either rece~ver to lock. up on ~he other:s 
transmitted signal. Also, the data frame definitions are idenucal. The pnmary difference IS 
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tbe number of transmitted levels (8 versus 16) and the use of trellis coding and NTSC 
interference rejection filtering in the terrestrial system. 

R = .1152 I------

f~--- -i\---I-
d d d=,31 MHz d d 

5.38 MHz 

6 MHz 

Figure 12. Nominal VSB system channel response 
(linear pbase raised cosine Nyquist filter). 

1.0 

.5 

o 

The RF spectrum of the high data rate modem transmitter looks identical to the 
terrestrial system, as illustrated in Figure 3. Figure 13 illustrates a typical data segmem, where 
the number of data levels is seen to be 16 due to the doubled data rate. Eacb portion of 828 
data symbols represents 187 data bytes and 20 Reed-Solomon bytes foUowed by a second 
group of 187 data bytes and 20 Reed-Solomon bytes (before convolutional interleaving). 

- --- Data + Fee -.n .... me 
." = ." .. = • r .. = . , ., = ., 
• ~ • ·r f= • '- -." ~ ·n .,. ~ ..1._ • ... ......... _ . s _ • 

....." -"'" 832 Symbo(. 

Figure 13. 16 VSB data segment. 

,Figure 14 shows the block diagram of the transminer. It is identical to the 
terrestnal VSB syste~ except the trellis coding shall be replaced with a rna er which 
converts data to multi-level symbols. See Figure 15 . PP 
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.---

-- ... f-.. -- ... 
AIr4ii.a. "'- f- .... r- f---- - - . W< f- .... .... ~ -.. ~ 

FitldSfnc 

L-

. 
Figure 14. 16 VSB transmitter . 

Byt. to 
X. X. X. 

Symbol 
1 1 1 

Conv.ralon 1 1 1 

x., ~} 
1 1 0 

7 ~ 
1 1 0 

• XII. ~1 1SINibble 1 0 1 

S 
~: - J\ ~ 

1 0 1 - • 1 0 0 

"'-.~. .OJ ···F ~ 
1 0 0 - 2 ~~},~- 0 1 1 

1 ~ 
0 1 1 

0 
0 1 0 

l58 0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

Figure 15. 16 VSB mapper. 

5.2 Chsnnel error protection and synchronization 

5.2.1 Prioritization 

See Section 4.2.1. 

5.2.2 Data randomizer 

See Section 42.2. 

5.2.3 Reed-Solomon encoder 

See Section 42.3. 

f- VS8 f-... 
.. ....... <0- f-

"""""" 

X 0 
1 +15 
0 +13 
1 +11 
0 +. 
1 +7 
0 +S 
1 +3 
0 +1 -1 ·1 To 

0 -3 MUX 

1 .. 
0 ·7 
1 .. 
0 ·11 
1 ·13 
0 ·15 

5.2.4 Interteaving 
The interleaver shall be a 26 data segment inter-segment convolutional byte 

mterleaver Interleaving is provided to a depth of about 1112 of a data field (2 IDS deep). 

Only data bytes shall be interleaved . 
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5.2.5 Data segment sync 

See Section 4.2.6. 

5.2.6 Data field sync 

See Section 4.2.7. 

5.3 Modulation 

Digital Television Standard (Annex D) 

5.3.1 Bit-to-symbol mapping 
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Figure 15 shows the mapping of the outputs of the interleaver to the nominal 
signal levels (-1 5, -13, -II, .. . , 11, 13, 15). As shown in Figure 13, the norninal leveb of 
Data Segment Sync and Data Field Sync are -9 and +9. The value of 2.5 is added to all 
these nominal levels after the bit-to-symbol mapping for the purpose of creating a small 
pilot carrier. 

5.3.2 Pilot addition 

A small in-pbase pilot shall be added to tbe data signal. Tbe frequency of the pilot 
shall be the same as the suppressed-carrier frequency as shown in Figure 3. This may be 
generated in the following manner. A small (digital) DC level (2.5) sball be added to every 
symbol (data and sync) of the digital baseband data plus sync signal (±~ ±3, ±5, ±7, ±'J, 
i l l , ± 13, ±15). Tbe power of the pilot shall be 11.3 dB below the average data signal 
power. 

5.3.3 16 VSB modulation method 

T~e modulation method shall be identical to that in Section 4, except the number 
oftransm.ttted levels shall be 16 instead or8. 
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ANNEXE 

(Informative) 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

1. SCOPE 

This informative Annex provides material to help readers understand and 
implement the normative pon.ions of the Digital Television Standard. The normative 
clauses of tbe Standard do not specify the design of a receiver. Instead, they specify the 
~tled bit stream and RF signal with a thoroughness sufficient to permit the design of 

a receiver 
Althougb the normative portions of the Standard are written in the traditional way 

_ by specifying the signal format, Dot the receiver - the ATSC believes that the 
mtroductory phase of this new Standard can be made more orderly by listing some 
receiver design considerations in this informative Annex. Service providers need assurance 
that their programs will be correctly processed in all receivers, and receiver manufacturers 
need assurance that their receivers will function properly with all broadcasts. 

This Annex also contains references to existing (both voluntary and mandatory) 
standards for television receivers and notes work in progress on voluntary industry 

standards being developed at this time. 

2. REFERENCES TO EXISTING OR EMERGING STANDARDS 

47 eFR Pan 15, FCC Rules. 
EtA 15-132, ElA Interim Standardfor Channelization of Cable Television. 

ElA 15-23, EIA Interim Standard for RF Interface Specification for Television Receiving 

DevIces OJuJ Cable Television Systems. 
EtA 15-105, ElA Interim Standard for a Decoder Interface Specification for Television 

Recelvmg Devices and Cable Television Decoders. 

3. COMPUANCE NOTATION 
Compliance with mandatory or voluntary standards :md reco~ende~ practices 

for digital television receivers can be inferred only from preVIous expenence ~th.NTSC. 
Actual standards for digital television receivers have DO~ b.eeo developed at this ~e. As 

sed
. thi d cum ot "appropriate" means that the exIsUng rules for NTSC which are 

u m s 0 e di·taI I .. Furth are the 
referenced contain most elements of future rules for gt te evlSlOD. erm, 
rules may be expanded to cover digital television. 
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4. STATUS OF RECEIVER STANDARDIZATION ACTIVITIES 

4.1 Tuner pelformance 

The FCC Rules under 47 CFR Part 15 which are applicable to conventional 
television receivers are expected to be appropriate for digital television receivers. 

4.1.1 Noise figure 

The 10 dB Doise figure used as a planning factor has been reviewed considering 
the needs of digital television reception and has been found appropriate. 

4.1.2 Channelization plan for broadcast and cable 

The cable channelization plan specified in the FCC Rules under 47 CFR Part 15 
which are applicable to conventional television receivers are expected to be appropriate 
for digital television receivers. Broadcast channelization is specified in the FCC Rules 
under 47 CFR Part 73. 

4.1 .3 Direct pickup 

The FCC Rules under 47 CFR Pan 15 which are applicable to conventional 
television receivers may be appropriate for digital television receivers, as well. 
Performance characteristics for reception of digital signals, whether standard or high 
definition, have not been developed by the industry. It is expected that direct pickup of a 
given level will have less effect on digital signals than on NTSC. 

4.2 Transport 

Significant work for identification of multiple programs within a single digital 
television channel has not taken place in the industry. It is reCommended that a digital 
television receiver provide appropriate features to assist users in the selection of the 
desired video program service, ifmultiple video programs within one channel are offered. 

4.3 Decoder interface 

The FCC Rules which are to be adopted for a decoder interface on NTSC receiver 
advertised as "cable-ready" or "cable-compatible" are expected to be appropriate for 
digital television receivers. Much work has been done on this interface standard (IS-105) 
by the l oint Engineering Committee of ElA and NCTA Although that interface standard 
is not intended to apply to digital television receivers, it will almost cenainly provide a 
basis for a decoder interface standard applicable to them. 

4.4 Digital data interface 

W,ork on a digital ~ata interface is being performed by the EIA's R-4 .1 
subcomnuttee on ATV ReceIver lnterfaces. R-4.1 intends to define a baseband serial 
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digita1. interface so that d.e~ces ma~ ~xchange packetized data, for example, when a digital 
VCR IS connected to a digital televtslon receiver 

. It i~ .recomm~nded that, manuf~cturers of digital television receivers wishing to 
mclude a digital data mterface gave consIderation to the interface developed by R4.1 . 

4.5 Conditional access Interface 

The National Renewable Security System (NRSS) Subcommittee of the Joint 
Engineering Committee of ElA and NeT A has the responsibility to develop a standard for 
a plug-in security module. The NRSS standard may be applied in either a standard 
definition or high definition environment. 

It is recommended that manufacturers of digital television receivers wishing to 
include a cooctitional access interface give consideration to the NRSS standard developed 

by the JEe. 

4.6 Closed captioning 

Closed captioning for television is covered by the FCC Rules under 47 CFR Part 
15 whIch are presently applied to conventional television receivers. These rules are 
expected to be appropriate for digital television receivers. 

Work on defining the technical standard for closed captioning for the digital 
television system is being performed by the ElA's R-4.3 subcommittee. 

5. RECEIVER FUNCTIONALITY 

5.1 Video 
It 15 recommended that a digital television receiver be capable ?~ appropri~t.ely 

decoding and displaying the video scanning formats defined j~ th~ .DIgJ.tal TeleVlslO.n 
Standard and described in Table 3 "Compression Format Constr3.1nts 10 Annex A of this 

Standard 

5.2 Audio 
It is recommended that a digital television receiver be capable of sel~g and 

decoding any audio semce described in Section 6 of ~ex B of this Standard, subject to 

the bit rate constraints in Section 5.3 of Annex B of this Standard. 

It is recommended that a digital television receiver be c.apa~le of n~rmal:;~ :~:~ 
levels based on the value of the syntactical element d ialnonn which IS contaIned 

elementary stream. 
. th di . tal television receiver be capable of alterin~ 

It 15 recommended at a g1 f th tactical element dynmg which IS 
reproduced audio levels based on the value 0 e syn 
contained in the audio elementary stream. 
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It is recommended that a digital television receiver provide appropriate features to 
assist users in the selection of program related audio services. 
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